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Thompson (Henry Tates). The Book of Hours of Yolande of 
Flanders, a Manuscript of the Fourteenth Century in the Library of 
Henry Yates Thompson. With a description by S. C. Cockerell. 4to., 7 

photogravures by Emery Walker in facsimile of 28 pages of the MS., and 2 photo¬ 

graphic plates giving 11 facsimiles from similar MSS.; boards, £2. 2s. 

privately printed at the Chiswick Press, 1905 
“ This little volume which . . . must have been one of the most perfect specimens of 

the handiwork of the French miniaturists of the fourteenth century, was written and illuminated 
for Yolande de Flandre, daughter of Robert de Flandre, Seigneur de Cassel and Jeanne de 
Bretagne ... It would appear that the date of the present volume (c. 13*53), is but a few 
years later than that of the Book of Hours of Jeanne II. Queen of Navarre, and of the Bellevue 
Breviary. It is, therefore, not impossible that the same artist may have worked on all the 
three MSS.”—Preface. 

-- A Psalter and Hours executed before 1270 for a lady con¬ 
nected with St. Louis, probably his sister, Isabella of France, founder of the 

Abbey of Longchamp, now in the collection of Henry Yates Thompson. 

Described by S. C. Cockerell in relation to the companion Psalter of St. Louis 

in Paris. Oblong sm. folio, vnth reproductions »n photogravure by Emery Walker 

of all the Miniatures (51 in number) ; bds., leather back, £3. 3s. 

privately printed at the Chiswick Press, 1905 
This splendid little manuscript, one of the most perfect gems of Parisian miniature art of 

the thirteenth century, was obtained by its. present owner, Mr. Henry Yates Thompson, in 1901, 
from the representatives of John Raskin, who purchased it on February 24th, 1854. Two days 
later Ruskin wrote in his diary: “ On Friday the 24th I got the greatest treasure I have yet 
obtained in all my life.” 

-Illustrations of One Hundred Manuscripts in the Library 
of Henry Yates Thompson. Series I. Boy. 4to., 48 plates illus¬ 
trating ten French MSS. from the Xlth to the XVJth Centuries; cloth; scarce. 

Out of print 1907 
One hundred copies printed. 

.the same. [Series II/] Boy. 4to., 50 plates illustrating ten Italian MSS. 

from the Xlth to the XVIth Centuries ; cloth, scarce. Out of print 1908 
125 copies printed. 

-the same. [Series III.] Consisting of sixty-nine Plates illustrating 
Ten MSS. of Various Countries from the IXth to the XVIth Centuries. Boy. 
4to., with 69 plates; buckram, £8. 3s. 1912 

the same, [861168 IVe] Consisting of eighty-two Plates illustrating : 
Sixteen MSS. of English Origin from the Xllth to the XVth Centuries. Boy. 
4to., with 82 plates; buckram^ £8. 3b. 1914 ' 

— the same* [Series Ve] Consisting of ninety Plates illustrating sixteen 
MSS. each of which belonged to some Individual of Note in France or Italy in 

the XTVth or XVth Century. Roy. 4to.f pp. xvi and 38, with 90 plates giving j 
reproductions of over 200 miniitures; buckram, £3. 3a 1915 

The precious Illuminated MSS. in the library of Mr. Henry Yates Thompson are well known 
to form one of the finest private collections in existence. In the preface to a catalogue of 
twenty of these MSS. he says: “Since the publication in two volumes of the Descriptive 
Catalogue of my Illuminated Manuscripts in 1898 and 1902 I have for various reasons found it 
expedient not to increase the number of these precious books in my library beyond the one 
hundred therein described. My plan has been never to buy any additional volume unless it 
was decidedly superior in value and interest to one at least of my original hundred, and upon 
its acquisition pitilessly to discard the least fascinating of the said hundred.” In pursuance . 
of this scheme twenty-six volumes have been turned out in favour of better examples, and the I 
quality of the collection may be gauged from the fact that one alone of the rejected realized I 
£1,180. at auction. The present work is intended to illustrate the entire collection thus I 
improved, ^nd when completed it will form an album of the most valuable kind to connoisseurs I 
and students, giving a view of the history of miniature art of various countries and styles, by | 
means of examples of the highest order. 
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11, GRAFTON STREET, NEW BOND STREET, W. 

MANUSCRIPTS OF 
MEDLEVAL AND EARLY ENGLISH WRITERS 

£ t. d. 
1 BALLADS. A Collection of Manuscript Ballads on single leaves or 

sheets, in various handwritings, aboat sixty in number, including two 
pieces with the music noted, bound in 1 vol., sm. folio, red morocco 
gilt Circa 1690*1720 12 0 0 

“ Ballads in MS. on single sheets are not common. The present volume represents 
a selection of all that was- of interest in a much larger collection of such pieces 
obtained from Lincolnshire. . . . Unfortunately many are too free to print.”—Note 
by Mr. F. I!'. Co»eii». 

2 BONAVENTURE (S.). Mirror of the Life of Jesus Christ. (Fol. 16:) 

The beginnyng of the pheme of the boke That is clepid the mirroure 
of the blyssyd life of J bu cryst . . . 

Enolibh MS. on vellum and paper, mixed, sm. folio, 123 leaves 
neatly and legibly written in red and black in Gothic characters; one or 
two leaves at the end missing and one in a modern hand; brown morocco, 
by Riviere About 1450 25 0 0 

With the 16th cent, signatures of Will: Goring and Will’m Bosson on the first 
leaf. 

3 -A portion of the work containing chaps. I—XVII incl., wanting the 
first and abont five intermediate leaves. 

MS. ON vellum, sm. folio, red morocco circ. 1420 10 0 0 

4 BRUT CHRONICLE (The). (Fol. 1.) Here begynneth a boke in 
Englysshe tonge called Brute of Ingelond or the Cronycles of Ingelond 
compylynge and tretynge of ye seyd londe . . , Fol. 205 (6) How |>at 
kyng henry the VIV5 wente ouyr J>e see yn to Fraunoe yn )>a VIIIth 
yeer of his Regne. And of ]>e wycch of Frannce }>at was callid |>e 
pusshel how ache was take and put to de]>8 for here mysgounauuce. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. folio, ff. 206, 30 lines to a page, written 

Original from ^ 
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BERNARD QUARITCH’S CATALOGUE, No. 344 

BRUT CHRONICLE (The), continued:*— 
in a very neat and legible gothic hand, rubricated throughout, the first 
leaf decorated, numerous pen letters with marginal flourishes, old calf gilt 

Oirc. 1450 
One of the best and most interesting copies of the famous Chronicle. MSS. all 

vary at the end, most of them stopping with the close of the fourteenth oentury. 
This one not only includes the reignB of Richard II and the three Henries, but has 
«.lnn the poem on the siege of Rouen by Henry V, which is seldom found in copies 
of the Chronicle, in an unusually complete form. It commences thus:— 

Atte Warwyk the erle so fre 
We callid ofte it wolde nat be . . . 

and ends 
And )ms our gracious liege 
Made an ende of hys siege 
And alle have herds bis tydynge. 
To blysse Cryst you brynge 
bat for us deyde 
On a tre. Amen seyde 
Alle for charyte. 

In the MS. the poem occupies 383 lines, and as it is written currently the number 
of lines in the poem would be approximately 600, or more, the same as in the E. E. T. 
Society’s edition. 

The volume was a oentury or so ago at Dalkeith in the library of the Duke of 
Buocleuch. 

5 -the same. Fol. 1: IN In nomine Jim. Here may a man heren 
how Englonde was ffirst callyd Albyon. And thurghe whom hit hadde 
>e name. In pe nobyl lande off Syrrye. . Fol. 149: . . How pe Kynge 
lelde hys parlement at Westmestyr (1415) . . 

Manuscript on vellum And paper, mixed, sm. folio, with rubrics ; 
probably wanting one leaf at the end; in the original oak boards covered 
with damaged deer skin About 14* 0 60 0 0 

This MS. includes the poem on the Siege of Rouen, but not in such a complete 
form as the preceding MS. It commences thus: 

And more }>ey schulde undyrtake 
A Castel for our Kynge to make . . . 

and finishes somewhat similarly to the MS. above. 
The IN on the first page represents John Nuton Abbot of Battle, appointed to 

that dignity in 1463. His name appears in several places. On the fly-leaf is the 
chief inscription: “ Istius li belli possessio ex iure debetur venerabili in Xpo patri 
ac domino Dompno Jobanni Nuton dei providencia venerandi Monasterii de Bello 
Rectori ac patri, Angligene gentis Cronice vocati Cuius alienator vel alieni professor 
Anathema sit q’ Sennahoi Mastiw.” The writer has reversed the letters of his name. 

6 -the same. {Fol. 1 :) Her may aman hare Engelande was ferst 
callede Albyon and poj*u3 wham hit had pe name . . . 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. folio, ff. 156, written in a very neat and 
legible hand, 37 lines to a page, rubricated throughout, the first page with 
an illuminated border, numerous decorative pen initials, the last leaf 
missing, othencise in excellent condition, old calf neat Oirc. 1420 42 0 0 

This MS. extends to the sixth of Henry V. 1418. In the 17th century it was in 
the possession of H. Powle, the Master of the Rolls, who formed a large library of 
Manuscripts. Subsequently it passed into the bands of Matty Lee (probably the 
surgeon and benefactor of Christ Church, Oxford), Thomas Huckell Lee and Lord 
Amherst of Hackney. 

7 -the same. {Fol. la:) Here begynnyth )>e new croniclis compendiusli 
ydrawe of j>e geste of kyngis of Ingelond wi)> opir notable and merne 
lose pyngis )>at happed z fortuned I ther times . from )>e firste kyng 
Brute )>at cam I to pis land ! pe yere from pe begynnyng of pe worlde 
ij. M.ccc.lxxxx to pe xiiij. yere of Kyng Harry pe sixte . . . {Fol. 1386:) 
. . . Explicit liber Cronicor7/ Quod Ricardos Bede. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. 8vo., finely written in red and black on 
133 leaves, 24 long lines to the page, with blue and red pen-letters, and 
paragraph marks; a few leaves missing; rough calf About 1440 40 0 0 

This MS. of the old English Brut Chronicle ends in the year 1434-5. On the first 
leaf is written “ Nettylton boke 1550 ”, and on a fly-leaf “ I praye you good Mr. 
Nettleton let me be your heire of this booke either for love or monye. yours to 
commaunde. Wlllm Wraye.” 

From the library of Sir Mark Masterman Sykes, with his book label. 
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I ENGLISH MANUSCRIPTS 3 

BRUT CHRONICLE (The), continued. £ •- d. 
8 -the seme* Another copy, extending to the 48th year of Edward III 

(1374). 
Manuscript on paper, am. folio, ff. 132, neatly written and rubricated,' 

old calf Circ. 1400 18 0 0 
With the signatures of rarious members of the Trayfort famiiy. 

9 -the same. Another copy, containing the portion extending from 
the reign of King Canute to the 59* year of Henry IV (a.d. 1014-1404). 

Manuscript on Vbllum, am. folio, ff. 75, very neatly written and 
rubricated, hf. morocco Scec. XV 12 10 0 

On the margins are found the autographs of John and Thomas Baynes, 1733 
and 1743. 

10 CHASTISING OF GODS CHILDREN. 
/. 1. Here begynneth and folowin the chapeturs of this 

boke whiche is clepede the chastisynge of goddis 
childyrn. 

f. 2. In drede of almyghty god religious sistir a shorte 
pistel I sende you of the matier of temptations whiche 
pistil as me tnyncketh maye resonabeli be clepede the 
chastisinge of godis childirn.f. 42b. Thu 
merci. he than that is alle myghti righ’ful z m’ciful in 
his rightwis chastisynge have m’cie on us synful. amen. 

f. 42b. [A TREATISE OF PRAYER commencing] 
Prayinge is a gcious gifte of our lorde god to eu’y man 
./. 51 ... . than shall men soone thorowghe 
goddis gee loue the bettir z the more thereby knowe 
god z #the endelis mirthe z the melodie of hevene to the 
whiche god us brynge. Amen .... 

/. 51 b. A Treatise of Love or Reverente Affection 
by WALTER HILTON, as is supposed (a heading in 
1 Gth century hand). Commencing : In the begynnynge 
thou shalte make it knowin to thyne [harte] that thou 
shalte dye in the ende. ye and but thou spede the. the 
soner or thou come at the ende 53b. And 
therfore I rede that thei be thyne not (rel'njua desider- 
antur 16th cent. note. The next leaf contained the end 
of this treatise and the beginning of the table of the 
following) 

/. 54. A Treatise of Contemplation by WALTER 
HILTON, Carthusian Mo. (a heading in a. 16th century 
hand) i.e. SCALA PERFECTIONIS. Begins (in the 
middle of the Table of chapters) certayne but trouble 
the steringis of them that be in devotion c.xxix .... 
f. 55. (H)ere is tolde the cause whi this boke was 
made and howgh thei shall behave therein in the 
reedinge that it was made too . . . Gostely brothir or 
systir in jhu criste . . . f. 1005. (Chap. 191) . . and 
if thou wilte sette thi thowght thertoo it shall teche the 
alle the that . . . aliqua desiderantur, y\ is ye. reste of 
this chapter is one more (page) (note in a 16th cent, hand) 

Original from ^ 
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4 BERNARD QUARITCH’S CATALOGUE, No. 344 

CHASTISING OF GOD’S CHILDREN, continued:— £ d. 

Manuscript on Vellum, sm. folio (11^ ins. x 8 ins.), 
ff, 100, beautifully written in a yotlnc script, the initials of 
each chapter illuminated in gold and colours, the first two 
pages having coloured borders introducing conventional 
strawbemy blooms and fruit, in the original oak boards 
covered with calf (repaired) with blind tooling on the sides, 
the brass bosses having been removed circa a.d. 1450 80 0 0 

Manuscript copies of the Chastising of God’s children are very 
rare, and I can only recall to mind one at the British Museum. 
Hilton’s Scala Perfecciouis is less rare, but still uncommon. 

Collation : a-n in eights (the signatures are still visible) : wanting 

8ji Fa ng. 
11 CHRONICLE ROLL. 

Begins: Considerans cronicoru plixitate necnon et difficultatem 
scolariu q3 circa studiu nobilis pgenie regum anglie et maxime illius 
que in historic fondamento vereatur negligencia.temptam 
seriem regu Anglie put linealiter duxerunt originem in unu opusculu 
. . . ab adam incipiens . . . usque ad henricum sixtum originaliter 
finem perduxi. 

Manuscript roll on vellum, on 8 skins measuring 19 ft. 6 ins. long 
by 12| ins. wide, in a cloth covered box 1461-71 18 0 0 

A fine specimen of an English Chronicle Roll in excellent preservation. The 
regal crowns throughout are illuminated in gold. 

There is a similar roll in C.C. College, Cambridge (see Dr. M. R. James 
Catalogue, no. 98a.) but the present copy includes the mention of Edicardu* dei grti 
verm haerett et rejc while the death (1471) of Edward of Lancaster (son of Henry VI.) 
is not chronicled. 

12 CROMER (Walter). A Treatise of Medicine and Chirur^ery. 
Original Manuscript on paper, sm. folio, containing 

50 pp. of writing arid' 48 blank leaves, ruled throughout in 
red; bound in old English calf, with a broad and rich gilt 
ornamental panel border, with corner fleurs-de-lis and the 
Arms of King Edward VI in centres, probably by 
Thomas Bei'thelet, rebacked and corners slightly repaired, 
but otherwise in excellent preservation circa 1550 185 0 0 

A MOST INTERESTING MANUSCRIPT, APPARENTLY UNPUBLISHED, WRITTEN 
and bound FOR and presented to Kino Edward VI on the development 
of his fatal disease. It begins with a table of contents, amongst 
which is a chapter entitled “ Myne opinyon according to leraed 
anthoritie of Auncient Antbores of Guaicnm ; that wolde to God my 
body could labour, or my Hart could thynke that thinge that myght 
do yr. moste excellent Mau Good,” etc. This is subscribed “ By yr. 
Graces moste bownden humble subiecte and Dayly Oratour Walt 
Cromer.” The text begins “ Theis bey the Sainges of Authoritie 
gathered by me of the Olde & Auncient Authores of Physike and 
Surgerie to ornate and sett forth the Barbers Hall according to the 
original beginning,” etc. 

Of the author little seems to be known, but that he was a 
physician of considerable distinction is shown from a reference to him 
among the State Papers at the Record Office (quoted here from The 
Annals of the Barber-Surgeons of London, by Sidney Young, 1890) : 
“ 19th January, 1530. A letter from De Augnstinis, written from 
the palace at Esher, to Cromwell, desires that Dr. Butts [who had the 
best practice of any physician of his time, and was a personal friend 
of King Henry VIII] or Dr. Walter Cromer may be sent to the 
Cardinal ...” 

% 
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ENGLISH MANUSCRIPTS 5 

£ *. d. 
13 DANIEL (Henrioos) Libri tree Uricrisiaram. 

f. 1. Hie incipifc plogus in libr. uricrisi&r Ricardi Dodd. 
f. b. Explicit liber uricrisiar ex ex («'o) latino i vnlgata edit* a Fratro. 

Manuscript in English on Paper, folio, 14 ins. x 9$ ins., ff. 134. 
neatly written »» a cursive hand, rubricated throughout, with several 
astrological diagrams, bound in red morocco circ. 1450 55 0 0 

Henry Daniel or Daniell was a Dominican monk who lived towards the close of 
the 14th century and devoted much of his time to the study of medicine and natural 
philosophy. He dedicated his book to Walter de Ketene or according to Tanner to 
Walter Tornour de Kettene. 

The dedication is in Latin but the whole of the book is in English. The name 
of the translator which should have appeared on the last page ha? been omitted. 
Was it possibly the Kichard Dodd whose name appears in the first line ? otherwise 
it is not easy to conjecture the reason of Dodd’s name appearing there. From the 
colophon the original book seems to have been written in the ?th of Bichard U «■ 
1383. 

14 DOCQDETS of all GRANTS of any part of their Ma'ties Revenue either 
of Lands Woods Money or any other Profitts passed the Privy Seal 
from the first day of January 169§ [to January 169£]. Sm. folio, 
MS. on papery 207 pages, bound in contemporary rough calf, from the 
library of Sir 0. Q. Young, Garter King-at-Arms, who received it from 
Evelyn J. Shirley 1693-7 10 10 0 

The entries consist of abstracts of the Grants which passed the Great Seal and 
the Privy Seal during the above-mentioned period. The principal entries relating 
to America are :— 

p. 1. Chidly Brooke, Customs Collector, New York, Grant to collect Duties. 

p. 6. Francis Nicholson, W"> Cole and others. Charter to eroct a College in 
Virginia, with a Grant of £1985. 14* lOd and the revenue from a Duty of Id on 
every pound of tobacco exported. 

p. 15. Duke of Leinster, Grant of Jetsam and Flotsam found on American coasts. 

p. 21. Tho. Neal and John Tyzack do. do. do. 

p. 26. Jacob Leister, Mary Milboume, Gerard Beckman, Thomas Williams, Mindert 
Coarten, Abraham Brasier, John Vermullie and Abraham Governeor of New 
York, Grant of restitution of forfeited estates. 

p. 64. Sir John Hoskins, Grant of the Islands of Ascension, Trinidad, Martin, 
between lat. 103—22° s. and long. 18°—25° w. for ever. 

p. 134. Pension of ^400. to widow of Archbishop Tillotson arising from revenue of 
the Barbadoes and Leeward islands. 

Among the miscellaneous entries are :— 
p. 11. Andrew Corbett, Grant for coining Copper Money. 

Various similar grants to other parties. 

p. 47. Charlotte Killigrew (widow of Thos. Killigrew the dramatist) pension of £200. 

pp. 55-59. E. India Co. Charter of 1693 and release of similar date. 

p. 61. Appointment of Grinley Gibbons as Mr Sculptor or Mr Carver in Wood to 
their Majesties, with a fee of 18d p.d. 

p. 100. Grant of Charter for the foundation of the Bank of England. 

p. HO. Grant of Greenwich Palace for purpose of a Naval Hospital and 2 subsequent 
appointments of Commissiobers. 

15 EARLY AND ELIZABETHAN POETRY. A small 4to. volume written 
on paper, and consisting of 9 leaves written in the fifteenth, and 33 written 
in the sixteenth century; interleaved and bound in russia, gilt edges 

1470-1580 15 0 0 
A very interesting volume formerly in the possession of Haslewood, by whom a 

few of the pieces were printed in Brydycs' Centura Literaria. The contents are as 
follows: 

1. [Lydgate ?] Five seven-lined stanzas on Repentance beginning : 
Ye reconisaunce of all fleshely luste. 

2. Here begyflythe the cronycles of sayntes and of the kyngys of yngelonde ciuliny 
1476, with further historical details pp. 8. 

3. A poem on heraldry in 28 seven-line stanzas, pp. 8. Beginning 
“ O petuusly may I wayle and complayne 

For lacke of conyng, alas my tyme ys lore.” 

This was written about 1480-'.I0. 
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6 BERNARD QUARITCH’S CATALOGUE, No. 344 

EARLY AND ELIZABETHAN POETRY, continued£ j. d. 
4. Wilmot (Robert) Tragedy of Gismonde of Salerne, a fragment. A Sonett of 

the Quenes Maides, etc 
This is the original form of Wilmot’s Tancred and Gismanda, published in 1592, 

of which only two or three copies are known. The whole of this item was reprinted 
in Brydge*’ Centura, Vol. 2, pp. 20 et teq. 

6. Davy (Robert) Various English Poems, some of which were reprinted by J. H&sle- 
wood in Brydges’ Centura, Vol. X, about 20 pages. 

Haelewood, when reprinting some of these poems, said he had been unable to 
find out anything about Davy. He was probably the Robert Davye who matriculated 
at Oxford in 1582, made a fellow of Meiton in 1584, and died a few years afterwards 
at Florence. 

" The pieces are of a religious cast and are remarkable for their smoothness of 
numbers when compared with some of the contemporary writers.”—J. H, 
6. Churchyard’s Poem on the Receiving of Queen Elizabeth by the Earl of Leicester. 
7. Lloyd (Ludovic) A dittie to the tune of Welshe Sydanen made to the Queenes 

Maj. Eliz. pp. 2, beginning 
Flee stately Juno Samos fro, from Delos straight Diana go . . . 

8. Poem probably also by Davy, pp. 20, beginning 

0 wretched man who lovest earthlie tliinge 

16 GOWER. CONFESSIO AMANTIS. THE VERNEY 
CODEX. 

MANUSCRIPT ON VELLUM, folio (14£ by 10J 
ins.), written in a fine legible hand, double columns, 46 
ines to the column, the latin rubrics in redy the initial letters 

in gold and colours, illuminated borders to the pages on 
which Books 3, 6, and 7 commence (37, 125, 156) and an 
illuminated miniature on f. 15. of the Statue of Nebuchad- 
nessors dream, portions of four leaves tom away and several 
leaves missing, otherwise in very fine condition throughout in 
a sixteenth century binding of oak boards covered with calf 

with brass comers and bosses About a.d. 1400 500 0 0 
A splendid old English Manuscript, presenting a valuable text of 

the Poet who ranks next in importance to Chaucer in early English 
Literature. It is an unknown codex which has not yet been collated. 

In the sixteenth century it belonged to a branch of the Verne or 
Verney family, and on /. 71 occur the names of Edmund, Jbon, 
Francys, Rose, Jhan and Hn Verne, on/. 87 the inscription “In God 
ys my hope qh. Jane Verney ”, and again on/. 89 Jane Verney. The 
following names are also found in the margins (/. 22) John Lyte, 
(/. 55) Henry Hart, (/. 76) Robert Lane, Harry Hartt, Sylys Boford, 
(f. 92) Edward Bromley, with the motto “ Verbam non addunt 
virtutem,” and the words “ Omnium rerum vicissitudo.” 

The volume starts with line 504 of the Prologue and ends with line 
2791 of Book 8. On account of the twenty-one missing leaves it is 
not possible, without a definite collation, to state which of the three 
recensions into which Prof. G. C. Macaulay divides the known codioes, 
this volume belongs, but I think it may provisionally be assigned to 
the first recension. It does not contain the additional passages in the 
fifth and seventh books, nor could it have contained the longer form 
of the conclusion of the eighth book. The forms J> for th and j for gh 
or g are used throughout the poem. 

The collation of the volume is as follows : A3’5, B2'8, C3'5,7i 8, D1’3,5'3, 
E38, F™, G18, H18, I2 8, Ki-2 *'7, L2'5, 7‘ 8, M18, N**, O2 8, P1*, Q18, 
ri.m si-*, T1-6*8, Ui s, X1*8, Y1’8, Z1*, AaH. The sheets are eights 
throughout. 
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ENGLISH MANUSCRIPTS 7 

17 HERBERT FAMILY. A very important collection of 
Papers relating to Edward 1st Lord Herbert of Cherbury, 
Sir Henry Herbert, Master of the Revels and their de¬ 
scendants, bound in 12 vols., brown morocco extra, 2 vols. 
hf morocco, and 2 vols. in parchment, and a quantity of 
unbound MS. 

Malone, in his variorum edition of Shakspere, 1821, Vol. Ill, 
p. 57, refers to the Office-Book of Sir Henry Herbert, and states that 
he is indebted for its use to “ Francis Ingram of Ribbesford, near 
Bewdley, in Worcestershire ... It has lately been fonnd in the same 
old chest which contained the manuscript Memoirs of Lord Herbert of 
Cherbury, from which Mr. Walpole about twenty years ago printed the 
Life of that nobleman, who was elder brother to Sir Henry Herbert.” 

The papers here offered for sale were until the last few years 
contained in a similar oak chest at Delbury Hall, Salop, whither they 
had been taken when Fredk. Cornewall entered into possession of 
Francis Walker’s bequest in 1781, as shewn below. 

Lord Herbert of Cherbury (6th or 2nd of 2nd creation, +1738) 
left part of his estates to Francis Walker and part to Henry Morley, 
both kinsmen. The latter’s estate at Ribbesford passed eventually 
into the hands of Francis Ingram. Walker devised his real estate 
and part of his personal estate to a kinsman, Fredk. Cornewall (+1783) 
son of Capt. Fred. Cornewall, R.N., of Delbury Hall, Salop, from whose 
descendants the present papers have been acquired. 

EDWARD, 1st Lord Herbert of Cherbury, 1583-1648. Reliqk) 

Laici, translated into English. With the Autograph Correc¬ 

tions of the Author. Sm. folio, MS., 9 leaves, brown morocco 
extra 

This work was first published in Latin in 1645, and no translation of it has yet 
appeared. It is evident from the above that the issue of an English edition was 
contemplated. 

-“A Dialogue between a Master and a Pupil,” A Portion 

of the Author’s Original Holograph MS. Sm. folio, 12 leaves, 
brown morocco extra 

The work was first published in 1768, but it is doubtful if the MS. from which 
it was printed was complete. The present portion consists of pages 17 to 24, 104, 
105, 106, 213 to 220, and 223 to 229 of the text as printed. The part comprising 
pp. 104-106 is, however, an early draft of the printed text, from which it differs 
considerably. There are also many differences throughout the other portions of the 
MS. At the end are two leaves apparently from the same treatise, but which do not 
seem to have been printed. 
- Of Knowledge and the Power Cognition. Chapters I—XII 

(unfinished). The Author’s original MS. Folio, 4 leaves closely 
■written on both sides, brown morocco extra 

I have not been able to find any mention of this work. 
-- Catalogue of the Library of Edward, 1st Lord Herbert of 

Cherbury. Sm. folio, MS., 32 leaves, written on both sides, in the 
handwriting of his two secretaries and of Lord Herbert himself, 
brown morocco extra 

An extremely interesting record of this great man’s library, giving the oost price 
of each item. 

The list must have been oompiled about 1637, as with two exceptions the dates 
given to the various entries are 1636 or before. The exceptions are palpable clerical 
errors:—1. (/. 4) Alcoran des Cordeliers 678, for 1578, the date of the 1st Geneva 
edition ; /. 2. Historia dell’ Indie Orientali de Lopes de Castagneda 678 (for 1578) 
/. 14. Thesaurus Pauperum Petri Hispeni 1676 (for 1476). 

In three instances the prices are absent:—1. Licetus, de Mundi et Hominis 
Analogia, 1635 ad Edwardum Bar. Herbert £0. 0* Od; 2. The Temple; Poems of 
Mr George Herbert £0. 0< 0d. The third item is Beecher’s Isle of Rhe mentioned 
beiow. No doubt all three were presentation copies. 

HERBERT (Sir Henry). Correspondence and Papers relating to 
SIR HENRY HERBERT (1595-1673, Master of the Revels, 1626- 
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THE HERBERT FAMILY, continued:— 

1642 and 1660-63, brother to Edward, 1 st Lord Herbert of Cherbury), 
bound in 1 vol., sm. folio, brown morocco extra 
Order in Proceedings, Sir Henry and Dame Sohanne Herbert ▼. Thos. Plomer. 

Nov. 4, 1626. 
This document shews that Sir Henry married the widow of Edmond Plomer who 

had bequeathed to her a legacy of £5,000., which may be connected with the fact 
that Sir Henry bought Ribbesford Manor in 1627 for £3,000. 

The identity of this lady has not been shewn before. She seems to have been a 
daughter of Richard Slyford (tee Berry’s Pedigrees of Herts, p. 199). 
A note of my chaboes for my Jorny to Yorke In attendance on my master Kinge 

Charles, dated Marche 11, 1638, Whitehall [continued on to Berwick in April, 
1639], Jf\ 2 written on l>oth tide*. 

The details are chiefly items of expenditure for outfit. 
Bond between Sir Ralph Clare and Sir Henry Herbert, May 80, 1640, re an 

arbitration award, signed by both parties. 
The Inventory of Apraysment of ye goods of Sr Henry Herbert, seized ye 9th of 

January, 1645. ff. 2. 
This is the Inventory of the goods seized at Cambden House, Essex, which is 

possibly identical with the property at Much Fordham, which was sequestrated in 
1645 (tee Morant’B Essex, II, 228). 
Ten Letters from Elizabeth Herbert, second wife of Sir Henry Herbert, to her 

husband, Sir Henry (2), her son Henry, afterwards 5th (1st of the 2nd creation) 
Lord Herbert (8) and Receipts for monies paid her by her son. 

Two Letters from Susanna Herbert to her father, Sir Henry Herbert, with an 
extract from Ecclesiastes iii. 

Frances, d. of Sir H. Herbert. Memorandum relating to Relicsof her uncle Richard 
(2nd Lord Herbert 11655). 

Magdalen, d. of Sir H. Herbert. Six Letters to her brother Henry, 2 letters from 
her husband Chas. Morley and another. 

Elizabeth (tJuly 30, 1695) d. of Sir H. Herbert. One letter to her brother Henry, 
2 letters from her husband Chas. Hore. 

Letter from Niece Cicily Wbedf. and her brother-in-law George Dacres to Sir Henry 
Herbert, dated Tallington, Lincolnshire, March 2, 1668. 

Letter from George Evelyn, brother of the diarist, to Sir Henry, dated Wotton, 
May 21, 1669. 

Receipt from Beatrice, d. of Edward, 1st Lord Herbert of C., for monies received 
from Sir Henry, Aug. 21, 1650. 

HERBERT (Sir Henry). Verses in Latin on the Virtues, Ebrietas, 
Continentia, Frugalitas, Vigilantia, Industria et Labor, Fortitudo 
and Constantia. MS. on vellum, 16 leaves (3 blank), in a parch¬ 
ment wrap, enclosed in a pull-off morocco case Cxrc. 1650 

- Proverbs, Phrases, Anecdotes, Verses, etc., Original and 
Selected, in the handwriting of Sir Henry Herbert. Sm. folio, 
brown morocco extra 

The most important items are: “A copy of Verses upon my Picture," signed 
H. H. June 20, 1661, Hamertmithe; extracts from Alaham by Lord Brook. 

-THE EMPEROR OTHO, AN UNPUBLISHED PLAY in the 
author’s autograph throughout. Sm. 4to., brown morocco extra 

This play is quite unknown, and its existence has been unsuspected. It is in five 
acts and contains about 2100 lineB. It seems to be quite original, and not as one 
might suspect, founded on the play by Corneille on the same subject. 

HERBERT PAPERS relating to Edward, 3rd Lord Herbert of Cher¬ 
bury, Henry, 4th Lord, and Henry l 2, the 1st and 2nd Lords 
of the 2nd creation. Sm. folio, brown morocco extra 

HERBERT PAPERS. Marriage Settlement of Henry, 5th Lord 
Herbert of C. (1st of the 2nd Creation).—Attorney’s Accounts of 
the estate of John Ramsay, father-in-law of Henry, 5th Lord H. 
of C.—Will and other papers of Henry, 5th Lord H. of C. Sm. 
folio, broion morocco extra 

HERBERT PAPERS. A collection of Papers, Petitions, Speeches 
relating to the representation of Bewdley and other public events 
in which the Herbert family were interested. Sm. folio, brown 
morocco extra 

PRIVATE ACCOUNT BOOKS kept by Henry, 6th Lord Herbert of 
Cherbury, one lettered “ Book of Payments" extending from 
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THE HERBERT FAMILY, continued:— * 
Nor. 20, 1719 to April 18, 1738, the other lettered “ Book of 
Receipts ” extending from Nov. 30, 1719 to April 18, 1738. 
2 vols., narrow folio, original parchment covers 

For several years previous to his death in 1738, Lord Herbert continued to make 
private notes relating to provisions in his will, etc., in these books. From May 30, 
1736, onwards are a large number of entries detailing the progress of the disease of 
which he died, the state of his mind, and the awful agonies through which he passed. 
The first of these most pathetic records is as follows :—“ If I lose my senses which 
I think is very near I desire all the servants may be discharged . . . as if I was dead 
which I hope through God’s mercy will soon happen. The mercurial pills having 
helped me forwards tho I believe every thing was ment for the best and my former 
faults are now come home to me.” After which similar entries occur on page after 
page, some of the details being symptomatic, and leaving no doubt as to the nature 
of the disease. The last entry is “ I goe up never to come down again in my senses.” 
He died on April 28th, 1738. The D. N. B. states he “died suddenly (it is said by 
his own hand) at his house at Ribbesford in April, 1738.” Whether he died by his 
own hand or not there appears to have been a coroner’s inquest. In the notes above 
quoted he repeatedly doubts the diagnosis made by one Dr. Mackenzie of his com¬ 
plaint, and requests a post mortem examination to be held. 

Two Note Books relating to the disposal of the Estate of the 6th 
Lord Herbert (on one of which it is stated “B. Lord Herbert died 
28th Aprill 1738,” and in the other notes of fees paid to Coroner 
and clerk, mourning expenses, etc.)—Abstract of thb Deeds — 
Four Bonds to Baldwyn, 1706-19, amounting to £1029. 17. 

Copt op Marriage Settlement on Lady Herbert (nee Mary Wallop) 
wife of Henry, 6th Lord Herbert. 

Various Deeds op Sale, Leases, Mortgages relating to the Herbert 
Estates, a parcel of 18 deeds 

Legal Papers connected with Corbett v. Sir Henry Herbert, Corbett 
v. Henry Herbert (afterwards 5th Lord), T. Mason v, Sir Henry 
Herbert, Sir Henry Herberts. Bishopp and Fowler, some damaged 
by damp, 2 parcels 

It was this series of litigations in the olosing years of Sir Henry’s life that 
greatly reduced his fortunes. 

Verses by DONNE, BEAUMONT, CONGREVE and others. A 
rolume of MSS. written at different times and by various hands 
during the 17th and early part of the 18th centuries. Sm. folio, 
brown morocco 

Among the items may be mentioned :—Poems by Donne, 18 pages ; An Elegie 
mode uppon the death of the Countis of Rutland, signed per Fra. Beaumont; Town¬ 
send’s verses upon the Masque; Pindarick Ode to Henry Herbert, Esq. on his 
return to England; Prologue to Mr. Congreve’s new Comedy “ The Way of the 
World ”; 6 leaves of Music (2 pages signed James Hart), and various other papers. 

Domestic Recipes (chiefly Medical) written during the 17th and 18th 
cents, partly in the handwriting of llenry, 5th Lord Herbert. 
Sm. 4to., hf. mor. 

MS. Sermon on 1 Cor. x. 32, and one on Prov. xxi. 6. 2 vols., sm. 4to., 
hf. mor. 

18 HOCCLEVE. The Regement of Princes. Begins, f. 1: Augustinus . Volvo 
vitam . . /. 26 : Explicit Tabula snper Egidium de Regimine Princi- 
pum . . 3: Hokcleffe. Mewsing vppon the restelea bysynes | 
Whiche that this troble world hath ay in honde | . . /. 83: of 
heuen blesse that ys endeles | The whiche you bringe the autour of 
pees. Amen Amen. Explicit Hockcleue sup Egidium de Regimine 
Prinoipum vt supra. O lytle boke who . . Thy word . . /. 836 : 
Alle naked safe thy kertylle bare also . . and for thy good herte he 
be notte foo. To the that seist off louys feruence . . knowyst he 
whom nothing is hidde ffro. 

Manuscript on paper, small folio, 83 leaves in a current hand, 
varying in number of lines to the page (26,30, 42, 44) with rubrications; 
brown morocco About 1465-70 21 

This volume was formerly *E. Cod. MSS. Biblioth. Rawiioson, 13 Mar., 1733.’ 
It afterwards belonged to Dr. Richard Farmer, who has prefixed a note, and later 
to the Earl of Ashburnham. 

• « • . - * - r • 
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£ t. d. 
19 HOCCLEVE (Thomas) de Regimine Principcm [The Regement of 

Princes] in English Verse 
MS. on vellum and paper, sm. folio, ff, 80, very neatly written in 

long lines 5 stanzas (chiefly of 7 lines each) to the page, ornamental pen 
letters, half calf, with the bookplates of Wm. Constable, F.B.S., etc. and 
Lord Amherst of Hackney Early 15f/i Cent. 

A very interesting and legible codex. The outer leaves i.e. (1 8c 8) of each 
quire are on vellum, the six inside leaves being of paper. It consists of 10 quires 
of eights and appears to be quite perfect. 

Both of these MSS. give interesting variations to the text as edited by F. J. 
Furnivall in the E.E.T.S. 

20 JUVENAL’S Satires translated into English, I, II, by Sir Thomaa Huet; 
HI, IV, by John Billinge. MS. on paper, 12mo„ 35 leaves; calf 

About 1640 
Dedicated to Sir Robert Wiseman, by Billinge who was the scribe and united 

the two parts. 
An unpublished MS., the authors of which I have been unable to trace. Sir 

Thomas Huet may have been a connection of Thomas Huet the Welsh scholar, who 
assisted in the translation of S&lesbury's Welsh New Testament. 

21 LENTON (Francis). The Muses Oblation expressed in Anagrammes 
Acrostike and an Encomiastick Gratulation reflecting on the Name 
Honour and Dignity newly conferred by King Charles his favor on the 
Honourable Nobly Mynded, Affable, & Ingenous Sr James Stone- 
house, Knight and Baronett. With the Antiquitie of his Family, his 
Armes displayed in their proper Emblemes & Collors blazed in verse 
. . . Composed by Francis Lenton Gent: The Queenes Matl8# Poet . 
1641 

Original autograph unpublished manuscript, sm. 4to., 14 leaves; 
in a contemporary black morocco binding 1641 

Francis Lenton, court poet and anagrammist, described himself on the title-pages 
of his works as “ queen’s poet." This was probably an honorary distinction without 
salary or duties, although Sir William Davenant once held it, and Samuel Daniel is 
said to have unsuccessfully endeavoured to obtain the honour. His printed works are 
all of great rarity. The above unpublished work was the poet’s last production. 

22 LIBER ASSISARUM ab anno 19 ad annum 44 regni Regis Edwardii III” 
(ff. 188) Sa:c. xv. 

Court Rolls of the Manor of Ilmere cum Aston, co. Bucks, for the years 
16, 21, 22 Richard II, 20, 24, 26, 28 Henry VI, 12 Edward IV, 
30 Henry VIII, 2 Edward VI, and l Philip and Mary (ff. 25) 
S<£C. XVI. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. folio, 12£ ins. x 8£ ins., ff. 214, long 
lines, 47 to a full page; with 3 ll. of an Alphabetical Table of Subjects 
in a later hand, very neatly written in a clear legal handwriting with 
rubricated capitals ; old rtissia 15fA-16fA cent. 

A fine MS. of great importance. The “ Liber Assisarum-” is written in law 
French, the Court Rolls in law Latin. In most cases the names of the justices are 
given, as well as the names of the Towns in which the assizes took place. On folio 
92 occurs the following entry: Notn que Shakcspere demande de let Juiticet cest 
matter tin Hugh de Wordesley tuist tcire fac versus John Musarde til sache rim dire 
por quit navait et comme un garde et com me de chastell.The assize was held 
before Wm. de Thorpe “ en Kent ’’ 29 Edw. III. This mention of a SHAKSPERE 
law case seems to be quite unrecorded and is extremely interesting. 

There is an interesting note inside the cover by an original owner : “ Thomas 
Peterson Junior est huius verus possessor, teste Georgio Whekioll Armigero et Edwardo 
Levkenor Milite, Henricus dei grd Rex Angli et ff." It afterwards belonged to 
Wm. Fletewoode, Recorder of London, temp. Q. Elizabeth, and has his signature on 
fly-leaf. 

23 LYDGATE (John). The Trot Book or Siege and Destruction of Troy, 
a Poem in Five Books, translated in the Years 1412-20 a.d. from the 
Latin of Gnido delle Colonne. 

MS. ON paper, thick sm. folio, ff. 392, single columns written tn a 
clear semicursive hand, with 2 illuminated initials, rubicated capitals; 
modem red morocco extra (Late XV. Cent.) 

Dr. Hy. Bergen used this MS. in preparing his edition of Lydgate for the 
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E.E.T.S., and the following is a precis of a full oollation and description he has 
made of the volume:— 

“ The MS. begins with line 863 of Book I. and breaks off in the lafter part of 
Book Y, with the line * Which escape ne may no creature.’ In its present condition 
it contains 392 leaves ; originally it must have contained about 429 leaves of which 
37 are now missing. 

“The MS. was bought by Sir Thomas Phillipps at the Turner Sale in 
Maroh 1827. 

“ It is an interesting and typical specimen of its period—about the turn of the 
15th and 16th centuries—and of considerable value to the student of the English 
language, because of its orthography and the attempt of the scribe to adapt the lines 
of an earlier poet to the pronunciation of a later time.” 

4 LYDGATE (John). THE FALL OF PRINCES. 

Manuscript on paper, am. folio, 12 ins. x 9 ins., ff. 278, neatly 
written in a semi-cursive hand, long lines, initials in blue with pen 
decorations in red ink, in sound preservation, bound in red morocco, gilt 
edges circa A.1). 1450 60 0 0 

The following description is by Prof. H. Bergen, who has recently 
collated the manuscript. 

On paper—XV. century. Sm. fol. (11J x 8$). Fols.278 and 1 vellum flyleaf at 
end. Tne fols. are numbered in an early hand 2-282. In 24 gatherings (Is, 2-51", G1-, 
7l\ 8-10ls, 11“ 12-1315,14u, 15-1711,18“, 1912,20 l. 21-22’-8,23", 24rt =» 278 11.). Im¬ 
perfect. Two 11. (one probably blank) at the beginning of the volume, another 1. 
(236, the next to the last of section 20), two more after 1. 272 (».«., the last 1. of 
section 23 and the first of section 24) and all following 1, 278 are missing. The 
lower part of 1. 139 (12.2) has been tom out. 

The MS. begins on the recto of the first 1. (numbered 2) with the 3rd line of the 
10th stanza of the Prologue to Book I (Of worldly princes and their power Roiall), 

' and ends on the verso of fol. 278 (numbered 282) with the second line of the 2nd 
Btanza of IIL 25. 

Written in single columns, 27 to 35 lines to the full column, in a bold semi¬ 
cursive hand, with blue initials flourished in red pen-work and numerous well-made 
blue (and occasionally red) paragraph marks. The lines usually begin with capital 
letters. There are no blank spaces left between the stanzas, but the beginning of 
each is indicated by a curled mark in the margin. The caesuras are often indicated 
by light dots (sometimes placed also at the ends of the lines) or slanting strokes. 
The lines are not ruled, but the paper has been folded over by the copyist to mark 
the space for the outer margin. Catchwords at the end of each gathering. No 
running title. Occasional chapter-headings (frequently in the margins); incipits 
at the beginning of Books II. and III. and explicits at the end of Books I, and II. 

Book I. begins on fol. 13 verso. The fourth stanza from the end of I. 3 (For 
where mekenes is grounded verely) fol. 22 recto, is omitted without a break. The 
73rd stanza of I. 8 is not omitted, thus agreeing with the printed editions and MSS. 
Harley 4203, Royal 18 D iv., Sloane 4031 and Rylands-Jeraey. Stanzas 13-15 of 
I. 10 (begins fol. 63 recto) are transposed with stanzas 16-19 of the same chapter as in 
MS. Royal 18 D iv. The MS. also agrees with Harley 4203, Royal 18 D iv. and Tottel’s 
print in incorporating a heading to I. 13 (fol. 75 verso) into the text where it stands 
as an imperfect stanza, I. 15 (begins at fol. 92 verso) is divided into two chapters 
separated by the Envoy, as in the 1494 and 1527 prints by Pynson and Waylands 
edition, MSS. Rylands-Jersey, Rawlinson C. 448, Harley 4203 and Royal 18 D iv. 

The prologue to Book II. begins at fol. 119 verso, and II. i. at fol. 122 verso. 
In II. 5 (137 recto) the six Lucrece stanzas are missing as in the printed editions and 
many other MSS. Exceptions are Harley 1766, Royal 18 D iv., Sloane 4031, Rawlinson 
C. 448. 

Book II. ends at the fol. numbered 198 (verso) and III. 1 begins at the end of 
its Prologue (fol. 202 recto). The MS. further agrees with the printed editions of 
1494, 1527 and 1555 (Wayland), also MSS. Additional 21,410, Jeraey-Rylands, e 
Museo, Rawlinson C. 448, Harley 1245, 1766, 4203 and Royal 18 D iv. and v. in 
omitting the Envoy to III. 18 (5 stanzas). The Text, so far as it goes, is excellent, 
and must have been taken from one of the earliest copies. 

There are marginal notes in English and Latin, descriptive of the text in later 
(16th century) hands, partly cut away by the binder, a few emendations, and Latin 
and English glosses of words in the text. Thus on fol. 52 recto, the word sorowfull 
is written above triBte and woful over sorowfull; on fol. 53 recto, stravnge is written 
above straunge; on fol. 57 verso, plures above fele; fol. 122 verso, downe above 
doone. Sometimes words are inserted above the lines with marks of omission 
beneath them. It is thus evident that some of the words used by Lydgate were 
unfamiliar to the later commentator, who was also unable to scan the lines properly 
and often disapproved of the original scribe’s orthography. 

On fol. 72 recto is the signature, Wyllyam Conkey (?) in a 16th century hand, 
and in the lower margins of fols. 245 verso and 279 recto tne following trifling lines 
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LYDGATE (John). THE FALL OF PRINCES, continued:— £ 
are scrawled: “of y lies we hauegrete store youeshee | and yet do not Repent | therfor 
take heed in hast I warn | that aorew (sorwen? fol. 279) youre lyfe do mend | quod 
sourey ” (Surry?). In the top margin of fol. 282 verso “ Elizabeth dei gra.” On 
the vellum flyleaf at the end there is a great deal of unimportant scribbling together 
with a rude drawing of a cock, and the following inscription : 
“ Nourrint uniucrai per presentes me Iohannem Gryffythe Recepi de domino priore 
de maluarna Centum solidos et quatuor solidoa in partem solucioniB maioria summi 
In cuius Rei testimonum eigillum meum apposui Datum apud hurley Anno Regni 
Regis Henrici Septimi post conquestum Anglie quinto decimo fateor me fore solatum 
ab omnibus . . . 

25 MARGARET, DUCHESS OF BURGUNDY, sistkr of EDWARD IV. 
“ Sensient nne bonne information pour tons cealj et celled quy ont 

la grace de aoquerir par tout on il3 soyent les pardons et indulgeoes 
quy sont a Rome tout an long de lan. 

Manuscript on vellum, 12mo. (5J ins. x 3^ ins.), jf. 43, xcritten in 
‘ lettres batardes ’, long lines, 15 to a Jull page, red rubrics, with 7 vert 
GOOD PAINTED AND ILLUMINATED MINIATURES of 8. John Evangelist 
(Lateran), 8. Peter, 8. Paul, The Virgin Mary and Infant Jesus, 
8. Laurence, 8. Sebastian, and 8. Helena with the cross, all represented in 
connection with descriptions of the Seven Churches in Rome dedicated to 
them; old French red morocco, covered with rich gilt ornamental tooling, 
with semis of stars in the style of Du Seuil circ. 1480 60 

A carious little volume which commences with descriptions of the seven great 
Churches of Rome, each of which is headed by a miniature of the patron saint of 
the respective church. On f. If there follows “les stations particulieres quy sont 
au long de lan ”, which gives details of the stations celebrated in the various 
churches at Rome, and the different indulgences and remissions secured by worship¬ 
ping on certain occasions at the different churches. 

On the margin of the first leaf of this volume are emblazoned the arms or 
Burgundy impaling the arms ok England, which shew that that the volume must 
have been in the possession of Maroaret ok York, sister or Edward IV., who 
married Charles, Duke of Burgundy in 1468. She is perhaps best known in 
history as being the patron of William Caxton, to whom she showed great attention. 
It was while he was in the duchess’ household that he translated “ Le Recueil des 
Histoires de Troye ” and learned the new art of printing. She died in 1503. 

26 NASSYNGTON (William), The MYRROURE of LYFE. 

Begins fo. 1 : All myghty god in trinite 
In wliaime er anely psonns tlire 
Fader and sonne and halygaste 
{’at er a god als we now maste. 

to. 3, line 91 : Gode men understandes me now 
fe ryght way I shall kenne you 
fat 3e may halde why les }e lyf 
Swylk a lesson I sail you gyf 
fat myrroure of lyfe to 3011 may be 
In fe whylk 3e may all youre lyfe se . . . . 

jo. 202, last lines : fut we may come wThen we hethen wende 
Un to fe blysse wyth outen ende 
To whylk blysse lie us bryng 
fat on fe crosse for us all walde byng 

fo. 202b : fe worthyest thing maste of godenes 
In all fis werlde fan es fe messe .... 

Jo. 2066, line 347 : ... Requiescant in pace 
fan es fe messe all done 
Rot 3R fis prayer f ou say ryght sone 
Eft’ it wele fou may 
In goddes name ga fi way. 
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ASSYNGTON, continued:— 

Manuscript on vellum (8 in. * 5J), ff. 206 + 2 

blank, very neatly and distinctly written in long lines, 40 or 
39 to the full page, with-red rulings, numerous ornamental 
pen letters and marginal decorations ; in an early eighteenth 
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pat Ac snff vdK» <ve fa sfyfc- 

fofat c* mafh, ApPr- 

J/?x 6* JJouca /w licfc 
4f Ac ratr or owrc a ffyng? speJc 'vww^wcvvv 

fir flwrc ftontze Gm&v/hmd- 
fc&L cure (pfi hTo pat couiftmt^a--— ftfc* cr ftc no^jrt Awtfjp vw 

0 Be Jcrjft of $oi aft wwwwv 

thv cr pftfc fntre to JJcrc-- 
pat «r pc enm of pi a pixycr- 
pm «r ow wffyjfyt pin to uenen 'VvWW/VV 
fehr ovtrc pat c6 w (jcno; 'Vca. vwvviA^ 
mr ftmrc tnpkff mater &pntr0- 
Aft eforf mpam 6ofc0 fpn&a- 
Vhe frrfr Aoia c6 patxr yytfjt \A/VV^aAAA^-^V 
pat ce a \Vojtc of $vctc mp£pt 
ffo: it iuftp mape (one Vo fpcia-- 

imp /vc ivci 

ffyng-t spitz 
itsrftan&— 

t V\vWWVWX| 

/V^\/V/VV/^VVvvv4 

IA/ 3 

vV'VV'VWC 

to onortmne pat (Voictt tVclC w>^vvt 
fftpm rfftpa at pc pper- 
6c$p\uica on pi6 mAuerc--— 

vli 

v*AaVT 

vv^* 

JH0 nrtttu to tuuct? ^VvvAwi'l 
par ce enfod fitter $ 

ft Go37C to imrcfftfc--1 4Fpf^ ajiop 

Air pat \fcc I 

£ 
c to jw 
ftf& per 

fafe 

V ft$e$ce pc r«i$< if $o*fc# &4pn0A^uv^vj 
pm 40 ftp <fytf entot! 

>cftcS. £3 

I cv.tWp 

»atcr n< 

m c0 ? 

fttor 

20. Nassyngtox. The Mirroure of Lyfe. About a.d. 1400 
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NASSYNGTON, continued:— * «• 

century English red morocco binding, with the crest of the 
first Earl Gower on the back and his bookplate, lettered 
u Gower s Poems ” Late \A.th cent. 250 0 

Nassington’s Mirror of Life is a translation of the Specnlnm 
Vitro by John Waldeby <jr Waldly. It is a poem in the northern 
dialect on the seven petitions of the Lord’s Prayer, together with the 
seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, the seven deadly sins, the seven car¬ 
dinal virtues, the seven beatitudes and the seven heavenly rewards. 
A note in MS. Reg. 17 c. viii states that Nassington was an advocate 
in the ecclesiastical court of York, but very little is known of him. 
There is much doubt as to when he really lived, but as one of the 
MSS. in the British Museum is dated 1418, the book mast have been 
completed before then. I have little hesitation in dating the present 
MS. as anterior to 1418. 

There are three MSS. of the poem in the British Museum, two at 
Oxford and one at Cambridge. The first five are all more or less im¬ 
perfect, but I have not been able to oonsult the Cambridge codex. 
Short of a linear collation I believe the present xnanusoript to be 
absolutely perfect, and therefore the only perfect copy of the posh 
in existence. It has never been printed. 

The most complete of the B.M. codices contains under fifteen 
thousand lines; the present contains over sixteen thousand lines. 

The last nine pages of the volume consist of a theological poem 
on the mass, how to conduct one*s self while it is being said, with a 
translation of some of the hymns and prayers. 

27 HENRY PARKER of Doncaster, Carmelite, 1465-70. DIVES AND 
PAUPER. Folio 1 is the concluding leaf of Table, f. 2: Of hooli 
pouertee. )>e first C9. Dines et Pauper obuiauernnt sibi . . ]>ese ben pe 
wordis of Salomon {ms mych to seie on englisohe. pe riche t J>e pore 
metten to hemsilf: pe lord is worcher of enery. pis text worsohipful 
bede expounep . . f. 2046: . . Heere endty pe nyn]>e poepte t bigine]> 
]>e teD|>e precepte. Diues. Me ]>enki)> |>e speche skilful good Here 
the text breaks off imperfect, wanting a couple of leaves at the end. 

Manuscript on Vellum, small folio* ff. 204, double columns, 37 lines 
to the column; old rough leather binding, from the Ashbumham collection 

About 50 0 
This was based upon a sermon preached by the author in 1465, which he wrote 

out and augmented soon afterwards. The book is a treasury of idiomatio English, 
full of racy passages and bits of contemporary gossip. 

28 ROLLE DE HAMPOLE (RICHARD). STIMULUS CONSCIENTIAE 

OR PRICK OF CONSCIENCE. 

/. 1, The prologe. | Here bigineth )>e sothe to say 
A noble book wipouten nay 
The which is cald of osciese pk 
To mede synful \>l her’ be wik 
QuwiJ) pis book otede b3 euen 
An entre finite. And partyes seuen . . , 
The myghte of the fadir almyghte 
The witte of the sone of all witte 

f. 1026. Explioit hie quidem tractates vocatus stimulus conscience 
finito libro 

/. 103. Begins. Herkenes alle to my speche 
And hele of soule I may 30w teche 

I wold teche hit is no fabul 
At hit is swi}>e pfitable 
How 3if J>ow wolt heuen Wynne . . . 
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£ l. d. ROLLE DE HAMPOLE, continued:— 
followed by seven leaves of a poem (the end of which is missing), that 
I have not identified. 

Manuscript on stout vellum sm. folio, ff. 112 (10 ins. x 5J) 
written in a late 14th or early 15 century hand, 33 lines to a page, bound 
in red morocco extra Soec. XIV.—XV 35 0 0 

A fine codex of a northern version of this famous Northumbrian poem, which 
h** not been collated. There is no doubt the poem quickly became popular and was 
rewritten in the Midland and Southern dialects. A few leaves in the body of the 
book seem to be missing. 

The book has passed through the hands of Thomas Held, P. Le Neve, Norroy 
King-at-Arms, Andrew Cooke, Thomas Martin, and R. Farmer. 

The last lines of the “ Pricke ” are: And who so hah herd pis book or red | 
That is now brou;t to be ende z sped | Ffor oure lordes loue swete Ihesu | Preye tor 
him apecialy J>‘ hit drew | That )if he lyve god saue hi harmles | And maynte his 
lyf in al godenes | And $if he be ded as failed kyndely | That god on his soule haue 
mercy | And brynge hit to that blisseful place | Where ioye eile is and eke solace | 
To pe wheche place he us alle brlge | That for oure heele on roode oon hinge. 

29-The Prick op Conscience. Fol. 1: and hym skille witt z 
mynde | ffor to knowe gode z ille | And \>bo jaf hym witt z skille | . . 
Fol. 112: . . Her ende)> pe pricke of conscience. Finito libro reddatnr 
gloria Xpo. Qni scripsit carmen sit bencdictns Amen. Fol. 113 : To 
goddes worschipe ]>at dere vs bou5t | To whom we owen to make oure 
mone | Of onre synes )>at we han wroujt | In 3on}>e and elde wel many 
one | pe senene Salmes are J>ur3 soujte | In schame of alle our goostly 
foon | And in englische ]>ei be bron3t. Fol. 119: Ffor on pi payne 
whoso j>ynke In worldly welfe hal> no delyte . . Ff. 120-122 blank. 
Fol. 123: Gladnesse to glade wi)>, bones meke | In lownesse to lerne 
me to lyne | Lord I )>ee' )>at biseke | fe l>eues gilt was for3ene 
Hangynge on rode . * Fol. 130: In henene kyngdome me to sesen 
Grannte oon god & psones )>re. Amen, Amen, Amen. Explicit 
comentu sr 7 p! piiiales i Anglicis. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. 8vo., ff. 130, 39 lines to the page ; old 
English rough calf, with, the bookplate of Maurice Johnson (about 1740) 

About a.d. 1410 36 0 0 
The date written at the end, which appears to be 1223, is of course the addition 

of a later age. Two leaves are deficient at the beginning of the Pricke of Conscience; 
and one leaf is missing at the end of the Penitential Psalms, as well as another at 
the beginning of the Commentum. 

The book came to Maurice Johnson in 1710, after having belonged previously 
to John Hardy. 

The variations between the preceding mannscript and this are curiously great. 
The former is an earlier Northern Text, but the present is the Southern recension 
and is much superior in the tuneful and easy movement of the metre. 

The end-lines of the Pricke are: And $e bat have herde bis tretys redde | bat 
now is brou;t to an ende y spedde | For loue of our lord Jheu J Pray for hym 
specialy that it drowe | And for him also bat bis boke hab writen here | Wheb' 
he be in wat’ or lond fere or nere I As for be moost synful man b*it lyueb by brede | 
bat God foque hi hise synes er ne be dede | And $if bei lyne bobe God saue he 
narmles | And mayntene her lyfe in all goodnesse | And ?if bey be dede as falleb 
kyndly | God of her soules haue ificy | And brynge he bobe into bat blisful place | 
Wher ioye is ay and solace | To be which place he us alle bringe | bat for us made 
heue erbe and al binge. 

30 -Explanationes Notabilbs devotissimi Yiri Ricardi Hampole 
heremite super lectiones illas beati Job, qne solent in exeqniis de- 
fnnctornm legi qni non minus historiam qu, tropologiam & anagogiam 
ad Studientium utilitatem exactissime annotavit. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. 4to. (8£ by 6 tn.), ff. 75, written in neat 
lettres bdtardes, probably by a French scribe, long lines, 31 to a full page, 
very well preserved, blue morocco extra, gilt edges Scec. XV 36 0 0 

This work was first printed in Paris in i.510. 
Manuscripts of this commentary on Job are rarely met with. 

31 [STATUTA REGUM EDWARDI III, Ricardi II, Henrici IY, et 
Henrici V.] Manuscript on vellum, thick 8vo.,ff. 214, very neatly 
written in law French, numerous decorative pen letters, green morocco 
extra, blind tooled by Douglas Cockerell, gilt edges Scots. XV 21 0 0 

A fine copy of the English statutes in good condition. 
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32 SAVILE. Original Collections by Sir John and Sir Henry Savile for 

the History of Yorkshire, the Manor of Methlet, the Sayile and 

Rambden Families, Ac. Large folio, a MS. on vellum, in the original 
oak and stamped leather binding 

A most important MANUSCRIPT. At the end of the volume is a very interesting 
autobiography of Sir Jno. 8avile, recording the more particular events of his life 
from liiB childhood. He mentions the names of his tutors, one of whom was a 
Kamsden, the books he read, the date of his admission to Brasenose, Oxford, and to 
the Middle Temple, his entry into Parliament, his various marriages—his third wife 
being the widow of the famous Sir Martin Frobisheb—the births of his children, 
his appointment as Baron of the Exchequer, Ac. 

Among other important items in the volume are: Bradley, Staineland and 
Ouldlindley Evidences; Office p. mortem Hen. Savile; the Meane Conveyance of 
the E. of Leicester’s land in the Manor of Wakefield, with the town’s toll-free 
charter; Halifax tythes statute; Decree of the Dutchie for Edw. Savile for his nine 
Manors in Halifax parish ; Charters of Dutchie Priveledges; Charters relating to 
Cliriste Holmes Sonybanke, Eland, Skeyrhouse, Quameby, Golcar, Barkeslande. 
Rishworthe, Norland, Ac., with frequent reference to the Kamsden family; Surveys 
of Rastrick, Northowron, Sowerbye, and Hipperholme; Charters of the E. of Warren 
to the Prior of Lewes concerning Halifax; Ad quod damnum for Halifax Market, 
with autograph note “interim custodium nunc," of Sir J. Savile; the Corporation 
for Halifax Scliole; Pedigree of the Kings of England; the Archbp.’s licence for 
two chapels in the houses at Bradley and Methley; the Charter of the Warren of 
Methley; Trial of the title of the nine towns for Sir Hen. Savile, Ac. ; Presentation 
of the Church of Hoolland; Survey of Savile and Kamsden lands in Querneby; 
ltedditus Honoris et Kectoriae de Pontefract; Compositio vicarie de Ledesham ; 
Inq: p: m Joh. Savile; Alphabet of all the towns, hamlets, liberties, wapentakes, 
Ac., in the West Riding; Commission to Sir H. Savile for a “ captainshippe of 200 
footmen,” Ac. 

33 SCRIPTS SALUTIFERU de madatis dei . . . . (folio 306) Explicit 
.... (Liber ii) Incipit quedam exhortatio bona qua timor z spes p 
salnte humana. (Fol. 84) Exhortaciones bti Angusti ad JuIi&du 
comitem. < 

MS. ON vellum, 103 leaves, 8vo. (8| ins. x 6) written by an English 
scribe, rubricated throughout, panelled calf Scec. XV 

On folio 72b et seq. is a series of moral verses in English interspersed with 
quotations from the Fathers. The first is as follows: 

Preie zou alle my frendis dere 
Suwhat of he book of wisdara lere 
Hou he speki)> to alle man of men 
J>at schulden ope reule teche or ken 
EiJ>’ gostli or bodili 
To him he speki}> firste speciali 
He callij» euy man kyng 
hat here ha|> cure or gounyg 
He biddih hem loue god z his lawe 
And teche it o|** men to kepe z knawe . . . 

At the foot of many of the pages have been written the headings of the chapters 
on the page above for the use of the rubricator. 

34 SINCLAIR PAPERS, etc. A collection of original documents, divisible 
into three categories, as follows: 

I. Tho Sinclairs and the town of Dysart 1504-1692 
II. Concerning abuses in the profession of the Writers to the 

Signet 1699-1700 
III. Official papers, minutes of evidence, etc. in the trial of the 

Ogilvies for Incest and Murder, 1765 
-- In 1 vol. folio, hf. calf gilt (Edinburgh, etc.) 1504-1765 

The earlier pieces arc of singular value and rarity. They comprise the 
following: — 

1. A Warrant from the Lords of tho Council to Henry Lord Sinclare and to 
tlm pretciidil Bal/.eis of Disurt; signed ‘‘Gawinus Dunbar” and dated “ the tuelf 
day of Fobiuare 1504.” 

2. A Manhatk from “ James be the grace of god king of Seottis” peremptorily 
Htmitiiouing “oure lovit cousing Henry Lord Sinclere and Margrete bis spous to 
compere before ws ” to render an account of " wrangwis spoliacioun, uptaking, and 
withholding " of certain dues, “ ankurnge and bavin silvir” payable to the Bailies 
of Dysart. Signed “ Douglas” and having an impression of the royal signet in red 
wax. On the back is the SherilT’s endorsement with his seal. The date is 1510. 

3. A Declaration by Cutbbcrt Wemis, acknowledging a payment from the 

£ §. t 

80 0 I 

10 10 ( 

24 0 0 
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SINCLAIR PAPERS, eto., continued:— £ «. d. 
bailies of Disart in satisfaction of the tax set upon that town “ for the donegettyng 
of the costume of 12 deneris of the frank in France.” Dated 1536. 

4. A Quittance signed “ Henry Lord Synclar,” “ Patrik Coszbourne witness,” 
for the receipt of moneys paid him by the town of Dysart. Dated 1590. 

The later pieceB also are of considerable interest and exhibit some rare Scottish 
autographs. 

r 

35 TRACTS. A collection of Treatises on Astrology, Husbandry, Gardening, 
Grafting, Lace Making, etc., as detailed below. MS. on paper, in 1 vol., 
am. 4bo., stamped calf, from the Ashburnham Library 1180-1615 12 12 0 

The volume primarily consisted of two Astrological Treatises with Tables) 
written in a Northern or possibly Lowland dialect for use in Cambridge about 1480, 
a large number of leaves in the body of the book being left blank for additions. At 
the end of the 16th century the volume came into the possession of one Anthony 
Rous who has added on the blank pages the items nos. 4 to 10. 
1. A Treatise on Astrology beginning " )>ou doth with pe 10 so do with J>e 5. Howe 

to knaw qwat schal hape to [>6 at |>e place qwer }>ou intendeth to go to." Pp. 12 
(pages 1-4 are misting). 

"2. A similar treatise, beg. “ Qwho so intendis to knaw )>e effects of )» planets bat 
sail fall afterwerd,” pp. 36. 

3. Astrological Tables apparently in continuation of the above. One of the tables is 
made out for the latitude of Cambridge, and another is "secundum tabulas 
Mgri. Johis Holbruke,” who was also of Cambridge. 

4. Ebopb Faulks in Meter. Anth. Rot's. An unpublished translation into English 
verse of 45 Fables of .Esop. 

5. [A Mkrrie Dialoode or] "Bande Cuffe and Ruff*” which took place at 
Cambridge, pp. 4. This was printed in London, 1615. 

6. Sixteen lines of verse, beg. "Hence all ye vaine delights, so shorte as are the 
nightes which men consume in folly. TbiB world hath nothing sweet if men 
were wise to see’t, but only melancholy.” 

7. Monthly Calendar of Husbandry, pp. 14. The motto for April is " April 
showers breed May flowers.” 

8. Secretes fob Gardening, pp. 3. 

9. Arte of Graff^Ng, pp. 10. This contains the earliest reference I know of relating 
to Rose grafting. One sentence reads “ The greate Province is by grading one 
damaske rose upon another made wondrous great z faire.” 

10. Booke of Laces. Fringe lace or Bowe lace or Doxy worke, etc., etc., pp. 15. A 
series of about 70 recipes for different patterns of lace. 
It is possible that Anthony Rous is identical with the father of John Rous 

(b. 1584) whose diary was published by the Camden Society in 1856. He was born 
in 1551, became rector of Hessett, Suffolk, in 1579, and of Weeting, Sussex, in 1600, 
where he died in 1631. 

3G TREATY OP BRETIGNY in 1360. Edward par la Grace de Dieu Roy 

■ 

Dengleterre, Seignour Dirlande et Daquit&igne A ceux qi cestes 
lettres verront Salutz . . Page 91: Explicit tractatus pacis inter lieges 
et Regna Am/lie et Ffrancie, ex parte Regis Anglie . . Sequitur 
Tractatus de Belleuill & de deliberatione l)ucis de Berry et Gomitis 
Dalenceon. Page 99 : . . Sequitur de Donacione Principatus Aquit&nie 
facta per Regem Anglie Edwardo Principi Wallie filio suo . . 
Page 112: Sequitur tractatus Cartonensis ex parte Regis Ffrancie 
Iohannis. Page 113: Ieban par la grace de Dieu Roy de France as 
tonz cenx qi ces Ires verront . . Page 190: Sequitur quedam relax- 
acio facta per Regem Ispanum Regi Anglie de Yascouia. Page 191 : 
Noverint uniuersi . . Nos Alfonsos Dei gratia Rex Castelle . . 
Page 208: Sequitur de Treugis Scoc. capt. anno Dui Mllmo ccc Ivij 
apud Berewicum super Twedam. Page 2* »9 : Ceste endentnre faite a 
Berewyk sur Twede le tierce iour Doctobre Lan de grace Mill ccclvij 
par entre les hounrables peres en Dieu Iohan Arceuesque de Seuerwyk 
[*ic] primat Dengleterre . . Ends on page 220. 

Fine MS. on vellum ; sm. folio, bound early in the sixteenth century 
in bds covered with rough whitish leather (1360) 75 0 0 

Extremely interesting and rare ; probably indeed unique. It is one of the 
copies nrmde by the English secretaries at Bretigny (near Chartres) for the use of the 
King of England (who here, as may be remarked, drops the title of King of France), 
and must have been carried back by Edwaid’s officers to London on his return. 
When it passed out of the archives we cannot know.—About 1550 it belonged to a 
I Londoner: " iste libare constat liobarte Beauscbamp drap. de Londris,” an inscrip¬ 
tion to which another has added the words " a teylour.” Above this is another 
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TREATY OF BRETIGNY, continued:— £ $. (i 
inscription “ The preyse of the buke is xxdi ob. qa.” (i.e. *20Jd.). After this it fell 
into the hands of Claude (Fauchet), and at a later period of the Abbe de Clapeyron 
a S. Germain en Lave. Of these two names everything except the word Claude has 
been erased. Their full forms have been derived from a description of the volume, 
in Le Long’s Bibliotheque Historique de la France, tome 3, p. 15. 

37 UHTRED. UTRED sen OWTRED de BOLUON, Monachns Benedictinus 
Dunelmeusis (1315 P-1396). Tractatus Yarii sc. : 
De Regalia et Sacerdotio. 
De natarali et necessaria connexione et ordine. 
Sacerdotalis Offirii et Regalis. 
De Dotacione Ecclesiae sponsae Christi. 
Contra garalos dotaoionum ecclesiae impngnantes. 
De Perfectione Ecclesiae Graduali. 
De Eucharistiae Sacramento. 

MS. OX vellcm, sm. Svo., jf. 138, neatly written in a contracted 
hand, dark green moroco-o extra, by Lewis, with the arms of the Duke of 
Sutherland on sides Scec. XV. 14 0 0 

• 

No two authors are agreed as to the works written by Uhtred, and very few even 
of those quoted by Pits, Bale and Tanner are now traceable. The present volume 
includes several which are not mentioned by any of those writers. 

A Durham man be ap|>ears to have graduated at Oxford, and was afterwards 
appointed Prior of Finchale and Sub-prior of Durham. He accompanied Wyeiif on 
a mission to Koine in 1373. None of his works appear to have been printed. 

28. 
30. 

32. 
34. 

AaytttnP©* ft*# 

ftp* 

38 [WICKLIF (John)]. A treatise on the Love of God and how one should 
attain to it, witn other homilies, prayers etc. 

Manuscript on vbllum, 12mo. (4$ ins. x 3 ins.) f. 14H, written in 
a neat gothic script, rubricated throughout, with some curious 07mmental 
designs and figures connected with the catchwords at the end of each sheet ; 
old calf About a.d. 1400 

A very interesting treatise written by a godlv man who must have had access to 
a good library as he quotes Gregory, Augustin, Cassiodorus, Jerome, Ambrose, 
Bernard, Isidorus, Prosper and many others. The first leaf and several others in 
the body of the volume are missing. 

The rubricated headings to the various sections are :— 
1. How Jkhi slmlte loue god 
86. How pou shalte loue thi flesshe 

116. How )>ou shalt loue f>e worlde 
16. How |>ou shalt loue thi neijbore 
19. How j»n shalte loue |>i frends 
20. How |k>u shalte loue )>ine enmye 
236. How Jxm shalte loue no vice with vertue 
26. How Jk)u slmlte dispise al evel custome 

How fxm shalte not sette lijt be synft 
Here is rebelled shortly )>e mater )>es of 

poyntes (i.r. of the second degree of love) 
How Jx)u shalte loue god wij> all thi desire 
How }>ou shalte |>enke in pe begynnynge of 

all pi werkes uppon the worship and pe 
drede of god 

How pn shalte do no synnc in trust of opir 
gode dedes 

386. How |x>u shalt reule |»u so discretely pt Jkju 
faile not for to feruentte wille 

41. How pou shalte not fall for feynt herte ne 
for trauaile of teptaron 

456. Here is declaredde shortly Jie mater of pes 
poyntes (/.*. of the thiid degree of love) 

476. How be encres of vertues pou maist come to 
l>e fer)*> degre’ of loue which is p’fit loue 

566. Here is declared© shortly how bo encres of 
vertues pou maist come to p-fecciofi and 
what vertues pa schalt loue 

586. Here pou hast of a goode wil z how gode wil 
is r may be in dyuerg manors 

716. Here Jam hast what ]>!it is in prayer and 
howu J>ou schalt praye 

40 0 0 

/• 
/• 
/• 
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*nmevc6*xu to* 

tm *»«***• 
tn#m 

r%9trttiA$€ y<€tO ttxtXX 

ft* tXy* ft**Xy 

tkvune ttwmntfcm* 
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38. [Wicklii (John)]. 
On the Love of God, etc. About 

a.d. 1400. 
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WICKLIF, continued :— 

/. 846. How Jxju shalte be ware of temptacons slepyng and wakyng and how )>ou 
shalte Wtstond he 

/. 99. How Jx>u shalte be pacicmt and what tyme patience is nedeful 
/. 113. How pseueraunce is nedeful ahd howe |x>u maiste stonde z be peeuerdt if 

thou (*ic) wilte 
/• 1206. What manere men or wommen of sympleconnynge mowe J>enke or praye in 

her begynnyg 
/. 122. A shorte meditacion of }>e passion 
f. 136. A hymn beginning : I J>e honor wt all iny myjt 

in forme of brede as y |>ee see 
JhO }>at of ^at ladye brijt 
Mary man been for me 

/. 18B. Prayers to Jesus. John the Baptist, John Evan., St. Katherine and other saints 
J. 146. These ben the seuene vertues to destroye ]>e vii dedelv synnvs 
/. 1476. The vii jiftyg of the holy gost 

• See illustration. 

16 lUtp *ute$MCtnot9 

pod bmthifttlo 
&6tr In itytmt t*ip witt city afar 

Me fyt* 8rth&i»tVteu&yjiiebi 
toVtytCn&wfxn* p\cvto&frt 

meiieyn&z*ftlv4uf ttoaupte mu% 
Mite 0* 

fatwtue veto tun* endt&otjhe*. 
V«M6 tp Cfrunt? 

ymtfti* tonje after pi* t 

metfuwft* U*€H*»&r Cud# 
Hdh toUl e fpitt tucubmf 

tyfev fin 

%iee^enu0Ht»miytdt^i0nkt 

prfit* t#ve bMt 1 rtcm&u&r 

39. [Wicklif (John)]. 
On the Abuse ok the Temporalities of the ChuPvCH. 

About a.d. 1400. 

39 [WICKLIF (John)]. A treatise on the abuse of the 
TEMPORALITIES OF TIIE ClIURCII DIRECTED AGAINST THE 

Monks Canons and Friars. 
. Manuscript on vellum, 12mo. (oj ins. x ins), ff. 129, 

21 lines to the page, very neatly written in gothic script, 
rubricated; bound in calf with the 16th century stamped 
sides preserved About a.d. 1400 150 0 0 

An extremely important Wicklifite tract containing over 4,600 
lines. Althongh there is nothing internally to prove that it was 

, 9 * 
Original from 
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WICKLIF, continued ;— 

written by Wioklif himself, if one may judge by the tone of authority 
displayed and the very forcible and vehement langnage used throughout 
the book, it can hardly be doubted that it was written by the great 
reformer himself. I do not remember anybody else to whom I could 
ascribe it. 

It begins thus :— 
In noie pris et filii et spi sci ame. | omnis plantacio qua no planta | 

nit pater mens celestis eradicabitur. | mlxv. Almiti god )>e tri | nite 
fadir * sone z hooli j goost. bope in pe oolde | lawe z in pe newe hap 
foundid his chirche upon pre stai [ tis : answerynge or acordenige to 
pese l>re persoones z her propur J tees . . . 

This is the same opening as the tract “ The clergy may not hold 
property ” reprinted in Matthews’English Works of Wyclif (E.E.T.S. 
1880) p. 362, and the MS. is concurrent with the printed text so far 
as/. 3, l. 11 (p. 363 line 22 of the printed text) when it branches off 
and becomes an entirely different treatise. 

A few unconnected quotations may serve to give an idea of the 
language and the contents of the volume. 

/. 18. And so as pouj pei wolde she we i dede ]>at crist dide amys p* he 
Srow out of l>e chirche pere J>re sectis: pharisees, saducees 
t esseeis, pei hau graftid I o}>r pre Istede of he z wolde god of 
no more malice: as mouks chanoiis z freris wh many spicis 
of diuse z harmful sectis coteined vndir pese pre gehal names 
c pis is an opn blasfemye. 

/. 196. And I f>is as wel as in op* blasfemyes p| |»ei (i.e. the monks, 
- canons and friars) blaste out w? her stinkyng breep pe whiche 

stinkip fouler i goddis siyt pan did the spotil p* jewis spetten 
upon c'stis face ... 

/. 226. And of pis comendacioun of mekenesse we mai se }>at pe p’iers 
or suffragiis of pes p’siiptuouse ypoo’tis be J>©i neu so longe 
or solempli doen, ben not wor}>i acceptable to god. 

/. 29. For f>e possessioners as moukis and chanouns t opr endowed 
sectis seien pat it is more hooli z p’fite to lyue bi lordschipis 
amorteisid z bi churchis apprid pan to lyue customabli bi 
clamouse begginge . . . /. 31 . . . bope pese man of sectis is 
known cursid z roten i J>e roote . . . J»ese contrariouse sectis 
lijk as heroudis z pilat J)1. we emyes to gidre. 

f. 34. But first I wole sohewe here hon god haitip worldli lordschipe 
or lordsohiping in pe staitof his clergie z in alle poo p‘sohulde 
pfoorme pe pfeccion of pe gospel. 

/. 686. Canis reversu8 ad vomitii suum. . . . And wite pou wel p‘ suche 
a foule dede of a dogge may not be so lopeli ne so abhominable 
in pe 8i'5fc of a deedli ma, as is pe doinge of suche houdieche 
ypoc’ts pt t’nep ajen to worldli lordschip aft^ tyme pl he diep 
pus z renoucip to pe world. And as her abite p1 is her 
schroude bitokenep p‘ pei ben deed, so her large tonsure or 
schaneing bitokncp her pouert z rasynere awei of al tempal 
possessions or lordship, so p‘ as newe schorne sheep p^ leeue 
alle her flees, thei shulde leeue al worldlinesse z )>e ooccasion 
perof pe whiche is cheefli worldli lordship. 

• These extracts shew the depth of feeling the writer entertained 
against the beneficed clergy and the preaching friars, and the vehement* 
langnage he used. 

The collation of the volume is sig. +, a-q in 8’s except sig. 1 which 
is in 6 leaves; sigs. hs, klt lc, and p2 are missing. It is possible that 
sig. 1$ contained the beginning of a second treatise on a precisely 
similar subject, but it is difficult to judge. From sig. m to the end 

^/-v/-sI/-> Original from 
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ENGLISH MANUSCRIPTS 

WIOKLIF, continued:— 

the manuscript, although written by the same hand as the preceding 
portion, differs from it in several respeots. The date of the hand¬ 
writing might easily be placed so early as a.d. 1375, and equally so 
late as a.d. 1425: I have adopted the mean, i.e. a.d. 1400. In any 
case the writer anticipated by five hundred years the authors of that 
most illuminating doctrine that the Church would be richer were it 
poorer! 

At the end occur the words in red, Amen : amen so mot it be. Deo 
Gracias, and the inscription “ The vycarof Byllyngshurst whiche is of 
good z vertuosof his lyvyng owyth this lytyll boke.” Billinghurst is 
a village a few miles from Horsham in Sussex. 

*** See illustration. 

# 

tatymtu ^nlhceaoais tut- fa&f’pf 
tetv dtruduJ jc CdfuOat vaiflism jfvef 
pat cd£ttLfu autou ttbam o€ttu 

torn o$ to mtfjoudjpU*te rapottpid 

ttumece* lab.ta pehpugimajibattue to an 
ItouCfyAdvuge 

maiabe to tyu* t&erfemm rtx> vpney 
aUb about* ye C$rte- upupe liotwe *r 
deumpe bout* tye watte oute irfbUbt mm 

ifix& w ptbcte &ut janftfymj* 
tipwaeagDlfedepidlfis tttl&ttd t^eety^m 
to edp u%anajxuptf$<> ye tyuntuolvmi? 
(txmbtnigr jn* fyoutfyvii»e wowxlmb ifyti 
cn^^otr uMieeA --- o€l/ou£faldo€bcty 
dtxrcfye oxtb pui* dqnp turn 1bp&ce o tu*o c£ 
pityp*iatti)n&a£teo€pewaiU>a0ftp 
me of ye cUptb bteuCpujmge'' 
abet etrnoU nope ft a^rabatn/Cffu tyweot 
X# olixloax- motCto tBiup yOne tyevoape/^ 
t» itymc of £U&& uxdvtvrea&fkCooS 

40. Wicklipfiti Homilies. About a.d. 1430. 

40 WICKLYFFITE HOMILIES. 

/. 1 : (I) Redde racionem villicacionis tue . . My 
dere frendis schullen und’stonde J?at Crist Ihu autou z 
doctor of tru)>e in his bok of )>e gospel likynge }?e kydom of 
heuene to an housholdere seij? on J»is manere . . 

f 35: Maria. Ihs. Iohiines. Broker as seif> Soynt Poule 
^ ^/-tI /-> Original from 
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WICLYFFITE HOMILIES, continued:— £ «. d. 

we hau no cite h’e fat is dwellynge, bute we sechen on fat 
is to comynge here after 

. . fo. Gi)b.: . . Now liere bigynef fe sermoun of 
Seyt Edmond of Poyunteney fat was yclepid Myrour of 
Holy Chirche. Seef 3011 re clepynge . . 

f. 74: . . Seffen fe Pater nr. is be beste pyer fat is . . 
Leaves off unfinished on f 90b with The Heestis of God, etc. 

In I vol. Old English manuscript on vellum, 12mo., 
written in a clear gothic hand; old calf, from Sir Thomas 
Phillipps collection About a.d. 1430 120 0 u 

Saint Edmund Pountney, mentioned above, was Edmund Rich, 
Archbishop of Canterbury in Henry Ill’s time, but he is not likely to 
have been the author of the sermon attributed to him. 

Tho MS. belonged, in Henry VII’s time, to someone who has filled 
the blank page, 68, with an amusing letter to his parents, as follows:— 

“ Ryght welbeloucd father and mother—I haue me recomended 
vnto yow dessyereing youe to sende me yowre dayly blessyng ye wyshe 
is bather to me then all ye worldley goodes I praye youe to sende me 
a grote for to paye my quarterage C ” “I pray you to send me a payer 
of shoues and sines and I praye yow to send me a cape and a gerdelle 
and I oray yow to send me a purese.” 

The names of John Baker and John Wood, written in the sixteenth 
century, are both found in the book. 

LITURGICAL MANUSCRIPTS 

AND OTHER MANUSCRIPTS BY ENGLISH AUTHORS 

OR OF ENGLISH ORIGIN 

41 AMMON I US ALEXANDRJNUS. Quatuor Evangeliorum 
Concordia. 

Fol. 1: “ Eusebius Carpiano fratri in dho salutem, 
Prologus. Ammonius quidfii Alexandrinus magno studio 
atq3 industria verum nobis p iiii Evngeliis dereliquit,” . . . 

Manuscript on vellum, small folio, ff 42 + 4 blank, 
written in neat gothic letters, double columns, 32 lines, by an 
English scribe, rubricated, blue and red painted initials, old 
calf Scec. xv 15 15 0 

The following interesting inscription occurs on the reverse of the 
last blank leaf : “ lib Reginaldi Colier prior is see Barthom Smythfehl 
londoh ”, 

Canon Reg. Colier was Prior of St. Bartholomew’s Priory, Smith- 
field, from Feb. 13, 1435-6, to Jane, 1471. 

42 AUGUSTINUS (S. Aurelius) Opuscula Varia. Contra 
Epistolas Juliani et aliorum de Heresi Pelagianorum— 
Sermo Arrianorum—Contra istam Arrianorum pertidiam— 
Contra Adversarinm legis et prophetarum—De Genesi 
contra Manacheos 

Digitized by Google 
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ENGLISH LITURGICAL MANUSCRIPTS 23 

AUGUSTINUS, continued:— £ s. d. 

Hereticos Hypponostichon (sir) — Contra Felicianuin 
Arrianum. Tom. II. continet:—De Pastoribus—De Ovibus 
— De Baptismo adversus donatistas libri VII — De 
Baptismo Parvulorum libri II—Epistola ad Marcellinum 
—De Cnico Baptismo—De Spiritu et Littera. 

Manuscript ox stout vellum, 2 vols. sm. folio, ff. 
344, finely written in bold gotbit letltr, by an English 

SCRIBE, double r litmus, many' fine painted ornamental 
letters in green and red, original monastic binding of oak 
boards and pigskin, irith strap and metal clasps and one link 
of the original iron chain and fastening Scec. xm 105 0 0 

These volumes are from the Monastic Library of Bury St. Edmunds, 
and have inscription in each volume Lib. Monachorum Scti Edmundi, 

with the press marks. 
Both volumes have at one time been chained to the shelves of the 

library, but only one of them has a link of the original ohain. They 
are both m the finest possible condition. 

43 BEDE. COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF ST. 
MARK. 

Fol. lb: Expositio BEDE presbiteri in evvaxg 

scvm MAKCVM . . . (Ends on fol. 112b, line 13 :) mil 
semi . ut liberi contemplentvr formam dni. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. folio, 112 leaves, written 
in a fine Rhenish hand, 30 lines to the page ; irith 2 large 
ornamental initials in red, and numerous smaller initials; in 
15th century monastic binding of thick wooden boards covered 
irith white deerskin Siec. XII. 50 0 0 

On the first leaf is a 15th cent, inscription “ Liber monasterii 
Saudi Vitimartyris in gladbach et est in bibliotheca, beda super mar cum." 
This old Benedictine house was founded by St. Geron, Archbishop of 
Cologne (?) in 973, and was sitnated on the summit of a hill in the 
midst of a thick wood in the duchy of Juliers between the Meuse and 
the Rhine a few miles east of Diiiseldorf. 

The pasteclowns of the biuding consist of two leaves taken from an 
early 10th century manuscript. 

44 BEDE ON THE ACTS, REMIGIUS ON THE APOCA¬ 
LYPSE. 

Fol. 1 : Incipit frefatio in expositions actus 

apostolor Bede presbiteri . . Fol. 24 : Explicit tractatvs 
bede presbiteri in actus apostolor’ feliciter. 

Fol. 25 : incipit (sic) expositions libri Rkmigii eximii 

doctoris super apocalipsin . . Fol. 139 : Explicit 
exposicio in apocalipsin. 

Manuscript on vellum, folio, 14J ins. by 10 ins. ff. 140, 
written in double columns, 32 lines to the column, with large 
ornamental initials in brownish red ink, bound in red calf 

About 1170-80 30 0 0 
This was probably part of the library of the Abbey of Pontigny. 

At the end of tbe first work can be deciphered the following colophon : 

rA Original from 
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BEDE, continued :— £ t. d. 

Qui scripsit hunc libra induit se gra plenum. 
Richard us nomine ecriptor hui8 pagine 
Famulis xri indignis n habeat eii infern 
Sed siuu Abrahe quiescat in reqnis 
O q’m hone codice legeritis peccatoris memoria habeatis. 

At the end of the second work is note of a similar rature. but 
which is not so legible. Then follow seven columns in a different and 
somewhat later hand which represent the beginning of a third book 
which was apparently not completed. The first words are : Legimus 
in ecclesiasticis historiis quod Sanctus Bonefacius qui quartus a beato 
Gregorio Romane urbis episcopatum tenebat, suis precibus a Foca 
Cesare imperatorc impetraret dorian ecclesie xpi, templum Rome quod 
ab antiquis Pantheon antea vooabatur . . 

45 BIBLIA LATINA. (THE WALTHAM ABBEY CODEX:) 
[Editio vulgata cum prologis S. Hieronymi Apocryphis et 
Canonibus Eusebii] cum aliis opusculis. 

MS. on vellum, sm. folio, ff. 237, 12^ ins. by 8| ins., 
written in contracted minuscules, double columns, by three 
different but contemporary hands, rubricated initials in yreen 
and red, original monastic bindiny of oak boards, covered 
with pigskin Sac. Xlll 210 0 0 

A most interesting volume from the library of Waltham Cross 
Abbey. On the first leaf is the inscription : 

Jjiber ecclesie sancte Grucis de Walth&m quem qui franduleutur 

alionavit vel hunc titulum maliciose delev it Anathema sit. Amen. 

On the' first flyleaf, which was originally the paste-down, is the 
press-mark, partly obliterated, jrj: (ii) ii: al. p 61. There are no signs 
of the book ever having been chained to a press. 

There are three distinct handwritings in the volnme, A on/, 1, 8, 
157, col. b; B.f. lb-1, 9-155, 229 6-236; C.f. 158-227. 

The most interesting feature of the volume, however, is a Catalogue 
ok the Library which has been added on folio 157. Although it is 
not specifically so stated, there is little doubt it relates to the library of 
Waltham Cross Abbey ; the handwriting is contemporary, or nearly 
so, with the remainder of the book, although, perhaps, a little earlier 
than the note of possession reprinted above. 

Contests 

la, col. 2. Opuscalurn maestri Johannis salesbiriensis carnotensis epimiyri ad 
comitewi lienricum de divine pagine auctoribus. 

3a, col. 1. Incipit prologus dom/ni v/illliehni abbafis saaefi tlieodorici ad sonctum 
bernarduHi abba turn clurevallensom. 

3a, col. 2. Iacipit liber eiusdem de corpore z sanguine doniini. 
7a, col. 2. fSentencie quaedam de . . . sacramento altaris). AuganfiMM* in 

ept*fola7/i ad hiretioum . . . Ambrosius de sacramentis libro ij\ 
8a. Tractatua mngistri hugonis de sanctu victore de sacraraento altaris. 
9a. Incipit K pis tola Saneti leroniniii ... In Vetus Testamcntum. 
10b, col. a. Incipit . Liber . Geneseos. Then follows the Old Testament, 

including Job and the 1‘salins, finishing on/. loot, col. 2. 
155a and b. Originally a blank, covered with notes in a very faint handwriting 

which is indecipherable. 
156a, col. 1. Bibliotecha totiv ... as printed below'. 
166a, col. 2. A short treatise commencing : “ Aliquando sit questio de consen- 

sionibus aomniantium.” 
157a, col. 1. Incipit prefatio . . . Jeronimi . . . in . . . paraltolas. Then 

follow the Apocrypha and New Testament, which finishes on J. 225b, col. 1, after 
which follow Ecclesiastes and Cantica Canticorum. 

2286. ( Euaebian Canons. In the margins are five very curious heads sketched 
229a. t by the rubricator. 
2296, col. 1. Incip/t liber brafi Anselmi qui Cur dc»> homo voentur. /. 2366, 

col. a, explicit. 
237. Various notes, etc., partly obliterated. 
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BIBLIA LATINA, continued :— 
Transcript ok Cataloock. 

1. Bibliotecha tota—idest vetn« testamentum z novum. Paaltirium 

2. glosatum secundum magistrum GileberXum. Glose super Epi#Xolas pauli. 
Johannes glosa tue. 

3. Cantica can ticorn/n glosaXa. Ecclesiastes gloxaXu*. Mathews z Luca* glosati 
simul 

4. Johannes z Marca* in parte glosaXi. Pars Mam' glo«aXa. Decrrta/ia Gratiani, 
Sentencie 

5. Magintri Petri Lombardi. Augustinus super Johanaem. Gregoriu* super 
moralia Job. 

6. Haimo super epiuXofa* z ewanyelia per anni c/rculum. Expo*iXio epi*Xolarum 
pauli. Be- 

7. da super cantica. Isidoru* in pentateucam. Ambr#»i»3 de oflBciis. Liber 
8. Sacranvrntoram magi*Xri hugonie dc si me to victore. *Gemma eccleiic. Dialogue 

sancXi 
9. Gregorii. Pastorali* Registnun. Anselmn* dr coaceptu virginali, 

10. Cur deushomo. Isidori bummum bon uin. Isidorn* minor de differentijs. Isidori 
11. sinoninm. Elueidarin*. Damianu*. Boetiu* de trinitaXe. Bede de sce- 
12. matibu*. Li'Xr sermonum. InXroitu* psalmorum super psaltrrium. Notule 

super Mathrnrn 
13. z Apocalypriw. Epin tola dementis jacobo. ExcepXiones de Hylario. 
14. Codex Justiniani. Sum me Cod /Vi*. Institutione*. Sum/na instiuitionum et 

qu&estione* j„ e<*ir„t voliimiNC 
15. Par* digestorarn. Arismetica z Musica. Qnintillmnn* de ennuis z. 
10. sumvm magi*Xri fulelardi de eodem. Seneca de ca«*is Seneca ad Lucilium 
17. z Exceptiones de eo z aliis lioris ip*ius. Seneca de brnefieijs. Seneca de 
18. paupertate. Seneca de remediis fortuitoram bon<»ram. Tallin* de amicix/n 
19. Tullin* de senectnxe. Tullin* de officiis. Tullin* de paradox/*. Frontinn* de re 
20. militari. Macrobia* de satnrnalibn*. Apulein* de deo tocratis. Sic faciunt 

)K*r m* 

21. cause renim. De eodem et divrrso. Moralium dogma. Duo tull/ii* de amic/tsa 

22. ^Rethoiica prims z s^cunda c summa magi*tri Theodor/. Glosa veta* super 
Retlwricam. 

23. De dialrcf/ca. In uno voh/mine. Porph//r/< predicamenta Peryermcnias. 
Catheporici siUogismi 

24. Liber diont/xii. TopiVa boetii. Hypothctici sillo<7?xmi simul. Item idem libri 
simul. 

25. Topiea arietoteli* z liber elenchonim simul. Item id<?m simul. Analrctica pr/ora 
p^r se. 

26. Commtuta boetii super porphyrium z prcdxcameuta. Super libros dialect ire 
glosatura vetu* z nova 

27. Summa elenchonim. Sententia nominal ium Parvi pont/xf z Meludinensium. 
28. vDe grammatics. Prisciana# magmi*. Glom super euin. Vtisciunus de c<»w- 

stn!C<io’#ibM« z gloxxa. 
29. Isidort/x Ethimolog/amm. Summa Petr/ HeliV de prisriuno magno. Donattts 

raagna* * 1 
30. Titan Mag intri llad. cum questionibus diahrl/ce z grummntice, verba precepts. 
31. Servitix super Xirgilium. Servii/* de metr/s. Beda de arte metrics. Fulgentia* 
32. TEpwfole ttim&chi. Epistolae Cenomannensis ep/xcopi. Epistolae Ivonis, car- 
33. no tennis. Ep istalae marbodi. Ep istolae innocenlt/ papae. In lacrimas.^ 

Par# Ep is tola rum Jeronimi. 
34. liMacrobiu* z Plato simal. Glosa super eos. • Marcianux z gloxa. Astrolo- 
35. gia marciani z glosa. Boetiu* z gloxa. Alia# Roet/tf*. Philosophy mag mi. 

36. GuillrZmi de Conchis. Compotm. Abaci noticia. TerAiifn/x z gloxa 
37. UDe Phisica. Johannioiu#. Aphorismi. Librr pulsuum. Lib^r uriaan/m 

secundum 
38. Theophilum. Microtegni Galieni. Liber pr/>nosticon. Peritonoxon^ 
39. in uno voliim/ne. Dietaria# per se. Practica mag intri Barthol omri. liber 
40. coitiiA. Summa urinarum. De auctori7>a#. Homc/nx no\us z glossa. Aliax 

horatins 
41. totiu. JuvenaZi# z Prrsius simul. Item juveno/i# per se z Persius per se. 

Salustit 
42. Catilina et Jugurta. Lucan us z gloxa. Stfttit Thebaidox. Eneis virr/ilii per se. 

43. Bucolica z Georgica simul. Prudentinx. Ovidti metamorphosex. Ovidiax 

44. de fa8tt« iij. O vidins de arte amaudi iij. Ovid it ep istolae. Ovid / us sine titalo 
Ovidius 

* ? Gemma eccleBiastica Sylveatri Girnldi. + Adam de Parvoponte. 
X In lacrimas. The first words of Alanus de Insulis de planctu Naturae: od. 

Wright (Rolls Series) Satirical Poets of Xllth Cent., II., p. 429. 
{i (irtpi nir olnOiov : de acutis morbis). 
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BIBL1A LATINA, continued:— £ *• «• 
45. dc ponto. Statin* Achiliei* ij. Prosper. Hom«rul//* qni* z pindar//*. Phiao* 

log//*. 
46. Maxim/Vn/i ij+Av/'tm//* pict//* r alius. Theodol//*. Cato. Donati iij. Parvum 
47. Pjalteriun/. Graduale. 

Dr. M. R. James has been so kind as to make several suggestions in transcrib¬ 
ing the above, but one or two riddles still remain, e.g., the identity of “ Titan ” 
(line 30) and “ sic faciunt cause rerum ” (line 20). 

46 BIBLE. BIBLIA LATINA CUM PROLOGIS HIER- 
ONYMI. 

Manuscript on thin vellum, sra. folio, logins, x 7 ins., 

314 leaves, double columns, 56 lines to the column, written 
in a fine minuscule Gothic character, illuminated initial letter 
with three circlets at the beginning of Genesis, three pages of 
the Eusebian canons of the Gosptds in ornamental arcades, 
and a large number of initial pen letters in red and black, 
many of which are much elaborated, in the original oak 
boards, covered with deer-skin About 1250 30 0 0 

7 0 

On the first flyleaf is the following inscription, Istd bibliam emit 
dno Will* de Ore t ton festo sex gregorii pro quatuor marcis Anno r* 
Heurici quarti post conquest a primo (t.e., March 12, a.d. 1400). It 
subsequently belonged in the same century to Willm Driffeld (or 
Duffield), and in the 18th century to J. and W. Battell. On the same 
flyleaf are two lists of the books of the Bible, one of which is metrical, 
in ordie vsificata. 

47 BIBLIA LATINA. The Old Testament from Proverbs to 
Malachi (which is followed by Tobias), and the New 
Testament entire (except the last leaf of the Apocalypse). 

Manuscript on thin vellum, 8vo., ins. x 5| ins., 

/• 217, double columns, 60-64 lines to the column, in a 
handwriting of remarkable beauty, the New Testament in a 
sm.ailer hand than the rest, numerous very delicate ornamental 
pen letters in red and blue, mssia binding, from, the Ash- 
burnham library About 1260 12 12 0 

There are some MS. notes, one of which shews that Henry 
Vernon was the owner about the beginning of the sixteenth century. 

48 LUCAS (S.). Evangelia secundum S. Lucam, cum 
glossis. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. folio (10J ins. x 7 ins.), 

ff. 152, finely written by an English scribe in three columns, 
the text in a large hand, occupying the centre column and 
having 15 lines to the page, mediaoal monastic binding of 
oak boards covered with deerskin, strap clasp Sac. XII 56 0 

A well-written, perfect codex in the finest condition. It belonged 
originally to St. Ausustiue’s Abbey at Canterbury, and is identical 
with no. 168 of the catalogue of that abbey in Dr. James' Catalogue 
of the Ancient Libraries of Catiteronry and Dover, p. 206. In the 
original catalogue it is described as Lucas glo. Jiudulphi. 

* The Ilias Latina : Latin abridgment of the Iliad by a writer who calls himself 
Pindarus. 

t Elegies of Muximianus, once attributed to Cornelius Gallus. 
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40 EVANGELIA QUATUOR cum prologis S. Hieronymi 
et Glossis. 

Manuscript on vellum, folio, ff. 256, neatly written by 
an English hand, three columns to the page, the text forming 
the central column, initial penfetters and page headlines in 
red and blue, the first leaf of S. Luke missing, in a 15th 
century binding of oak boards, covered with vellum 

early Sere. XIII 35 0 0 
A neatly written typical English manuscript of the early years 

of the I3th century, which is particularly interesting on account of 
its evident connection with Oxford. On the five pages at the end of 
the last quire of St. Matthew, the original scribe has added a large 
number of ecclesiastical forms, citations, deeds of bequest, etc., and 
although intended to be blank forms a large number of them have 
been copied from original charters of S. Frideswide, Oxford (now 
Christ Church), S. Frideswide Oseney and S. Peter’s in the East, 
Oxford. The forms belonging to first named church are in the 
majority, and therefore I think that the volame probably emanated 
from the monastery attached to S. Frideswide, Oxford. The dates 
given in these forms range from a.d. 1199-1203, and are not much 
earlier than the date of the manuscript itself. 

It bears the autographs of Thomas Fytton (16th cent.) and D. S. 
Reynoldes (17th cent.). 

50 GREGORII (S.) MORALIUM LIBRI XVI. 
Manuscript on vellum, folio, 207 leaves, written in 

double columns,43 lines to the column, with fine painted initials 
of decorative design ; dark brown morocco extra by D. 
Cockerell (Reading Abbey,) about 1150 52 10 0 

The handwriting is of remarkable beauty and regularity. It is 
the finest kind that was used in the Reading books, and is 
recognisable by any one who has seen the better volumes of that 
library. 

The signature of Rog. Reynoldes (abont 1580) appears on the 
first page, with a statement of the cost of the book as 3 shillings. It 
had previously belonged to Clement Burdett, and had cost him 
£1. 10* 4d, according to his memorandum on the first page of 
Book VIII. On another leaf in Rook X. occurs the signature of 
Francis Englefield Knight Esqnier. the famous catholic exile (t 1596 
see D. N. B.). It does not bear the name of James Bowen (abont 
1740) but the binding which was formerly on the volume shewed that 
it belonged to him, along with other books from Reading Abbey. 
Finally it passed into the hands of Sir Thomas Phillips. The first 
two initials have unfortunately been cut ont. 

51 EVANGELISTARIUM LITURGICUM, sive Evangelia quae 
leguntur per totum annum. 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. folio, 144 leaves, very well 
written in semi-uncials3 long lines, 25 to the full page, irith 
rubrications ; crimson morocco extra, icith gold borders on 
sides, gilt back, gilt edges Saw. XI 96 0 0 

Written in a very clear English handwriting. 
It begins with VIIII Kl. Jan. the Vigil of the Nativity with 

Gospel Lesson from St. Matthew : “ In illo tempore cum esset des- 
ponsata mater iesu maria,” and continues to the end of the liturgical 
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year without intermission. Then follow the Gospels for the Commune 
Sanctorum, pro Defunctis, etc. 

The Gospel-Book was one of the subsidiary Service Books in 
very early times. The present example has evidently been intended 
for use in public service, having the Feast Days, etc/, noted in red. 
Every section lias a large red Initial in the margin most beautifully 
penned. 

52 GRADUALE AD USUM SARUM (The Waltham Abbey 
Gradual). 

Manuscript on vellum, sm. folio, /! 211, written in a 
bold Gothic hand, the music on a 4 line staff, rubricated, 
with many ornamental initials and pen or name illation, the 
blank fore-edges nibbled by rats, but in no instance is the text 
thereby damaged, black morocco Girc. a.d. 1450 120 0 0 

A fine specimen of a Sarum Gradual, which is the rarest of all the 
English liturgical manuscripts. The Rev. W. H. Frere, in his 
facsimile edition of the Graduale Sarisburiense (Plain Song Socitty, 
1895), enumerates but nine manuscript Sarum Gradnals, eight of 
which are locked up in public or college libraries, the ninth and the 
only one in private hands being the present volume. 

Bound up in the volume (the binding appears to have been done 
under the direction of the late Henry Bradshaw, of Cambridge) is one 
of the original fly-loaves, which is a leaf of a Rentale of the early part 
of the 14th century. Owing to a misreading of the text on this leaf, 
Mr. Frere associated the volume with Woodrising, in Norfolk. There 
was, however, no foundation of sufficient importance in Woodrising for 
which such a fine volume could have been produced. 

The leaf, however, appears to have been extracted from a Rentale 
of Waltham Holy Cross Abbey* and I have therefore no 
hesitation in connecting this volume with that, great monastery, in 
which ono would naturally expect to find one or more such service 
books. 

Among the place-names mentioned «re : Woodrydingor Woodrud- 
ing ( = Wood Redon or Royden), Typyldon ( = Tippedene, mentioned 
in Edward the Confessor’s charter), Cewardeshull ( = Sewardstone), 
and various others, includiug several field-names, all of which are 
intimately connected with Waltham Abbey estates. 

Collatiou : Folios 216 in eights (a-z, A—Ds). Missing a,, c; (one 
half), dg, h-, Ds. and D(i. The volume was probably completed by E^. 

If the catalogue of Books in the Bible (see no. 45) be that of the 
library of Waltham Abbey, this item may be the Graduale, which is 
the last volume mentioned in the list. 

53 HIERONYMUS (S.). Explanations in Jeremiam 

PROPHETAM LI BUI VI 
• _ 

COMMEKTARIORUM IN EzECHIKLKM PROPHETAM LIBRI 

I-VI. 

2 works in 1 vol. folio, Manuscript on vellum, ff. 158, 
double columns 41 lines to the page, icritten in a bold gotjne 
letter, finely painted scroll initial at the beginning of the 
first work, and numerous painted capitals in green and red, 
original monastic binding of oak boards covered with vellum, 
pigskin strap with clasp, and original iron chain of three 

TWISTED LINKS S.KC. XIII 200 0 0 
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This volume originally formed part of the library of the Bene¬ 
dictine Abbey of S. Edmundsbury or Bnry S. Edmunds. On the 
pastedown occurs the press mark and the inscription 

Lib. sti edmi in quo 9tinentr 
Jeroi sup jeremia Libri vi. i pte xx1' qs 9posuit sup jeremia 
Et sup ezechiele libri vi. ei"de i pte xiiii qs 9posu‘ . . . 

On the last leaf is another inscription 

Deficiut hie libri viij bi jeroi sr ezechiele 
Scrip'dt era libros xiiij. sup ezechielem ^ 
et sup jefmia . libros xx . . J- i armario n o sri edmi 
et sup ysaia libros xviij . . . J 
et de aliis ut pj in registro 

On the cover and on a pastedown occur two signatures of Job 
Bury, in a fourteenth century hand. He may be the person mentioned 
in the D. N. B. 

54 - Liber Explanationum super Prophetas Minores 
(Naum, Abacuch, Sophonias, Aggeus, Zacharias, Malachias, 
Daniel) 

Manuscript on vellum, folio, 14£ ins. x 10 ins., ff. 91, 
written in a wonderfully beautiful old Enylish hand, in 
double columns, with forty four lines to the column ; in the 
original oak boards covered with a whitish skin, from Sir 
Thomas PhiUipps’ collection Beading Abbey, about 1150 30 0 0 

An example of superb calligraphy; the finest kind of English 
writing that the Middle Ages can show. The name of Reading Abbey 
appears nowhere in the MS., but it was evidently written by the same 
hand and at the same period as the Augustinus described in my 
catalogue. No. 151. It also bears the signature of “ James Bowen, 
1745.” 

In regularity and beauty of form, it would be difficult to match 
the writing of this volume. Unfortunately some of the initials have 
been cut from the pages, and some leaves have been abstracted. The 
book is, however, large, sound and fine in condition, and a valid 
testimony to the fact that in calligraphy, England stood before the 
rest of the world in the twelfth century. 

55 HORAE BEATAE VIRGINIS MARIAE ad usum Sarum, 
/ 

cum Calendario. 

Manuscript on vellum, 8m. 4to., 6f ins. by 5 J ins., 192 
leaves, written in bold Gothic letter, long lines, 15 to a full 
page, Calendar in red, black and blue, by an English scribe 
(some rubrics in French), many of the borders of the text are 
beautifully painted and illuminated with fine floreate designs 
connected with a large floral initial at the head of the page, 
the Calendar has spiked ivy leaf ornaments, and a portion 
of the text is decorated in the same manner ; there is a fine 
miniature of the initiation of a female novice before p. 181, 
and numerous small illuminated initials and textual decora¬ 
tions ; modern thick boarded ci'imson morocco super-extra, 
with fine gold tooling on the sides, damask silk doul/lures, 
clasps, gill edges 14th Cent. 100 0 0 

This interesting English Book of Hours is made up of two distinct 
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portions written at an interval of half a century or so; the earlier 
consisting of the Calendar 13 leaves, and the Office of the Dead 45 
leaves, the remainder of the Offioes being in a later hand. 

The Calendar is essentially English, and contains the following 
unusual entries: Jan. 14. Fidis translatio 19. Wulfstan; Feb. 12. 
Trans. Fredeawide; May 20. Ethelbert; June 7. Wulfstani trans., 
16 Cyriacus et Jnlitta, 20. Trans. Edwardi Reg; Oct. 19. Frideswide; 
Nov. 17. Anianns; Dec. 7. Octave S. Andree; which certainly point 
to the Midland Counties as its place of origin. The prominence given 
to Frideswide (two feasts) point to Oxford (the original dedication of 
Christ Church, Oxford, was to S. Frideswide), but equal prominence 
is given to 3. Wulfstan, Bishop of Worcester, which would point to 
Worcester. SS. Faith and Andrew are also mentioned twice. 

e 

The Calendar is written in blue, red and gold, according to the 
importance of the festivals, with the initials in burnished gold, and 
marginal borders with plain ivy and vine leaf terminals. 

The Office of the Dead, which was written at the same time as the 
Calendar (about 1350-60), is similarly illuminated, and in addition 
has a fine miniature at the beginning of the Office. The miniature to 
this Office usually represents a funeral service, but in the present case 
it appears rather to pourtray the induction of a probationer or novice. 
A celebrant and two priests in Cistercian habits aro chanting from a 
book on a lectern, faced by three women, and a fourth in violet robes, 
hooded, with the altar (or rood screen ?) as a background. The whole 
is a very forcible miniature in which gold, red and blue preponderate. 
Several passages have been carefully scraped out, e g., versus Clamantes 
et dicentes advenisti redemptor, ps., De profuudis clamavi, and others 
substituted probably because the original was not in accordance with 
the use to which it was eventually adapted. 

The remainder of the MS. was written and illuminated in England 
quite early in the fifteenth century. It is in a heavy Gothic writing 
with many small illuminated at <1 pen letters. The first pages of 
the Offices are beautifully illuminated with large initial letters and 
broad borders, in four cases extending all round the page, in eight 
cases extending to three sides only. It is in the pui*e English style of 
that date, which is so well represented in the Owen Jones* Psalter at 
South Kensington. 

This volume is a curious example of the way in which older MSS. 
were adapted for later use. It is quite possible that the older portiou 
was originally of some local' English use; it does not conform exactly 
with either the Sarum or Roman use. 

56 HORAE B.V.M. ad usum Sarum, cum Memoriis Sanctorum 
et Calendario. 

Illuminated Manuscript on vellum. 12mo., flf. 209, 
beautifully written by an English scribe, numerous illuminated 
large and small initials, 31 pages surrounded by beautiful 
borders composed of flowers, strawberries, grapes ami 
arabesques of various leaf-forms, 9 small miniatures and 16 
full-page miniatures (9 being of u memoriae ”) surrounded 
by borders of similar design to those on their opposite pages, 
old red velvet binding early Scec. XV. 150 0 0 

A good typical English Book of Hours, with well-executed 
miniatures and borders. 

COMTKNT8: /. i-xii. Calendar; fo. 1, xv. Orationes ad d. Jhesum 
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Christum (the 15 Oes); fo. 22. Memoriae of the Saints, Trinity,* 
John the Baptist, John evan.,* Thomas mart.. George,* Christopher,* 
Anna,* Maria Magd.,* Katherine,* Barbara,* Margaret. Miniatures 
accompany those marked with an * ; jo. 45. Horae B.V.M., “secundum 
nsum Sarum”; fo. 95. Salve Regina; fo. 100. O Intemerata ; fo. 102. 
Obaecro te Domina; fo. 105. Ave mundi spes maria ; fo. 1066. Septem 
gaudia Virginia; fo. 110. Prayers to the Crucifix, Five Wounds etc. 
(8 small miniatures); fo. 114 Oratio Bedae de septem verbis Christi 
and other prayers; fo. 121. Septem Psalmi et Litania; fo. 141. 
Vigilia Mortuorum; fo. 165. Commendationes Animarum; fo. 179. 
Psalmi de passione; fo. 186. Psalterium B. Jeronomi. A page or 
two are missing at the end. 

In the litany there appears the mysterious martyr Wallepaxte in 
conjunction with Edward, Oswald, Alane, Agapit, Gildard, Medard, 
Albine, Eusebius, Zwithine (Swithin) and the very unusual S. Judoc. 
whose relics are preserved at Saint Josse near Montreuil sur Mer. 
The only entries in the calendar that can point to the place of origin 
of the Manuscript are Dec. 13. S. Judoc, and S. Eloy who is mentioned 
twice, on Dec. 1. and June 25. They point to the N.E. of France, the 
district of Douai. 

57 HORAE BEATvE MARINE VIRGINIS secundum usum 
Sarum. 

MS. on vellum, 8vo., 81 leave,s, with 17 large capital 
letters on gold grounds, the same number of floral ivy leaf 
borders, and numerous small illuminated initials; brown 
morocco extra, yilt edyes, by Riviere About 1450 25 0 0 

Several prayers written by contemporary and later hands have 
been added on blank spaces. The signature “ Elyzabethe Davemport “ 
also occurs in two places. The Calendar wants the first leaf. 

58 HORAE B.V.M. ad usum Sarum, cum memoriis Sanctorum, 
Calendario etc. 

Illuminated Manuscript on vellum. 8vo., fl\ 148, 
written by an English scribe, numerous large and small 
illuminated initials, 26 pages surrounded by illuminated 
borders of flowers and scrolls, several of them being in a 
heavier style reminiscent of the early Winchester school, 
20 large full page and 16 small miniatures of typical 
English execution ; old red morocco gilt, letteredr“ Roman 
Missal About a.d. 1430 250 0 0 

A beautiful example of old English art, pictorial and ornamental, 
and is in fine preservation. 

The calendar is a full Sarum one. but in the litany there is found 
S. Burin (Birin) Bishop of Dorchester which connects the book with 
the Diocese of Winchester. Six of the borders confirm this connection 
as they strikingly remind one of the work of the early Winchester 
school, and this resemblance was noted by me before the discovery 
of S. Birin’s name. One or two leaves of the text are apparently 
missing. 

Contents: f. 1-6. Calendar; f. 7. Inoipiunt xv orationes (15 Oes); 
/. 14. Memoriae of S. Trinity,* John Bapt,* John Evang.,* Christopher, 
George, Thomas Mart,* Gregory,* Anna, Maria Maed.,* Katherine 
Margaret v., Barbara* (miniatures to those marked with an asterisk); 
f. 35. Incipient Horae b. m. v. “secundum usum sarum ” ; f. 75. Salve 
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Regina cum veraibns; /. 80. O intemerata; f. 816. Obsecro Ac.; /. 84. 
Septem Gaudia; /. 866. Prayers to the Crucifix etc.; f. 90. Oratio ven. 
Bedae, Salutationes, etc.; /. 95. Septem Psalmi et Litania; /. 110. 
Vigilia Mortuornm ; /. 131. Commend. Animarum ; /. 143. Psalterium 
de passione domini. 

59 - The Milburn Hours: HORAE BEATAE 
MARIAE VIRGINIS ad usum Anglie [?>., Saris- 

buriensis] cum . Calendario, etc. 

English illuminated ms. on vellum, 8vo., 132 leaves, 

loritten in bold Gothic characters in red and black, long lines, 

23 to the full page; with 14 large painted and illuminated 

MINIATURES of the usual subjects, within fine flower and 
fruit borders, each with a richly decorated ornamental 
initial; besides 35 small Miniatures of saints, emblems, 
etc., and numerous decorative initials and details; russia 
gilt, gilt edges Scec. XV 120 0 0 

This is an interesting manuscript, of pure English provenance. 
The Calendar is Sarum, with the following somewhat unusual 
entries :—Jan 31. Jacinth; March 14. Senaldi Ep. (? Sennan of 
Enniscarthy), Ap. 11. Guthlac, May 16. Brandan, Dec. 17. Lazarus, 
but the Litany does not help one to specify any particular place of 
origin. 

It is quite probable that the book is of Scottish origin as SS. 
Sennan and Guthlac were revered in the West, of Scotland as well as 
in Ireland and Cornwall. It was moreover in Cumberland in the 16th 
century as shewn below. 

On the recto of the first flyleaf is an entry recording the birth of 
Maria Paynell on the 5th December 1559, followed by a recipe for 
making ink. On the reverse is “ A true note of the manage of G« ffrey 
Milborue Scholemr of Brompton the sonne of John Milborne of Farlnm 
Church and also of the birthe & nativitie of the children of the saide 
Geffrey.” Then follows a page and a half of genealogical memoranda, 
shewing that he married one Agnes at Hermenthwate church 7 Nov. 
1575 and had several children. It was probably his descendant 
William Henry Milbourne, Esq., who owned Armathwaite Castle at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. 

Later signatures are Christopher Bulman (late 17th cent.), and 
H. A. Grey of Hurworth on Tees, at whose sale it was sold in 1883. 
The volume therefore seems to have remained in the northern counties 
for several centuries. 

<>0 HORAE B.V.M. AD USUM EBORACENSEM. 
Manuscript on vellum, l2mo.,ff. 125, written in gothic 

letters, red and black, long lines, 14 to a page, by an English 
scribe, with music on a four-line staff, numerous ornamental 
pen letters and a few illuminated letters, morocco extra by 
Douglas Cockerell early XV. Cent. 150 0 

Manuscript Books of Hours of York use are extremely rare, and 
the only copies known are one in York Minster (16 G. 5), one in the 
British Museum (Harl. 1663), and the present which was formerly in 
the possession of the Rev. J. C. Jackson, of S. John’s, and later of 
Mrs. Willett, of Hayward’s Heath. 

Contents :—f. 1. Hours of the Virgin; f. 30. Seven Penitential 
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Psalms ; f. 39. The Litany; /. 486. The Office of the Dead ; /. 8( 6. The 
Commendations ; /. 916. The Psalms of the Passion ; /. 9?. Prayer of 
S. Boniface; /. 986. The Gradual Psalms; /. 101. Two prayers, Ave 
jhesn christe and Ave lax mundi; /. 102. Memoriaof Richard Scrape, 
Archbishop of York; f. 103. A Passion with indulgence; /. 107. 
Memoria of S. Anne; /. 1096. The fifteen O’es; /. 1186 to end. 
Memoriae of S. Blase, The Name of Jesus, S. Stephen, S. William, 
S. Peter, S. Thomas Cant., S. Ninian, S. Lawrence, and S. John of 
Beverley. The corners of two leaves are defective, and in some places 
the leaves are thumbed. 

Daring the 16th century the volume belonged to John Redman, 
of Keyrbey (Kirby, co. Yorks), who has written his signature on the 
margins, and also to oue Richard Redman. The former may possibly 
have been the John Redman who was master of Trin. Coll , Cambridge 
ft 1551), and who was associated with the compilation of Edward VI."s 
Book of Common Prayer. There was also a Richard Redman (fl505) 
who was Bishop of Ely. Even if the signatures be not those of these 
two great ecclesiastics, who were members of the great Redman family 
of Westmoreland and Yorkshire, it is probable they were written by 
members of the same family. 

61 MANUAL OFFICES. 
Manuscript on vellum, 12mo., 5^ ins. x 3.^ ins., ff. 100, 

written in neat qotj)U letter by <tn Enylish scribe, in red and 

and black, long lines, 18 to full page, with full musical 

notes to the Offices of the Dead, illuminated, initial and 

decorative borders to four pages, numerous pen ornaments, 

capitals, etc., in red and blue; original binding of oaken 

boards, covered with doeskin 15th cent. 45 0 0 

An interesting volume, in which the five Litanies of the Saints are 
unusually long and contain many distinctive English Saints, among 
others being Etheldreda, Sexbnrga, Ermenilda and Walburgis (twice, 
once probably in error for Werburga). 

Contents :—-/. 16. Memoria Sanctae Sythae (Zita) a later addition ; 
/. 2. Incip. Septem Psalmi Pen.; /. 96. XV Psalmi; /. 15. Letaniae V ; 
/. 276. In vigiliis mortuorum, Miss a pro defunctis et Ordo Sepulturae ; 
926. Psalmi de S. Maria, the last leaf missing. The occurrence of the 
saints quoted above and the mention of Svtha may denote an associa¬ 
tion of the book with Ely. A chapel was built there in honour of Sytha 
in 1456. It is unusual to find her name in English manuscripts. 

62 MISSAL OF LESNES ABBEY, Co. Kent (now Erith). 
Missale ad usum Ecclesiae Anglicanae cum Calendario. 

Manuscript on stout vellum, folio (13 ins. x 9.1> ins.), 
ff. 196, written in gothic letters of varging sizes, mostly in 
large missal characters, with red rubrics and square musical 
notes, long lines, of varying numbers, Calendar in blue and 
rett, 41 fine painted and illuminated large and small 
initials, iiistoriated and ornamental, with spiral orna¬ 
ments, some with strap elongations in margins, numerous fine 
ornamental pen-letters in red and blue, modern wooden 
hoards, stamped calf early 13th Century 300 0 0 

A MOST INTERESTING AND WELL-DECORATED MS. WRITTEN IN ENGLAND. 
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MISSAL OF LESNES ABBEY, continued:— 

It belonged originally to the Austin Canons of the Virgin and 
St. Thomas of Lesnes, or Westwood, parish of Erith, co. Kent, founded 
in 1178 by Richard de Lucy. The Calendar is distinctly English, and 
there is a contemporary list of names of benefactors on the margins of 
the Canon, among which are those of Galfridus and Elizabeth Luci. 
A dame, Alice de Liesnes, is mentioned on the fly-leaf. The histori- 
ated miniatures are not first rate, but strong and effective ; the spiral 
initials are distinctly good. 

It was formerly in the collection of Mr. Yates Thompson, for whom 
it was described by Dr. M. Rhodes James. A copy of his exhaustive 
description is inserted in the volume. 

The Translation of S. Thomas, M., which took place on July 7,1223, 
is not commemorated in the calendar ; and when it is considered that 
Lesnes Abbey was particularly associated with S. Thomas, the absence 
of this festival may be taken as presumptive evidence as to the dato of 
the manuscript. 

The twenty-five principal illustrations are as follows:— 
1. f. 9. Dominica prima adnentus. Under an arch, over which 

are roofs and towers, sits an Archbishop (face R.) in mitre, pall with 
four crosses visible, and chasuble, with a knife in his 1. hand, writing 
at a sloping desk. A white curtain divides the picture. On the R. of 
it a small figure in blue and brown sits holding a pair of tablets, 
coloured red. 

There is a good decorative initial on the same page. 
2. /. 16. Christmas Day. On L. the Virgin in bed; Joseph at 

her feet; above, the Child in a manger (blue), head to L., the ox and 
ass looking over it. 

3. /. 186. St. Thomas of Canterbury. The three knights on L. 
in Bhirts of mail, peaked helmets, kite-shaped shields and swords; the 
foremost smites the head of St. Thomas, who kneels and is robed in a 
dark chasuble over alb. 

4. /. 206. Epiphany. S. John Baptist, in dark robe, baptises 
Christ, who stands in the heaped-up water of Jordan. Part of the 
gold ground is gone, disclosing a pink bed. 

5. /. 73. Ordinary of the Mass. On L. Abraham, in blue and white, 
about to slay Isaac (in blue, with hands crossed and bound), looks to 
L. A half-length angel appearing, points downwards to a white ram. 

6. f. 73. Initial to Preface. Two angels, in pink over white, sup¬ 
port a mandorla, in which Christ is seated, blessing, and holding a book. 

7. /. 76. Missae in Priuatis diebns, etc. A tonsured priest (face 
R.) in cha«»nble and alb, with hands raised ; on R. a white-draped altar. 

8. /. 76. Initial to Preface. The Paschal Lamb, with cross, staff, 
and white b inner, within a medallion, surrounded with scroll-work. 

9. /. 80. Canon of the Mass. Above, a gold quatrefoil, on blue 
ground. Christ throned, blessing, with book. In the spandrels the 
Evangelistic emblems, the Man holds a book. Below, the Crucifixion, 
with the Virgin and S. John. The Cross is green ; four nails are used. 

10. / 836. In Prinatis diebus, etc. A Lamb, on gold ground. 
11. /. 86. Easter Day. Above, an angel seated full-face on rock, 

with sword upright. Below, the three Marys, with vases, look and 
point at the tomb among rocks. It is green, spotted with black; a 
linen cloth hangs over the side. 

12 / 86. Christ, with white banner, stands in Hell-mouth. 
Nude figures (souls) on L. supplicate Him. 

13. /. 926. Ascension Day. Above, Christ seated in mandorla, 
blessing, with book. Below, the Virgin full-face; on either side, a 
group of Apostles, looking up. 

14. f. 946. Whitsunday. Above, five white doves descending 
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MISSAL OF LESNES ABBEY, continued :— x #. d. 

vertically from a cloud. Below, a sixth dove descending upon a group 
of seated Apostles, two of whom have books. 

It seems as if there should be seven doves, to typify the seven gifts 
of the Spirit I do not know any other instance of such a representa¬ 
tion of the scene at Pentecost. 

15. /. 112. Dedication of the Church. A Bishop (half-length) 
with mitre, chasuble, and crosier, looks at a Church on R. At the 
angle, seemingly, of this building, is a tall slender tower, with conical 
top and arched doorway, in five stages, which are coloured thus (from 
bottom), blue, scarlet, green, blue, yellow; stages 2 and 3 have each 
two windows, the top two one window each. The body of the Church 
has no windows; there is a ball on the gable. 

16. /. 1136. S. Andrew. A half-length figure, with book (?). 
17. /. 1136. S. Nicholas. A half-length Bishop, with mitre, 

chasuble, and crosier, blessing. 
18. /. 1186. Purification. The Virgin holds the Child, in a white 

robe, blessing. Simeon nimbed, in blue, with covere4 head, stands 
behind a white aLtar, and is aboirt to take the Child. 

19. /. 1206. Annunciation. Two figures, both standing. Tbe 
Virgin on R , with book ; an angel on L. 

20. /. 128. S. John Baptist. Half-length, bare-headed, with 
book, blessing. 

21. /. 129. SS. Peter and Paul. Half-lengths, Paul bald, with 
book, Peter with key. 

22. /. 1366. Assumption. In front, the Virgin lying dead on a 
bed. At her head, seven apostles in two rows ; a space in the centre ; 
at her feet on R., six apostles iu three rows. 

23. /. 1386. S. Augustine. Half-length, as Bishop, with mitre, 
chasuble, and crosier, blessing. 

On 1406, is a remarkable decorative initial to the Nativity of 
the Virgin. 

24. /. 1436. Michaelmas. S. Michael, in pink robe over white, 
with circular shield, thrusts a spear into the mouth of a dragon, 
winged, with pointed ears and serpent-tail, legless. 

25. /. 148. S. Martin. Half-length, resembling no 17. 

63 [OFFICIA CUJUSDAM ANGELI CUSTODIENTIS] 
Manuscript on vellum, 18mo., 3|ins. * ins., ft*. 77, 

written in bold gothic letters by (in English scribe, long lines, 
10 to full page, with catch-words, a very fine full-page 

illuminated Miniature of a Lady ( probably the Scribe 
and Illuminator) presenting a Book to a Queen, in a 
jioreate frame, before the text, opposite to which is a richly 
decorated jioreate border enclosing an initial D, in which is 
depicted a white rose on a red one; 7 other pages with three- 
guarter borders of similar design, and many illuminated 
initials with marginal decorations, in a contemporary binding 
of oak boards covered with red velvet, worked on q. ground 
of gold and silver tissue (the pile <juite icorn away), with 
silver clasp, enclosed in a red levant morocco case by Hide re 

circ. 1490 250 0 0 
* 

A CHARMING LITTLE MANUSCRIPT WITH AN ENGLISH MINIATURE, AND 

decorations. The first five leaves are in English and consist of a 
dedication of the manuscript to a “ lady sovereigns princes ” (i e., 
Queen) whose name iB given by the initials of the first nine or ten 
lines. They are :— 
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[OFFICIA CUJUSDAM ANGELI CUSTODIEXTIS, continued .— 

“ Everlastinge irelthe withe oivte disconfvture 
Lady souereyne princes moste fortunate. 
In the cowrte of fame euermore to endure. 
Surmountinge m glory regestirde youre astate. 
After all lowly obdsauns Ordinate. 
By hande of trowthe withe temyce unfenyd. 
Enterely I youre subiecte, whiche promisid of late. 
Theis boke of youre grace, 11route not disdenyd. 
Have me llecomvif-ndid withe humbille subiercioun. 
And of your higthe (sic) bow»te, to pore a gifte to take. 
To yow presctid of inwarde afjrctioun. 
1 lowly beseke yow for youre suppleante sake : 
My promise obsauyd I troste that / did make. 
Which shnlde have bene moche more, illumy nid withe plesurr. 
And if I had tyme : whos ioie I undirtake. 
Welth everlastinge vrithe oicghte disconfetur." 

It will be seen that the initials of the lines form an acrostic spelling 
Elisabetha Tirnwaw or Elisabeth Atim\?aw, but.I cannot suggest any 
explanation of the last six or seven letters unless it have a Welsh sig¬ 
nification. I have however no hesitation whatever in connecting the 
Lady Sovereign Princess Elisabeth or Elisabetha with Elizabeth of 
York, Qaeen of Henry VII. and this is confirmed by the conjoined red 
and white roses which appear in the first large initial, where a white 
rose nestles in the centre of a large red rose decorating the space in 
a capital D. 

“ Prayers to the Proper Angel M are occasionally found in Service 
books (». Maskell, 3. 289), but the services given in the manuscript 
are quite unknown to me, and in addition l have been unable to trace 
the majority of the Hymns, suffrages, etc. The following gives an 
outline of the contents : 

Commences, Domiue labia mea . . . Et os meum . . . Dens in 
adjutorium . . . Domine ad adjuvandum . . . Gloria Patri . . . 
Sicat erat . . . Alleluia. Assis ad custodiam angele psallenti. 
Mentis q; concordiam obsta dextraheti. 

Venite exultemus . . . Gloria patri . . . Sicut erat . . . Mentis 
q5 concordiam. Assis ad custodiam agele psallenti. Mentisq5 con¬ 
cordiam obstra detrahenti 

Hymnus. Salus tibi sitciigaudio . . . Gloria tibi domine qui tali 
me immunine custodis a discrimine in hac miidi caligine. Amen. 

Bsalmus. Domine dominus noster . . . Gloria . . . 
Antiphon. Angele non despicis hominem ... V Stetit angelus 

iuxta aram templi. R Habens thuribulum anreum in manu ana. 
Pater noster. Et ne nos . . . S5 libera nos . . . Jube due bndiCere . . . 
Laudes exiles celeste suscipe miles. Amen 

Lectio. Gloriose princeps inter magnos celestis regni principes 
. . . y Te cor meum doce . . . R Dignas laudes dona depromere 
. . . Jube due . . . Angelica cnra. Bit mors et vita secura. 

Lectio II. Quoniam invisibles adversarii racionem abducere . . . 
y O sincere munde . . . R Ab immundis me . . . Jube diie . . . 
Angele mi custos michi mores tolle vetustos. 

Lectio III. Contiteor tame beate spiritum ... V Mee mortis 
hora . . . Per te cadat priceps caliginis . . . Gloria . . . 

Te deum laudamus ... V Ora pro nob’ beate angl’e dei. 
J$\ Qui specialiter dat’ cnra mei. 

Deus in adjutorium . . . Gloria . . . Sicut erat . . . Alleluya. 
Dominis regnavit decorem . . . 

Ant. Te laudando jubilas creatorom tuum adoptivus lilius astrum 
matutinum 

Cap. Factnpa e prelium magnum in celo micl^el . . . 
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Hymnus. Clare syd’ essencie refulgens naturaliter ex luce . . . 
Psalmus. Benedictus dominns deus Israel . . . 
Antlp. Penitere me custos moneas . . . 
Oratio. Omnipotens sempiterne dens qui inter hostiles . . . 
Antip. Angele qui meus es cusfcos pietate supna . . . 

• • 

Dens in adjutorium . . . Gloria . . . Sieut erat . . . Alleluya. 
Dum rex olim supbie cecus traxit ... 

Psalmus. Levavi oculos . . . 
Antip. Valde bonam dominos lucem . . . 
Capit. Ecce ego mitto angelum . . . V Immittit angel us diii . . . 
Et eripiet eos ... V. Stetit angelus juxta aram templi. R? 

Habens thuribnlurn . . . 
Oracio. Concede queso uipotenB deus lit k m angelum . . . 
Antip. Angele qni meus es . . . 

l)eus in adjutorium . . . Gloria . . . All'a . . . 
Hymnus. Tu custos os cum dormio . . . 
Psalmus. Nisi quia . . . Gloria 
Antip. Facit deu.s angelium . . . 
(Oratio.) Observa angelum meum ... V Stetit angelus . . . 

K/ Habens thuribulum . . . V Qu facit angelos suos. 
Oracio. Omnipotens sempiterne Deus miseracionis tue . . . 

Deus in adjutorium . . . Gloria . . . Alia. Te voluntatis reficit . . . 
Psal. Qui confidunt . . . 
Antip. Tibi sit meridies clara lux . . . 
Cap. Stetit angelus juxta altare ... V Qui facit angelos suos 

. . . R/ Eo ministros suos . . . Glorii ... V Budicite dominii ornes 
angcli eius. iy Poteris virtute . . . 

Oratio. Omnipotens et misericors deus . . . 

Deus in adjutorium . . . Gloria patri . . . Sicut . . . All'a. 
Scandis scala prophetica . . . Gloria tibi . . . 

Psalmus. Nisi diis . . . Gloria . . . 
Antip. Be&te custos . . . 
Cap. Videte ne condepnatus nnum ex hiis pusillis ... V Bene- 

dicite dominum omnes augeli eius. ly Poteris virtute . . . Gloria 
. patri . . . V Laudate denm. 1^ omnes virtutes eius. 

Oracio. Concede micbiq'soomps . . . 
Antip. Angele qui . . . 

Deus in adjutorium . . . Gloria . . . Sicut . . . All’a 
Psalmus. Confitebor tibi . . . quoniam audisti . . . 
Antip. In conspectu angeloru psallam tibi deus qui laudator tuus 

est et protector meus. 
Gap. Factii est prelrFi magnum in celo ... 
Hymnus. Eya pusille gaudeas ... V Stetit angelus . . . 
Habens . . . 
Psalmus. Maguicat . . . 
Oratio. Queso te et obsequenter logo sancte angele dci . . . 

Converte nos deus . . . Gloria patri . . . All’a 
Psalmus. Qui habitat. 
Cap. Omnes sunt administratorii . . . 
Hymnus. In tenebrarum medio . . . 
V Angelis suis madavit de te. R' Ut custodiant te in omnibus 

viis tuia. 
Antip. Custos . . . 
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[OFFICIA CUJUSDAM ANGELI CUSTODIENTIS], continued:— £ «• <*• 

P8almu8. Nunc dimittis . . . 
Antip. CuBtos mi no dormienB 
Cap. Oblatavi tibi domine 

64 PSALTER WITH LITANY, Canticles, Versicles, 

Gospels fou Festivals, etc., Wickliffite Version in 
English. 

Manuscript on vellum, 12mo. (5j ins. * 3J ins.) fir. 300, 

neatly written in modified ijothic letter, red rubrics with 
ornamental pen letters in red and blue, the early portion 
badly damayed by water, the whole volume most carefully 
restored by each leaf being covered with the finest lawn 
muslin, which does not impair its legibility, bound in red 
morocco extra by Riviere circ. 1430 100 0 0 

On a leaf at the end is the following list of Contents written in 
an early 17th century handwriting : 

1. The Booke of Baruch with the Preface to it, pag. 1. 
2. The Booko of Tobias, pag. 18. 
3. Foure Prologues to y' Psalter, 2 by S* Hierome and 2 by Rich: 

Harapolle, whose Translation of the Psalmes into English most 
probably the best, flourished about the years 1340 and died 1349. His 
name was Kicbardus Rollus sed Rich, de Hami>ole vulgo dictus erat, 
a Ccenobie Hampolensi in agro Eboracensi . . . p. 40. 

4. The whole Booke l’salmes, pag. 50. 
5. Several Canticles or Ecclesiasticall Hymnes, pag. 208. 
6. An English Litany, pag. 225. 
7. Certaine Versicles taken out of je Psalmes, pag. 228. 
8. Hieromes Psalter as he calls it, pag. 235. 
9. Ghospills for severall festivalls, p. 245. 

10. The 32 Articles of yr Creed, pag. 291. 
11. The 7 Sacraments, pag. 293. 
12. The Ghospell for Ascention Day, pag. 294. 
A peculiarly interesting volume. Originally the book contained 

other books of the Old Testament, but even three hundred years ago 
the early portion was so damaged that a former owner ignoring all 
before Baruch started the pagination with the commencement of that 
book ( pp. 17-18 have since been lost). When the book came into my 
possession, I despaired of being able to restore and make it legible. 
I have however been successful. 

All the portions of the Old Testament are copied from the later 
version of the Wickliffe translation, while the Gospels are all taken 
from the earlier version. 

The third and fourth Prologues to the Psalms by R. Rolle are of 
unusual occurrence. 

The canticles on p. 208 et sop are: 1. Conjitebor; 2. Ego dizi; 
3. Exultavit; 4. Cantemus Dom ino ; 5. Domine audivi ; 6. Audite, cell, 
at the end of which is an extract from Baruch, cup. 3 ; 7. Benedicite ; 
8. Te deum; 9. Magnificat; 10. Benedict us; 11. Nunc dimittis; 12. 
Quieting tie vult. 

In Forshalls and Madden’s edition of the text of the Wickliffe 
Bible, one hundred and seventy manuscripts are cited, but not one of 
them is stated to contain the Litany which is found in the present 
volume. 

At the end there has been added a religious poem of fifteen 7 line 
stanzas, beginning, “ Blessid God sovreyn goodnesse.” On the 
penultimate leaf is the inscription, 44 presoner a pesoner, best hellpe 
ouerv presoner.” 
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Go PSALTERIUM LATINUM ad usum sarisburiensem 

(cum Sanctus, Hymnis, Symbolo, Precibus, etc.) una cum 
Calendario. 

English ms. on vellum, sm. folio, ff. 515, finely written 
in gothic characters in red and black, with musical notes, long 
lines, the text of the Psalms having 23 lines to the page; 9 
pages having very finely decorated and ill inn mated borders 
and large initials of rich flower scroll-icorle of characteristic 
English style, many ornamental pen-letters with marginal 
decorations, and hundreds of initials painted in red and 
blue; in a seventeenth century English binding of black 
morocco gilt, gift edges About a.d. 1440 200 0 0 

An interesting and well-preserved manuscript, with handsome 

artistic DECORATION in a thoroughly English florid style. 
The Calendar is unusually full and contains several interesting 

entries. In it April 25 is noted as the date on which was laid the 
foundation of the new Church of Sarum in 13(J0. The event occurred 
in 1220, but there seems to be some doubt as to the exact day, some 
chroniclers giving April 28, some April 29, and others April 25. 

The Calendar contains the following obits: Jan. 7, Johannis 

Aspilon 1445 (which has been obliterated); Sept. 10, Roukrt Giu.e 

1448, and Oct. 20, Johannis Sturdy 1452. 
There was one John Asplyon appointed Rector to S. Mary 

Abchurch, London, June 12, 1429, by Henry VI; he may be identical 
with the Aspilon mentioned above. 

The Gille or Gylle family originally came from Cambridgeshire, 
but towards the end of the 15th century settled in Hertfordshire with 
which county they have since been chiefly associated. Various 
pedigrees of the family have been published, but they do not go 
further back than about 1470. Of the Sturdy family no details are 
available. 

From the above sequence of obits it may be inferred that the 
book belonged to some church or convent of which the three men 
commemorated were the successive heads. 

With the armorial bookplate of J. A. Carrington, Chancellor of 
the Diocese of Exeter. 

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS AND DOCUMENTS 
6C> ADDISON (Joseph). Autograph Signature to Receipt for £107. 10., 

being the amount paid by Tonson for the full copyright of Addison’s 
famous Tragedy “ Cato.” The tragedy was produced at Drury Lane 
on April 13, 1713, only 6 days after the assignment of the copyright 
to Tonson. With a fine copy of the engraved portrait by G. Vtrtue after 
Kneller April 7. 1713 50 0 0 

-Autograph note to Jacob Tonson requesting him to pay John 
Gatliffe the sum of “ Ten pounds ten shillings.” On the back is the 
signature of John Gatliffe as having “ Recived the conteus of this 
bill” and also a memorandum, presumably made by Tonson, of ad¬ 
vances made amounting to £41. 9s May 13. 1712 25 0 0 

<58 AINSWORTH (Wm. Harrison). Original Holograph Manuscript of 
“Tub Leaguer or Lathom ”, called in the Manuscript “Siege of 
Manchester” 4to., bound xn red morocco 187(> 48 0 0 

A few leaves are missing, but otherwise the MS. is in good condition, and bears 
on the last leaf the date on which it was completed, “ Septr lib* 1H76.*’ 
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£ t. d 
00 ALBEMARLE (George Monk, Duke of). Signature to Official Report 

of the Movement of the Fleet, etc., with autograph corrections by the 
Duke. An extremely interesting historical document giving a full 

ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE WITH THE COMBINED DCTCH AND FRENCH FLEETS 

UNDER THE COMMANDS OF VAN TrOMP AND De RUTTER, THE BATTLE 

from June 1 to 4, 1066. 4 pages, folio 18 0 0 
“ May Hist wee weighed Anchor in the Downes, and stood for the Buoy of the 

Gun fleet.The Bristol being out on yo Scout, made a signe wth. Topgallant 
savles Hying, see vt wee discovered it was the Dutch ffleet. . . . Wee fell in amongst 
them, when they saw our Desolation they cut their Cables, A* put Tinder sayle being 
about 75 in number as wee judged ; . . . night coming on the Dutch sayled towards 
Holland and we finding our powder and shott lieare spent (that part of the Fleet 
wth nice having fought ncare four days) wee stood homewards. Wee burnt of their 
shipps three this day well wth those burnt before is 7 in all being of their best 
shipps." 

70 BALLIOL (John). Official copy on vellum of a Letter in which John 
confirms the dowry of the revenue of the town of Berwick granted by 
Lis predecessor Alexander of Scotland on the occasion of the marriage 
of hts son with Marguerite daughter of Guy Comte de Flandres, 
Apud Edinburgh xvi° Die Maij. Anno regni nfo Fcdo (r. 1292) 14 0 0 

This copy, in excellent preservation, with a very fine seal attached, was issued 
in February, 1800, with seal used in “Curia Domini ltegis ” at Tours. 

71 BEACONSFIELD (Lord). A. L. initialled, 6pp., 8vo., to his sister, giving 
a rough plan of his movements for the autumn recess, also describing 
an article appealing in the Globe, “ direct from Lord l'almert,ton, 
again t France.” n. d. (? Augt. 1840) 4 4 0 

“ We go down, or think of going down to Buckingham on the 12th for the l'.oyal 
Ball to the (jueen Dow. . . . The cognoscenti sav there is not to he a war - but I am 
not so clear.’' 

72 A. L. initialled, 4 pp., Svo., to his sister, containing items of news 2 16 0 
respsetiog Parliament and friends, and mentioning his anxioty con¬ 
cerning his father’s health n. d. (? 1S40) 

“ Yesterday I gave my firBt male party. . . . Everything went off capitally. . . . 
There is no news. I rather think Leader will vote with us. but we don’t want him. 
Alone he is of little use.-’ . . . 

73 -A. L. with initial “ D,” 4 pp., Svo., to his sister, written in the 
House of Commons during a debate. An interesting letter on 
political matters. II. of C. Wedy, (184u) 

“ Sir J"«. Buller is now on his legs & if possible speaks worse than his colleague 
Sir Tom did last year—Sir Tom only stuttered, this here Barnet sticks . . . The 
Whigs are very anxious . . . wher. I intend to speak to-night and the Globe has even 
favoured us with a sketch of what I intend to say." 

74 -A. L. initialled “ D ” to his sister. 31 pp., 8vo., mentioning the 
gift of an embroidered waistcoat from Lady Blessington “ too gorgeous 
to wear” II. of G. Friday (1S40) 

“ All the world of late has been talking of the Shuckboro’ correspondence . . . 
a strange medley of witty vulgarity on the part of Lady Seymour and purseproud 
ostentation on that of her correspondent.’’ 

75 -Portion of A. L. t.o G. Lathom Browne, in which he expresses his 
intention of speaking at a County Association dinner, in order to 
further develop views expressed at an Aylesbury meeting 

Hityhenden Manor, iScpt, 17, 1849 
. . . “ While you continue to enforce the new system, confine yourself to the two 

principles of the new financial Befonn-namely, equal taxation, and secondly, the 
justice and absolute necessity of a nation, . . . providing for the payment of its 
debts—by a sinking fund.’’ 

76 -A. L. S. “ Disraeli,” 4 pp., 8vo., with reference to the value of 
public meetings, aud making mention of the “recent dreadful 
calamity ” (Y death of Lord George Bentinck). 

Grosvcnor Gate, Oct* 2, 1848 
“Public meetings are too valuable machinery to be called into play witlit. a 

sufficient cause and impulse." 

5 5 0 
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BEACONSFIELD (Lord), continued :— 

77 -A. L. »., “ D. ” to G. Lithom Browne, on the question of taxation, 
and proposing a meeting of the “ Buckinghamshire Associon for 
equalizing taxation and maintaining public credit.” 

Hughenden, Sept. 20, 1840 
“ All about the Land Tux was detail, and depended on several antecedent matters 

of detail . . . All this must be kept out of sight at present. The simple positions 
are To equalize the burdens of the people first, and 2udly to diminish them.’' 

78 —:- A. L. s., “ D.,” 4 pp., 8vo.,to G. Luthom Browne, with reference to 
the latter’s paper, suggesting that persons of influence should be 
asked to help to make the paper known. Grotvenor Gate, Aug. 11,49 

79 -A. L. s. “ D.,” L page, 8vo., with reference to the heading of a 
document H. S>pt. 30 [1849] 

“I think the heading not very judicious = it is very well for a speech, but 
scarcely serious eno’ for the heading of a grave document. “ Buckse. Associon for 
the Relief of Ileal Property” \vd I think be a good A general title, take in every¬ 
thing & please every body.” 

80 -A. L. s. “ D.,” 3 pp., 4to., to Mr. G. L. Browne, an interesting 
letter on the progress of his policy for the relief of real property. 

Grosvenor Gate. Oct. 9. 1849 
“We shall build up the country party on two great popular principles = the 

diminution of public burthens & the maintenance of public credit." 

*1 -A. L. s. “ D ” expressing his disapproval of premature announce¬ 
ments in newspapers, as it might cause an opposite effect to that desired 

Hughenden Oct. 22 18+9 
“People don’t like announcements of their intended conduct to appear & first 

to appear in strange newspapers.” 

-A. L. s„ 2i pp., 8vo., to G. Lathom Browne, referring to the 
failure of local interest in the programme for the redistribution of 
taxation Hughenden Manor August 24. 51 

83 -A. L. s. *• D.,” 2 pp , 8vo., to G. Lathom Browne, iegarding the 
advisability of postponing a meeting Hughenden, Scptr. 24. 1850 

— A. L. 8. “Disraeli” to G. Lathom Browne, regretting his 
inability to further aid him in his pacer Grosvenor Gate Aug. 16. 1850 

“I have not received one shilling towards the projected subscription, nor do I sec 
the slightest hope of obtaining any assistance for the paper.” 

— A. L. with initial “ D.,” pp., 4to., to his sister. An interesting 
letter, written during an election, (probably about 1850), and expressing 
a hope for a majority of 40 or 50, and mentioning his probable election 
to the Atheneenm Club n. d. (? 1850) 

* Lady Stepney's bouse has become such a nuisance that no decent person ever 
thinks of entering it: all the tenth rate scribblers in town are congregated there who 
pay the old Aspasia for an introduction into fashionable Society by puffing her in 
some wretched Mag. or other.” 

— A. L. 8., 3 pp., 4to., to C. Ross, desiring him to correct if possible 
the report of one of his speeches ('arlton Club, July 5 1864 

“ You make me say ‘ stained by a policy A expectation wh : . . . ought never to 
have been held out to a weak & incapable nation ’ . . . What I did say was this 
‘ stained by pledges wh: ought never to have been given, expectations wh: ought 
never to have been held out by wise & competent Statesmen ’ ” . . . 

— A. L. with initial “ D, ’ 3 pp., 4to., to his sister, in which he 
mentions dining with D’Orsay and Lady B(lessinerton) Tuesday, n. d. 

“ Lad(y) B. with an Italian greyhound not as big as Muff, quite white with a red 
collar and gold bell ... I went to see the new actor Denvil. He is deplorable. . . .” 

— A. L. s. “D,” 3pp. 8vo., to G. Lathom Browne with reference to 
speakers at a political meeting Hughenden, O'.t. 25 (». y.) 

• I have heard that young Cox . . is a heretic of the Birmingham school. If 
he brings in hia currency crochets . . . the effect will be fatal . . . this cheap 
capital is very different from ours.” . . . 

— A. L. s. “ D ”. 3 pp., 8vo., to G. Latham Browne, with reference to 
a meeting at Aylesbury ». d. 

“ Remember that the Press are courteously advised of the meeting & courteously 
provided for when they arrive. They were \ery sore about the neglect A rudeness 
they experienced in Essex.” 
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£ a. 4. 
90 BESANT (Sir Walter) and JAMES RICE. Original MS., entirely in 

the autogiaph of Sir Walter Besant, of the famous novel “ The Chap¬ 
lain of the Fleet," probably, after “All Sorts and Conditions,” the best 
and most popular work of these gifted collaborators. The MS., 
which is complete, consists of 504 4to. sheets, and is in very good 
condition, enclosed in a solander case 1880-81 30 0 0 

On the first sheet is written:—“The Chaplain of the Fleet / Written / By 
Walter Besant / Walter Besant and James Bice / Original MS.” 

91 BLACKMORE (R. D.). A most interesting collection of twenty Auto¬ 
graph Letters to Dr. J. M. Winn, the medical man attacked by Mrs. 
Weldon of law-suit notoriety, and author of several controversial 
works. The letters are on a variety of subjects, but the earlier ones 
deal chiefly with the Darwin-Huxlev controversy, and contain many 
witty criticisms such as :—“ My own little narrow observations con¬ 
vince me that there is more de volution than evolution in unaided 
nature,” “How do you like the idea of a cod turning himself into a 
sole, and twisting his eye through his head, by lying on one side for 
several generations,” “ My experience is that all things relapse into 
couch grass, or at any rate collapse into it.” In one letter dated 
May, 1884, he hopes “ Mrs. W. is nearly worn out,” and in a later one : 
“ I congratulate you heart ily on your escape . . . from that virago 
who has harassed you aud your friends so long.” He also obtained 
Dr. Winn’s help for scientific details in writing “Sir T. Upmore,” 
which help he acknowledges in several of the letters. Mention is also 
made of his fruit farm 1881-97 10 10 0 

92 Borrow (George). Poverty A Riches, an Interlude (Wild Wales, Vol. II). 
Original Draft in the Autograph of George Borrow. 64 pp- 4to. [1862^J 20 0 0 

A very important and interesting Borrow item, as very few manuscripts of this 
author are likely to come into the market, a very large proportion of them being in 
the possession of the Hispanic Society of America. 

There are numerous corrections and erasures, and some variation from the 
printed text, though in some instances this corresponds witli the erased rather than 
the corrected version. 

The MS. is written on 4 leaves of bluish paper apparently torn from a book and 
is well preserved. 

93 BRONTE (Charlotte). A. L. s., 1 page, 4to., to Miss Ellen Nussey, 
written while governess to Mrs. White’s children. (Mar. 41) 8 8 0 

“ Talk no more about my forsaking you—my dear Nell, I could not afford to do so. 
I find it is not in my nature to get on in this weary world without sympathy &. attach¬ 
ment in some quarter—A seldom indeed do we find it—it is too great a treasure to be 
ever wantonly thrown away when secured." 

94 -3 A. LI. 8.. 54 pp., 8vo., 14 pp. and 1 page 12mo., respectively, to 
Mr. W. Smith Williams, the reader for Messrs. Smith, Elder. The 
letters all refer to her sister Anne, the last one, dated May 3uth, 1849, 
announcing her death. In the first letter she pathetically writes that, 
while feeling the selfishness of writing in a depressed mood, she feels 
the necessity of unburdening her mind, and gives a sad picture of her 
life during the last months before Anne’s death. 

January, Mch., May, 1849 14 14 0 
“ Too often I feel like one crossing an abyss on a plank—a glance round might 

quite unnerve.—Care of l’apa and Anne is necessarily my chief present object in life 
to the exclusion of all that could give me interest with my Publishers. I want to 
keep myself as firm and culm as 1 can. While Papa and Anne want me I hope, 
I pray never to fail them.” 

95 -A. L. 8., 4 pp., 12mo., to Ellen Nussey. The letter is undated, 
but was probably written in 1844, as mention is made of two circulars 
sent “ because you ask for them—not because I hope their distribution 
will produce any result.” Sire also mentions tne departure of her 
Brussels friend Mary Taylor for New Zealand. 

Unpublished n. d. (1844) 10 10 0 
“ Mr Smith [eiwite] is gone hence—lie has left neither a bad nor a good 

character behind him . . . yet the man is not without points that will be most 
useful to himself in getting through life—his good qualities however are all of the 
selfish order." 
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96 BOSWELL (James). A. L. s., 1 page, 4to., to Dr. Lettsom, the famous 

Quaker physician, being a recommendation of Thomas Stodhart, with 
endorsement, most probably in the doctor’s autograph 

Queen Anne Street West 25 DecT. 1770 
“ Thomas Stodlmrt son of my Smith at Auchinleck having worked eight years 

as a journey man at Hackney . . . has taken a shop at Camberwell ... I know him 
to be very deserving and remarkably kind to his old father.” 

[Portrait.] 

97 BRISBANE (Sir Thos. McDougall), Soldier, Astronomer, and 6th Governor 
of Neto South Wales, from 1821 to 1825; Brisbane, the capital of 
Queensland, was named after him. A. L. s., 14 pp., 4to., from 
Brisbane, Greenock, 21 Nov., 1810, ordering astronomical and scientific 
books; also L. signed bth Nov., 1844, explaining his reasons for waiving 
his “claim to the bursary, until the year 1848,” <fcc. He established 
at Paramatta an observatory, and published his “Brisbane Catalogue 
of Stars,” and many other scientific works ; in N.S. Wales he improved 
the condition of the convicts, substituting useful labour for the tread¬ 
mill ; President of the Royal Society, Edinburgh, on the death of Sir 
Walter Scott 

98 BROWNE (Hablot K.) “Phiz.” A folio volume containing 10 Huntim. 
Songs in the autograph of “ Phiz,” illustrated by 21 original drawings. 
20 pp., folio, inlaid and mounted on cardboard with linen guards; and 
bound in green morocco extra 

Contknts: 
My Good Grey Mare (1 drawing) 
The Old Squire’s Sweetheart (2 draw¬ 

ings) 
In Memoriam (3 drawings) 
The Separation (3 drawings) 
As Happy as a King (3 drawings) 

llilly Bouncer (2 drawing*) 
Slow and Sure (2 drawings) 
Look before you Leap (1 drawing) 
Wire Fences (2 drawings) 
Teddy Tyke (2 drawings) 

BROWNING (E. B.). A most interesting series of 20 letters in the auto¬ 
graph of Miss Barrett to Hugh Stuart Boyd, with wrhom she studied 
Greek. Many of the letters are undated, but the period covered by 
them is. approximately, 1828-1837. They contain many interesting 
references to her stndies and poems, also events of the day. as for 
instance the election of two radicals for Belfast and concerts of 
Paganini. The letters do not appear to have been published. 1828-37 

“ Surely many of my pleasures have been ‘ transient \ besides those connected 
with your friendship and correspondence. . . . The first literary person with whom 
I was ever intimate, was Sir Uvedale l’rice; but altho’ I fully estimated his talents 
and partial kindness to ine, yet long A long before I had known you half as long 
a? I had known him, I cared more for you than 1 ever did for him.” 

“I have been reading lately . . . some of Racine’s plays. . . . Anyone of 
Shakespeare’s plays . . . seems to me more classical than that tragedy [ Ipliiijmiu 
or than any tragedy of Racine’s.*’ 

100 -Note Book containing a translation of St. Basil’s Homily on 
Paradise, by Hugh Stuart Boyd. 18 pp, 4to., in the autograph of 
Miss Barrett, with many corrections. At the end is the date, 
March 23rd, 1833. 

Inserted in the book are 8 leaves, containing a list of H. S. Boyd’s Works, with 
some reviews and notices of the same. The writing on these pages is various, some 
probably being that of Mr. Boyd. 1H0G-1834. 

101 -Small pocket Diary for the year 1823, only written up to 
March 15th. On the 14th of January she records the fact that she 
walked across the floor “ with support ” for the first time, on 
February 21 “Walked iDto Mamas room & into the balcony” and 
on March 2 “ Papa allowed (me) to go down stairs for the first 
time.” About the middle of February she writes of “transcribing 
A arranging my scattered poems for publication.” 

Sm. 8vo., rustia 1823 
102 -Rough Notes on “ impressions from without A from within as I 

looked from the window of A’s sick room,” containing a beautiful 
description of an early autumn evening. 3 pp., 12mo. n. d. 
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BROWNING (E. B.), continued:— £ <?• 
103 - Diary or Pocket Tablet for 1844, containing many interesting 

notes. The volume, although dated 1844, was evidently in use 
for many years after, as at the end are lists of Italian painters 
and authors, and on one page is a list of materials boaght for her 
little son's clothes when a baby. Inside the front cover and on the 
flyleaves is a list of titles or subjects for sonnets n. d. 12 0 0 

104 -A small oblong note book containing rough holograph drafts of 
a portion of the “Drama of Exile.” The MS. is entitled “A Day 
from Eden” and commences with the dialogue of Adam and Eve 
prior to the Songs of the Spirits of Earth and Beasts. At the end of 
the volume are fragments of two other poems 14 14 0 

105 -Pocket Note Book, sui. 8vo., with Clasp, containing nearly 
200 pp. in her autograph from the year 1822 till 1826. The book is 
filled with most interesting criticisms of books read, among the 
number being Kant’s Philosophy, Lord Byron’s Island, Dr. Camp¬ 
bell’s Philosophy of Rhetoric, Edgeworth’s Memoirs, Bla^uiere’s 
Greek Revolution, Cowper’s Letters, Memoirs of Marie Antoinette, 
Shenstone’s Poems, Miss Porter’s Winter Evening Tales, and many 
others. On one page is “ List of Books 1 wish to have, which gives 
evidence of the wide scope of Mrs. Browning’s studies. Of Marie 
Antoinette she wrote: — 

“ Poor Marie Antoinette—a woman so natural, so affectionate, 60 thoughtless <V 
so captivating! She would liejovelv in private life, or in Walter Scott’s novels : in 
Prance & on the throne, she was ouly unfortunate.” 

Bound in russia, with clasp 1822-6 9 9 U 

1U6 -A Note signed “ Ba,” l page, 12mo. n. d. 0 18 0 
“ Kvviva ... on the Spanish (juestion!—You are wise A: Rood, «Vr very en- 

chantingly the contrary of what yon would have been if you had persisted in that 
most insane scheme.” . . . 

107 -Note Book, sm. 8vo., containing 45 pp., of portions of poems 
and sonnets in the autograph of Mrs. Browning. Many of these are 
not included in her collected works. Thtse fragments are very in¬ 
teresting as to many of those which were thus included tl ere are 
additional verses, among them being The Reed (2 additional verses); 
Finite and Infinite (6 lines which were replaced by others not in 
MS.); The Best Thing in the World (the last 12 lines of MS. ooly 
appear to have been published). Many of the poems have originally 
been written hurriedly in pencil, and afterwards copied over in ink. 
There is also a rough draft of a poem entitled “ Princess Marie ” 18 0 0 

108 -A. L., 1 page, 8vo., in the third person (“Miss Barrett”) to 
Messrs. Knibb <fe Langridge with reference to books supplied by them, 
and asking for Mr. Campbell’s new Poem “ Theodric ” 

Hope End, Thursday [1824] 0 10 0 
109 -—- A. L. s., “ Elizabeth Barrett,” 2 pp., 8vo. A very early letter in 

French, apparently to her teacher, with corrections in the handwriting 
of the latter. It was written before 1821, as she mentions a dancing 
master coming for herself and her sister n. d. 1 10 0 

110 BROWNING (R). Autograph Notes for “Red Cotton Nightcap 
Couni ry,” 2 pp., 4to., being short biographical notes of Antonio 
Mellcrio, the eccentric hero of the poem, together with a copy of his 
will, and extracts from the legal proceedings instituted with reference 
to the same. Also a list of four wills previously made ». d. [1871-2] 48 0 0 

The details of the tragedy were gathered while staying at the little-known 
village of St. Aubin in Normandy. Lady Ritchie, while staying there had christened 
it * White Cotton Nightcap Country ” from the headdress of the peasants. The poem 
was printed from the first MS., lmt, owing to the publisher’s fear of an action for 
libel, the names of the actors in the tragedy were changed before publication. 

11 - 7 lines in his autograph, written for the tomb of Levi Thaxter, a 
citizen of Boston, Mass, who was a great admirer of Browning. The 
linos were written in response to a request from the widow Apr. 19. ’85. 3 10 0 
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BROWNING (R.), continued:— £ <t. 

112 -• 8 lines in his Autograph, apparently the rough draft of a short 
poem, not included in his collected works, written on a quarter of an 
8vo. sheet of notepaoer n d. (r. 1880) 4 4 0 

44 Hail to the man who upward strives 
Ever in happy unconcern : 

Whom neither blame nor praise contrives 
From his own nature's path to turn. 

On and on the journey went, 
Yet has he kept us all in view : 

Working in age with youth’s intent, 
In living fresh, in loving true.’ 

113 - 4 lines in his autograph, being the rough draft of a birthday 
greeting to Sir Squire Bancroft, written on a small piece of note 
paper, showing on the reverse side a portion of the last line of another 
version of the same 2 5 (> 

14 Bancroft, the message-bearing wire 
Which flashes this 4 All Hail ’ fco-dnv, 

Moves slowlier than my heart’s desire 
That, half what pen writes, tongue might say.” 

114 - 4 lines in his autograph, probably a transcript, as at the end is 
written “ Incerti auctoris,” written on a small fragment of paper 

n. d. (c. 1880) 1 It) <► 
See also under Carlyle. 

115 BURKE (Edmund). Rough Draft, holograph, of a portion of a Report 
of the Committee appointed to enquire into the dealings of Mr. (after¬ 
wards Sir John) Macpherson, who had procured surreptitious loans 
for the Nabob of Arcot, and was also accused of assisting him in his 
intrigues against the ruler of the Deccan. 4 pp.t folio (1782) 22 10 C> 

116 BURNS (Robert). A. L. s., 4 pp.. 4to., to David Blair, of 
Birmingham. A very interesting letter giving the history 
of a dirk, originally the property of Lord Balmerino, and 
sent by him in 1745 as a token of gratitude to a bailie in 
Glasgow who had sent “sortie hundred pair of shoes to 
the Prince's army." The dirk (with the accompanying 
letter) was sold by the bailie’s son to a friend of Burns 
who, when intoxicated, was robbed of the dirk which 
was afterwards found despoiled of ‘‘ its knife <y fork, <0 
silver mounting which had been indeed very rich ; Ilis 
Lordship’s arms, cypher, Crest, See. being elegantly engraved 
on several places of it.” Dumfries, 2bth Aug., 1795 120 0 0 

117 - The original patent issued to Robert Burns 
appointing him “ One of the Surveyors, Messengers, 
Gaugers, and Officers ” “ for the measuring and attending 
Malt that shall be shipped for Exportation ; and for the 
seizing of all Brandy, Arrack, Rum, Spirits, Strong 
Waters, Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, and Cocoa Nuts, which 
shall be unlawfully imported.” 

Given under our Hands and Seals at the Chief Office of 
Excise ... in Edinburgh, this ffourteenth Day of July 
. . . One thousand seven hundred and eighty eight. 

(July 14. 1788) 650 0 0 
This most interesting document is printed on vellum with the 

name and dates filled in by hand, it is endorsed by F. Wharton, 
Geo. Brown and James Stodart. 
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BURNS (Robert), continued :— 

118 -Holograph Poem, 4 stanzas, 1J pp. folio, entitled 
“ The Dumfries Volunteers.” This poem, of a fervently 
patriotic type, was written in 17!)5, when Burns joined the 
Volunteers, and at a time when a cloud of suspicion rested 
on him on account of his action some two years earlier in 

•/ 

sending some guns captured on a smuggler to the French 
legislative body. As Burns, although possessing a strong 
patriotic feeling for his own land, certainly held what might 
he termed republican views, this suspicion was only natural 

n. d. (1795) 
“ The Kettle o’ the Kirk and State, 

Perhaps a clout may fail in’t; 
But deil a foreign tinkler lown 

Shall ever ca’ a nail in't: 
Our father’s blude the kettle bought, 

And wba wad dare to spoil it, 
By Heavens, the sacreligions dog 

Shall fuel be to boil it !” 
At the end of the poem is written a certificate as to its authenticity 

in the hand of John Cook, Solicitor. 
119 - 6 lines in the autograph of the Scotch national poet, being 

apparently part of a glossary, explaining the words, “ Loot, Linn, 
Laithfu’, Lint, List, Laiving ” n. d. 

120 BYRON (Lord). A. L. s., 2 />/>., 4to., to Count Taaffe, 
asking his help in obtaining commutation of a death sentence. 
A priest had, according to report, committed sacrilege and 
been condemned to die at the stake. Shelley and Byron 
resolved to rescue him if possible and sought TaaftVs help 
as being known to the authorities Deer. 12M, 1821 

41 1 will and would do anything cither by money or guarantee or otherwise ... As 
to the Government I appeal to the whole of my conduct since I came here to prove 
whether 1 meddle or make with their politics-I defy them to misinterpret my 
motive—ami as to leaving their states—I am a Citizen of the World—content where 
I am now—but able to find a country elsewhere. . 

121 - Portion of A. L., 2 4ro. This fragment, apparently the middle 
portion of a letter, was probably written to his friend W. J. Bankes 
about 1807. The date is missing, but be mentions the 44 Life of lx>rd 
Karnes” recently written by Lord Woodbonselee, which work appeared 
in 1807. There is also mention of 44 Hours of Idleness" which 
appeared in May 1807 (*18**7] 

“ Contrary to my former Intention, I am now preparing a volume for the Public 
at large. . . . This is a hazardous experiment, but want of better employment, the 
encouragement I have met with, and my own Vanity, induce me to stand the Test, 
though not without xmulry palpitations.” 

With this letter are two sheets of paper covered with rough drafts of a satirical 
poem and sketches. 

122 CALDECOTT (Randolph). “Some JEsop’s Fables,” 80 
Original Drawings, including five unpublished, four of 
these illustrating “ The Kid and the Fox,” and the “ Hares 
and the Frogs.” The fifth is in illustration of the Modern o 

Instance of “ The Eagle and the Fox,” but was replaced by 
the one published. Some of these drawings are particularly 
fine in their delicacy of execution and fulness of detail, and 
the interest of the collection is greatly enhanced by the 
five unpublished drawings n. d. [1882-3] 
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47 AUTOGRAPH LETTERS 

CALDECOTT (Randolph), continued :— 

124 - u Monaco,” a portion of three autograph articles, 
illustrated with pen and ink drawings, originally written 
for the Graphic during a winter spent in the South of 
France for considerations of health. Some of the pen and 
ink sketches have directions to the engravers as to size or 
position written beside them Jany. 1877 30 0 0 

125 - Nine original Drawings, five of which are in colours, 
for “The Babes in the Wood,” six uncoloured drawings for 
“ Sing a Song of Sixpence,” the title-page in pencil for 
“ Owls of Olynn Belfry,” and about 20 other sketches, 
principally for the Graphic, an interesting collection of 
miscellaneous drawings, affording great opportunities for 
studying the differences in style of the versatile artist 50 0 0 

126 CARLYLE (Thomas). A. L. s., 4 pp., 8vo., a long and interesting letter 
to Robert Browning, describing his journey from Paris, and mention¬ 
ing a visit from John Chapman, “ Publisher of Liberalisms, . . . and 
notable ware of that kind," whom he describes as “ a meritorious, 
productive kind of man, did he well know his road in these days”. 
The object of the call was to ask Carlyle to write for the Westminster 
Review which he had just purchased. Carlyle suggests in the letter 
that Browning should write for the paper CJieUea 10 Octr. 1851 10 10 0 

“ Piccadilly and the Glass Palace regions are still roaring with mad noise; but 
here, thank Heaven, is a forgotten corner, where the wearied soul can cover itself 
as under a Diogenes’ tub, and contemplate with what of cynic piety is left the 
tumultuous delirium of the world ! Really it seems to me of late as if Bedlam, in 
sad truth, had universally broken loose ; and in this big glass soap bubble, . . . 
were dancing its Saturnalia to a very high tune indeed.” 

127 -A. L. s., 3 pp., 12mo., to Edward Fitzgerald. A characteristic 
letter referring to Tennyson, and the publication of “ Cromwell’s 
Letters ”, Chelsea, 6 Fe^y., 1845 18 0 0 

“ Here is a most polite Note from the Duke of Manchester; and indication withal 
that there is one Letter of Oliver’s at Kimbolton . . . Alfred went awav on Sundav, 
I think; twice I met him the fiery son of Gloom ... I have three booksellers all 
busy examining Cromwell's Letters & hope to force one of them into some reasonable 
bargain about it without further higgling, in a day or two.” 

128 -A very interesting collection of Autograph Letters and Notes, to 
Mr. Alexander Gilchrist, and 2 notes to Mrs. Gilchrist 1856-63 43 0 0 

(a) 4 A. LI. s. 13$ pp.y 4to., and three notes, thanking Mr. Gilchrist for his 
assiduity in looking for books and prints for Carlyle s use in writing 14 Frederick the 
Great,” which he styles 44 this deplorable muddy business of mine/' a favourite term 
of his in referring to this work, as a similar expression occurs in his letters to his 
brother. 

(h) 2 Notes to Mrs. Gilchrist, one, dated 31. Octr. 18113, thanking her for sending 
him a copy of her husband’s life of Win. Blake. 

(c) Original Order from one of Frederick the Great’s ministers, with Carlyle’s 
autograph note on the back. 

129 --A. L. 8., 4 pp.9 8vo., to Robert Browning. The letter gives a long 
description of Carlyle’s solitude at Newby, on the “ Scotch shore of 
the Solway Frith,” and ends with words of encouragement, probably 
with reference to the publication of Part I of “ Bells and Pome¬ 
granates” Ngwby, Annany N.B. 29 jttly9 1841 30 0 0 

“ London in the long-run would surely drive one mad, if it did not kill one first 
• . . Thank God there still some places "///;/, if that is the price of their loneliness! 
... I take it you already understand that among the “ true quantities of effort” 
there are many, very many which the 1 public/ reading or other, can simply know 
nothing of whatever, and must consider as falsities and idlenesses, if it did. But 
the everlasting Heart of Nature does know them, . . . and will truly respond to 
them, if not today or tomorrow, then some day after tomorrow and for many and 
all coming days.” 
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CARLYLE (Thomas), continued:— £ s. d 

130 -A. L. p., 2 pp., 8vo., to Robert Browning, enclosing a letter of 
introduction to George Sand from Mazzini. This letter, for various 
reasons, did not reach its destination till early in February of the 
following year. The interviews which resulted are described by Mrs. 
Browning in letters to John Kenvon, Mrs. Jameson, and Miss Mitford. 
Carlyle after a somewhat despairing description of the London winter, 
and expressions of a desire to go to Normandy, mentions a shorter 
poem of Browning’s, and begs him to “get into another bigger qnam 
primum ! ” Chelsea, 2S Oclr. 1851 10 0 U 

“ We have a feeling as of Greenland ships/rurm in during this still season, and 
are very thankful for it. . . . The profound isolation ... is a great comparative 
blessing: the wearied ear . . . catches some touch of the ‘ Eternal Silence,’ wiili 
amazement.” 

131 CHARLES II. A. L. s., 1 page, 4to., to Don Estenan de Gomarra, 
Spanish Ambassador, thanking him for his services, and asking for a 
continuance of them, the interests of Spain and the Stuarts having a 
common interest. At the date of this letter Cromwell had broken off 
amicable relations with Spain, and the King of Spain looked for the 
restoration of the Stuarts to renew them A Bruges ce 14 de May 1656 18 18 

“ Ayant entandu de diuerses parts et particulierement d’Oneil Its bon softice* que 
rous m'unez rendu . . . ie ne pouuois inoins taire que de vous en rnnercier, . . . ie 
ne veux rien adjouter a la presente que de vous dire que i'ay ton*iour* eu on estimc 
. . . pour rostre personnc lequel ioint aux obligations que voulez que ie vous ay, me 
faim vous temoigner . . . avec combien de verite ie suis . . . vostre bien affectionne 
ami.” 

132 -D. s., being an order for ltobes of the Order of the Garter to be 
delivered to the Earl of Danby. Given ot our Court at Whitehall 
vnder the signtt of Our Order this 26 day of March 1677 3 3 ( 

133 -Document signed, being a licence to Richard Cotton to hunt “ in 
any part of Oar Forest of East Beare” during the summer of 1671. 
Giuen at Our Court at Whitehall the 18'/* day of May. 1671 in the Three 
and Twentieth year of Our Reigne 5 10 0 

134 - Sign Manual to Instructions to the Captain of H.M.S. ” Swift- 
sure ” to “ attend such of the ships of Our Subjects as are bound to 
0 Porto & Figuera.” Signed also by Samuel Pepys. Given at Oar 

Court at White hall this 26'A day of December lt>73. 8 8 0 

135 CHARLES IX. Treasury-account of the sums to be expended for the 
despatch of an agent of Charles IX to Scotland, with an Order signed 

by the King for the supply of the funds, 2 folio leaves; and the Agent’s 
signed statement of the outlay, on 4 folio leaves; 2 parts bound 
together, folio, hf. morocco 1570 10 10 0 

Page 1: Estat de la Despence que le Roy veult et entend estre faite. Par 
M«. Adrian Petremol son conseiller et Tresorier de 1 exre. de ses guerres Pour le 
Voiage que sa Maiest6 a command^ fere au Sieur de Berac son vallet de chambre 
ordinaire allant resider son agent au Royaume dEscosse, Tant en laehapt d'un navire 
nomme Le Levrier, munitions de guerre que sudicte M&ieste veult estre envoiez 
audict royaume. Que pour lequippaige d‘un autre navire nomine Lirondelle. The 
details follow and the sum is made up on page 4 as 10,000 livres; beneath which is 
an order on the Treasurer, signed by the King “ Charles ” and countersigned by a 
minister. This is dated June 30, 1570. 

The second account begins on page 5 with the heading: Estat de la Despense 
faicte par Me. Adrian Petremol . . . en vertu des ordannances de Jehan Nemond 
Sieur de Berac . . The detail follows and the summing up at 10,000 livres is found 
on page 10. Beneath it, and on page 11, there are two statements signed by 
Nesmond ; in the second of which he certifies that the last item of expenditure was a 
sum of 1075 livres paid for the reparation of Dumbarton Castle to the Sieur de 
Flam in commanding there in the service of the Queen of Scotland.—On the reverse 
of the eighth leaf the document is endorsed with its description and the date 25 

. July 1570. 

A curious and interesting piece which must have been pillaged from the archives 
at the time of the French Revolution. 

-1- Original from 
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136 CHATTERTOH (Thomas). Autograph Memorandum on a letter from 
Isaac Fell, publisher, asking for “ Resignation ” or other poems to be 
sent to him. Chatterton notes having sent “ Consuliad,” “ Ode to 
Duke Harry" and “ Resignation,” with a farther note as to the 
number of lines contained in the individual poems. Fell’s letter is 
dated Mar. 13'A 1770 

137 COOK (Captain). A. L*. s., 1 page, 4to., to Mr. Joseph 
Cock field, offering to obtain permission for him to see the 
specimens of rare plants collected by Mr. (afterwards 
Sir Joseph) Banks and Dr. Solander during Cook’s first 
voyage. Next door to Curtiss’s Wine Vaults, Mile End, 
10 Deer. 1771 

Also a letter from Dr. Hawkes to Mr. Cocktield, with 
reference to the publication of Telemachus, published in 
April, 1768 

“ Mr. Collier . . . acquented me some time ago with your desire of seeing 
some of Mr. Banks’s rare Plants &ca.—If you will please to let me know on what 
mom* you can go to Mr. Banks’s and I will engage that gentleman or Dr. Solander 
to be at home.” 

138 - Leaf from the Log Book of his second voyage, being 
the account of the experiences on March 26, 27, 28 & 29, 
1773, when off the coast of New Zealand at the entrance to 
Dusky Bay. A very interesting fragment in the hand¬ 
writing of Cook. In the entry for the 29th is an account 
of a trip up the bay, and of the leaving some medals and 
beads in the canoe of some natives who had retired to the 
woods on the approach of strangers March 26-29, 1773 

139 - Leaf from the Log Book, in the handwriting of Capt. 
Cook. The front page is headed, in a different hand, 
“ Weather and Remarkable Occurrences from New Zealand 
towards Cape Horn,” and covers the time between Novem¬ 
ber 12-21, 1774 ; the second page contains marine 
observations from November 22 to Dec. 4. 

On Nov. 13th is the remark “ An extraordinary fish of 
the Whale kind was seen, some called it a Sea Monster. 

4 

I saw it not.” Xov.-Dec., 1774 

140 - Autograph Observations of a transit of Venus, taken 
on the forenoon of June 3rd. The earliest time noted is 
lOh. 16m 11* and the latest apparently 34 minutes after 
noon. 1 page, folio. This page was presented by Captain 
Cook's widow to the grandfather of Sir Joseph Dimsdale in 
1823 

141 - 1 page, 4to.. in the autograph of the explorer, being 
a paragraph from the chapter on the manners and customs 
of the island of Tongataboo, visited on his second voyage 
of discovery 

“ The Building called Afiatouca before mentiond is undoubtedly set apart for 
this purpose (i.e. religion). I can only say from my own knowledge that they are 
places to which particular persons directed set speaclies which I understood to be 
prayers. ” 

[Portrait.) 
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142 C RABBE. A. L. s., 3 pp., 4to., to bia son George Crabbe, Vicar of Puckle- 
charch, on the subject of Livings, mentioning that those in the gift of 
the Duke of Rutland are mostly very small, the better ones being 
reserved for members, or intimate friends, of the family. Mentions 
also the subject of Church Reform Trowbridge, 7th March, 1831 

A. L. s., to his son George, with reference to the latter’s appoint- 143 

144 
ment as Rector of Pucklechurch. 2 pp., 4to. Trowbridge, 3 Decr 1827 

A L. s., 3 pp , 4to., to his son George, respecting a parcel addressed 

145 

w ' r ' * t • 

in mistake to Trowbridge instead of to Pucklechurch, and referring to 
his recent visit to the latter place Trowbridge, 14 Decr 1828 

A. L. s , 3* pp., folio, to his son George, telling him of the illneBS 

146 

and approaching death of Mrs. Whitehead, a friend of the family 
Trowbridge, 3d June 1827 

A. L. s., 2 pp., 4to., to his son George, arranging to start for 

147 

' * • ' ' V ^ V ' V 

Pucklechurch in a few days’ time, but complaining of ill health 
Trowbridge, 14th May, 1830 

“ I have read the first Vol“. of Moore’s Byron and you have read of the kind of 
controversy which it is bringing on, between Lady B. and the two poets and Life- 
Writers Moore & Campbell. It is a pity, but there is I doubt some Irritation tor 
there is advertised an Explanation Ac. by T. Moore and the public is amuted by 
private Misfortunes as ever has been, is now, and will be as 4ong as man and woman 
are erring and irritable Beings.” 

A. L. s., 3 pp., 4to., to his son George, then Vicar of Pucklechurch, 

148 

r A « ' 9 W/ 

near Bristol, enclosing the second half of notes, and referring to family 
affairs Trowbridge, 18/ft Dec., 1829 

A. L. s., 3 pp., 4to., to his son George, curate of Pucklechurch, 
referring to a proposed journey to London and Hastings 

Trowbridge, 29 Sept. 1830 
149 CRAWFORD (F. Marion). Original holograph MS., complete, of a short 

talc entitled “ The Doll's Ghost," published. 7\ pp., large 4to.. The 
leaves have been each cut into three parts, probably for the convenience 
of compositors, and have since been pasted together, otherwise a very 
neat manuscript n. d. 

150 CROMWELL (Oliver). A. L. s., 1 page, folio. An ex¬ 

tremely FINE AND INTERESTING HOLOGRAPH LETTER, Written 

at a time when Cromwell was in great anxiety owing to a 
rising feeling of dissatisfaction throughout the country, 
many of his friends holding themselves aloof or even 
opposing him. With seal Septbr l*' 1652 

“ Lett mee hear© from you as you can. Instead of pittyinge you, I caft a little 
bewayle my selfe, haue I one friend in our societye to whome I can vnbowell my 
selfe, you are absent, Fleetwood is gonn9 I am left aloane, almost soe, but not 
forsaken, lend mee one shoulder, Pray for mee. The Lord restore you my heartye 
loue to you, and your Deere Lady, If I had more you should haue itt.” 

(R.). D. a., 1 \jyp y being an order to the Commissioners of the 151 
> / ' Jr J A C t 

Admiralty and Navy to permit “ the ship Eagle in the service of the 
King of Sweden ... by stress of Weather forced back . . . upon the 
Coast of England ” to obtain such supplies “ as will serve the Men 
aboard the said Shipp . . . for their intended voyage Elsenenr or 
Gottenburg.” Also giving orders for a 5th rate frigate to take on 
board Monsieur MacDuvall, the King of Sweden’s Envoye, and a 
packet directed to Sir Philip Meadows, English Ambassador to the 
Swedish Court. An interesting document, as Richard was at this 
time at war with Denmark and inclined to ignore his father’s treaty 
with Sweden. With seal and portrait 

Giuen at Whitehall the 1 at of January, (1659) 
152 DE QUINCEV (Thomas). Holograph MS. of a Reply to “ Peregrine’s 

Criticism of his Paper on Lord Carlisle’s Pope Lecture,” 19 pp., sm. 
8vo., bound in green levant morocco, with bookplate of “ Robert J. 
Collier." With A. L. s. to the publisher bound in [1859] 

Th is Essay is not included in the collected Edition of Do Quincey’s Works. 
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153 DODD (Dr. William). Copy of part of Archbishop Tillotaon’s sermon, 
with notes, in the autograph of Dr. Dodd. 7 pp., 4to. ». d. 

Also original printed sheet of the London Chronicle of 
September llth, 1777, containing a notice of, and extracts from, 
Dr. Dodd’s “ Thoughts in Prison,” then just published. 2 pp., 4to. 

September, 1777 4 4 0 
It is not generally known that Dr. Dodd, the forger, was the compiler of Dodd’s 

“ Beauties of Shakespere.” 

154 - A. L. s. to Thomas Hull, the dramatist, asking him to purchase a 
tragedy written by a fellow clergyman, deceased, saying that “one 
Hundred poands would be an immense sum & one over all ye wishes 
of ye Widow & her Daughter my neighbours here,” and ending the 
letter by a complaint of his “ cruel Treatment,” 2 pp., 4to., Hockliffe, 
Bedfordre Angst. 10. 1774 4 4 0 

“ Surely I have done some greater Evil, than any man yt ever existed, tho 
happily unconscious of it.” 

155 DRAKE (Sit* Francis). Letter signed, 1 p., folio, to the 
Earl of Essex. A most valuable document, as it gives 
proof of the great interest taken by the young favourite in 
all the preparations secretly being made for defence against 
the Spanish Armada. Drake was at this time urging the 
Queen to permit of a second raid on the Spanish ports, and 
Essex was kept much against his will at the Court, but 
would appear from this letter to have privately entered 
heart and soul into all the preparations, and to have sent 
Drake money for the fitting out of ships, &c. 

Written at Plymouth the 16* of fehruary 1587 (1588) 140 0 0 
Ooe side of the page has been mended, but otherwise the document 

is in good condition. 
“The employment of yor Lo Crownes & myne shalbe in victuall, powder, small 

municon sp[«d«#] Bhovelles pickaxes basketts ropes twyne & Canvas & such lyke. 
If this arrow faile vs for a tyme it cannot be longe ere there be as good, there is 
nothing [—] hurte vs but the knowledge of Yor Lo: purpose.” 

The letter was among the exhibits at the Tador Exhibition, 1889-90. 

156 -A most interesting document dated shortly after 
the defeat of the Armada, being Drake’s copy of the 
original contract for the shipment of war materials to the 
Low Countries. Page 1 contains seven items to be pro¬ 
vided, with the cost, amounting to <£20,723. 13s 4<1, in the 
writing of a scribe. Page 2 deals with the transit of men 
and horses, etc., and the victualling of 5 seaports 

Oct. 12, 1588 42 0 0 
The signature of Drake is undoubtedly in Drake’s writing, and the 

whole of the second page has been declared by competent authorities, 
after a careful examination and comparison with Drake’s Armada 
letter in the Record Office, to be also in the autograph of Drake. 

With the document are included a portrait of Drake, and some 
interesting correspondence relative to the authenticity of the auto¬ 
graph. 

157 DRY DEN (John). A. L. s., 1 page 4to., to Jacob Tonson, 
with reference to the former’s translation of Virgil, being 
one of several written by Dryden during the progress of 
the work, containing complaints of sharp practice, and 
refusals to accept clipped money, 
for notes and preface, to which 
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DRYDEN (John),, continued :— £ *. </. 

Notes & Prefaces shall be short ; because )ou shall get the 
more by saving paper.” 

Among the persons whom Drydcn mentions as* 
wishing to have copies are Lord Chesterfield, Countess of 
Macclesfield, Sir Godfrey Ivneller and the Duke of Devon¬ 
shire. Octob: the 29f/' (? 1696) 75 0 0 

441 give you notice that I have done the seventh Eneid in the Country; and 
intend some few days hence, to go upon the eighth ; when that is finish'd. I expect 
fifty pounds in good Silver, not such as I have had formerly . . . the thirty shillings 
upon every book remains with me. You always intended I should get nothing by 
the second subscriptions, as I found from first to last . . . I . . . told Mr. Congreve 
that I knew vou too well to believe you meant me any kindness ... I desire 

m •> • • 

neither excuses nor reasons from you: for I am but too well satisfied already. The 
Notes and Prefaces shall be short: because you shall get the more by saving paper.” 

158 -Three Autograph Sigr.atuies to Receipts for a first payment of 
one guinea, as subscription to Dryden’s Translations of Virgil 

4f/‘ Janrv, 169;* 31 10 0 
Dryden commenced this woik in 1G95, but before its publication in July, 1H97, 

it was the cause of much unpleasantness between Dryden and his publisher Tonsou, 
the chief difference being as to its dedication to King William. 

159 DUGDALE (Sir William), Author of “ Moniut 'con." A. L. s , l page, 
folio. A most interesting letter on the Pedigree of the Holt family, 
hoping to see his correspondent in London, or later to— 
“ accompany Mr. Dilke my neighbour to you, and desire your patience for two or 
three hours in observing ye trent of an olde ltomane way wch cutts over the oountrev 
from Derby by Whichnouse Bridge, and soe . . . runnes up to Dudston, and . . . 
goethe at length to Alcester in this county, wch was the seate of a Romans colony.” 

l9f/t April, 1652 3 10 0 
Attached is an autograph pedigree, sm. 4to , of the Holt Family in the reigns of 

Ed. III., Henry IV., V., VI. and Edward IV. 

160 EDWARD IV. Edmund Duke of Rutland. Letter of 
credence to the Duke of Milan, for Anthony de la Tour, 
sent by the two brothers to the Duke of Milan and the 
Pope to inform him of the intentions and projects of the 
Yorkists, signed by Edward Earl of March and his brother 
the Earl of Rutland. This is an extremely interesting 
document, as the combination of these two signatures is 
excessively rare. It is also of great historical value, having 
been written on December 10th, 1460, very soon after the 
proclamation of the Duke of York as heir-apparent and 
protector, and probably only the day after the Duke had 
left London on his way north to punish the rebel army 
under Margaret of Anjou. Accounts vary as to the exact 
date, Fabyan fixing the date as December 2, and other 
authorities as December 9, but it was generally supposed 
that the Earl of Rutland left London with his father. This 
document shows him to have been in London some days 
after, and he probably followed his father later. 

1 page, oblong folio, Datum londoTi die x decemhris 
M.cccc.Lx. (1460) 175 0 0 

With the above are two interesting letters from Dr. Gairdner, and 
a notice by the same, Extract from ‘‘Notes and Queries,” July 15th, 
1871. In this notice Dr. Gairdner points out that the first part of the 
letter is written apparently in the name of Henry VI, which is, of 
course, quite probable, the Duke of York having been proclaimed 
Protector. A transcript signed by Etienne Cbaravay is also added. 
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161 EDGEWORTH (Maria). A. L. s., 3 pp., 4to , anda postscript on outside 
sheet, closely written to Madame de Pastoret; also on the same sheet 
A. L. s., 3£ pp., 4to., written by her father, Richard Lovell Edgeworth, 
to M. de Pastoret. Edgeworth's Town, Octr. lOf/i, 1814 

“The Duchess of Wellington has just written tobid us adieu on her leaving England 
for Paris. She is so good as to carry a letter from me to you which you will find of an 
old date as the Duchess did not set out so soon as I bad expected. In my last I believe 
I described her Grace to you ; and told you that we had the honour of her friendship 
and of being related to her . . . from her earliest ch ldhood she was my father’s 
favourite, he saw in her all the grace & all the virtue iV all the superiority of character 
which have since distinguished her amongst Englishwomen, etc.” 

162 -A. L. 8., 2 pp., 4to., to Madame de Pastoret. On the third page is a 
note from her father Richard Lovell Edgeworth to M. de Pastoret. 

Dover, Monday morning 
“ We are not, I hope, by any means inclined to give ourselvees traveller’s airs ; but 

without affectation we may sometimes be forced to make comparisons highly advan¬ 
tageous to the manner & politeness of our Parisian friends . . . etc.” 

163 -A. L. 8., 7£ pp., 8vo., to Madame de Pastoret. A most interesting 
letter, in which she refers to the “ Life ” of her father on which she is 
engaged, and makes mention of Madame de Stael, Comte deSegur and 
other well-known people of the day. Edgeworth's Town, April 8th, 1818 

“ I can never quit, till I have accomplished it, the Life I am writing. . . . You 
who feel everything so inll will understand how delicate, how murium aduty this is 
to me. . . . We are all impatient to see the really taut icorlof Madame de Stael .... 
I never regretted not seeing any person, so much, as I regretted missing an oppor¬ 
tunity of being acquainted with that transcendent genius and generous hearted 
woman! ’’ 

164 EDWARD III. Original Draft on vellum, of the first Treaty of 
Marriage between Edmond de Langley, Dake of York, fifth son of 
Edward III, and Margaret, Duchess of Burgundy. This document 
was drawn up at Bruges by the Bishop of London, the Earl of 
Salisbury and the Governor of Guisnes and Calais for the English 
King and by the Chancellor and Constable of Flanders for the Connt 
of Flanders, during the visit of the Duke of York, but was cancelled 
by the later treaty drawn up at 1 >over a month later. 

Che fu Juit a bruges le Samedj oij Jonr du moys de Septembre. 
Ian de Grace mil. CCC. Soissante el Quatre. 1364 10 10 0 

165 ELIOT (George). A. L. s., 1 page, 8vo., to Mr. SimpBon. The Priory, 
21 North Bank, Regents Park, Feb. 12, 74 3 10 0 

“ I am ashamed to have given you trouble by my confusion of memory. My only 
excuse for such imbecility is that I have been ill.” 

166 - Two A. L. s., 6 pp., 8vo., to Mrs. Gilchrist, with reference to the 
latter's cottage at Shottermill, and expressing delight with the sur¬ 
roundings, and acknowledging the indebtedness of herself and Mr. 
Lewes to Mrs. Gilchrist’s “ ready qnick-thoughted kindness.” 

April 19, and July 3, 1871 10 0 0 
“ That * sense of standing on a round world ’ which yon speak of, is precisely 

what I most care for amongst out-of door delights.” 
“During the first weeks of our stay I did not imagine that I should ever be so 

fond of the place as 1 am now. The departure of the bitter winds, some improvement 
in my health, and the gradual revelation of fresh and fresh beauties . . . have made 
me love our little world here. ...” 

167 FIELDING (Henry). A. L. s.? 1 pacje, 4to., to Mr Nourse 

bookseller, with reference to payment of a debt, and asking 

Mr Nourse to tind him a house near the Temple. At the 

time this letter was written Fielding was studying for the 

Bar. A postscript refers to his having received Croke’s 

Reports of Law Cases of the reign of Elizabeth July 9, 1739 45 0 0 

441 desire the favour of y° to look for a House for me near the Temple. I must 
have one large eating Parlour in it. . . . Rent not upwards of £40. p. an: and as 
much cheaper as may be.” 
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£ t. d. 
168 FAIRFAX (Sir Thomas). A.L. s., 2 pp., folio, to his grandfather, the 

first Lord Fairfax. A very interesting letter, and, with the exception 
of a small hole mended in the fold, in fine condition. The letter is 
historically interesting as it gives an account of the charitable 
disposition of Dr. Williams, Bishop of Lincoln, who was prosecuted 
by the Star Chamber for subornation of perjury, deprived of his 
livings and fined £10,000. Reference is also made to his holding the 
deanery of Westminster simultaneously with the bishopric of Lincoln. 
The letter also mentions the imprisonment of Prjnne in Carnarvon 
Castle Hackney, July 24 (1637) 22 10 0 

“ The fate of this Bishop is much lemented having bestowed most of his 
reuenwes on pious workes and chamtable deeds ... he hath now a good memento 
to humble him selfe but not bo much meanes to wcuke the accustomary good he veed 
to doe—at the desoluing of his family . . . after he had spooke a mouing A eloquent 
speech to his saruants . . . he broke of flinging from them in a confused tnaner . . . 
saing we must parte & after he was gone sent ‘i.oOOi to be distrubeted amongst 
them.” . . . 

169 FITZGERALD (Edward). A most interesting collection of 
autograph letters, 28 in number, to his Skipper, James 
Fletcher (“ Posh ”), on a variety of subjects, some dealing 
with the purchase of bis fishing boat, nets, etc., and the re¬ 
pairs necessary, others giving Posh good advice as to money 
matters and health. The letters are many of them soiled 
and show signs of having been exposed to damp, probably 
having been carried in the skipper s pockets for some time 
after they were written. Only one of the letters bears the 
year, very few having even the month, as most are merely 
headed with the day of the week, but the letters were all 
written most probably between the years 1867-1870 

r. d., 1867-70 125 0 U 
(a) “ Truly, whether you do well or ill. fthow me all above hoard, . . . and do not 

let a poor old, solitary, and sad, Man (as I really am, in spite of my Jokes) do not, 
I say, let me waste my Anxiety in vain.” 

(b) “ I never cease hammering into every body’s head. Remember your Debts, 
Remember your Debts. I have scarcely ever (known) any one that was not more or 
less the worse for getting into debt—which is one reason why I scarce ever lent 
money to any one—” 

Also with the collection are a letter from Fitzgerald to David 
Pearce date 1867 making an appointment, and a letter from Joseph 
Fletcher to Mr. James Blyth. 

170 - A. L. s., 21 pp., 8vo., to the Rev. George Crabbe, grandson of the 
poet, and Vicar of Merton. An interesting letter of criticism of 
Bassano's “Vulcan Forging Arms of Venus” n. d. (1852) 7 7 0 

“ It is of course a very inferior specimen of Venetian Colour: but, as being 
Venetian, it is belter than anything we have ever seen or probably shall see, on the 
walls of an Exhibition.” 

171 - Draft in his autograph of a plan on whioh to reprint Major Moor’s 
“ Suffolk Words." 2 pp., folio 6 6 0 

In this plan Fitzgerald suggests leaving out much that had been acknowledged 
to be superfluous by the author and thus to make room for new matter. 

There is a characteristic note to Mr. Loder (to whom this plan was addressed) 
44 N.B. to Mr. Loder.—This is the Plan on which I should reprint Major Moor: but 
I do not say it is that which would be most likely to succeed by any means.’’ 

172 GRAY (Thomas). A. L. s. “ T. G.’’ 1 pitye, 4to., to the 
Rev. James Browne. Master of Pembroke College, Cam¬ 
bridge, in which he announces the sudden death of 
K. George II. Oct 25, 1760 45 0 0 

44 The King is dead, he rose this morning about six ... in perfect health, and 
had his chocolate, between seven and eight an unnacountable noise was heard . . . 
they ran in and found him lying on the floor . . . This event happens at an unlucky 
time, but (I shouhbthink) will make little alteration in publick measures.” 
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173 JAMES I. L. s., 1 page, folio, on the collecting of tithe corn in three 

districts, such corn to be put in “sura newtrall place qnhill it be 
Decydet to quhome the samyn instlie appertains.” The collection 
was entrusted to “ or traist friend the Laird of Bathyoke ” and to 
Archibald Dnndas of Fingask 

At or Cattell of Sterrling the xiii day of September 1579 15 15 0 
James VI was at this time in his 13th year, ana had been an independent 

sovereign for a few months only. The early date of the signature renders the 
Document all the more interesting. 

174 - L. s., with holograph Postscript to the Earl of Mar, lord high 
treasurer of Scotland, with reference to the continuance of the 
pension granted to George Gordon afterwards 2nd Marquis of 
Huntley. (linen at or. pnllace of Whitehalle the 22'* of Marche IG22. 28 0 0 

An exceptionally fine example. 
Lord Gordon, son of the 1st Marquis of Huntly, was educated at the English 

Court with the Princes Henry & Charles, and was given various commissions by 
King James, and in 1(522 he was sent on a special mission to France where he 
remained till 1(537. In this letter the King requires the Treasurer “ to take 
such order as the pension . . . may from time to time be preciselie payed at 
the terms that so nevther his credito1- being disapointed may have occasion to 
exclaime against him in his absence nor wee be troubled to directe any furder 
warrantes.” The postscript reads :— 

“ I eamistlie desyre you as ye tander mv pleasure A seruiee, that this 
gentleman maye finde the fruites of my reccomendation, that rather any other maye 
be behynde, then that he showlde wante goode payment.” 

[Portrait, j 
175 JAMES EDWARD, the Old Pretender. L. s, ‘‘Jacques R,” 1 page, 

folio, to the Princess de Vuudemont, during his stay at Plombieres for 
treatment. In, the letter mention is made of “ un malado ” who was 
left under the care of the Princess thanking her for her kindness. 
He also asks to be remembered to the Prince saying that the prospect 
of again taking part in the hunts and music of Commercy to some 
extent recompense him for his dreary sojourn at Plombieres. 

A Plombiires ce 29 Mag 1714 7 7 0 
176 JOHNSON (Dr. Samuel). A. L. s., 1 page, 4to., to Mr. John Ryland, 

who was the last surviving friend of the Doctor’s early life 
Sept. 21. 1776 16 0 0 

“I have procured this play to be read by Mr* Thrale, who declares that no play 
was ever more nicely secured from the objection of indelicacy. If it can be got upon 
the Stage, it will I think, succeed, ... In selling the copy to the printer, the liberty 
of inserting it in the volumes may be retained/’ 

John ityland was brother-in-law of Dr. Hawkesworth, and the play referred to 
was probably one of his which it was proposed to publish for the benefit of the widow. 
[Johnson Letters, ed. Hill. Vol. 2, p. 412, note]. 

--— The following eight letters to William Bowles of Heale were purchased 
from a relative of the recipient, and were not included in Mr. Birkbeck 
Hill’s edition of Johnson’s Letters. Although Mr. Bowles is frequently 
mentioned in that edition no letters from Johnson to him were 
inclnded. 

177 --A. L. 8., 2£ pp., 4to., to Wm. Bowles, expressing regret at being 
nnable to visit Heale. The last paragraph is interesting, as in it 
Johnson asks if Mr. Heale has yet made a balloon, remarking that 
though wonderful results have been obtained they have hitherto been 
of no use, “ bnt perhaps nse will come hereafter” London Jan: 3.1783 28 0 0 

178 -A. L.s., 2 pp., 4to., to Wm. Bowles of Heale, referring to a seizure 
and making arrangements for a visit to Heale London July 2t. 1783 30 0 0 

“ You will easily believe that the first seizure was alarming. I recollected three 
that had lost their voices, of whom two continued speechless for life . • . I feel 
now no effects from it but in mv voice, which I cannot sustain for more than & little 
time.” 

179 -A. L. s., 1 p., 4to., to Wm. Bowles, announcing his approaching 
departure for Heale London Aug. 25—83 15 0 0 

“ I have taken a place for Thursday in a Coach which comes to the white Hart 
in Stall Street, in Salisbury, and hope at last to have the pleasure of sharing your 
rural amusements.” 
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JOHNSON (Dr. Samuel), continued:— 
180 -A. L. 8., 2 pp., 4to., to Wm Bowles of Heale, expressing surprise 

at having received no letter, and referring to his illness and sleepless 
nights London. Jan. 14. 1784 

“ A Friends letter is always comfortable, and I, who have now been many weeks 
conGned to the house, have much need of comfort. My nights are sleepless; I sat 
in a chair till six this morning, .... My Physicians . . . can give me nothing but 
opium . . . Opium dismisses pain, but does not always bring quiet, . .” 

151 -A. L. s., pp., 4to., to Wm. Bowles of Heale. A long and 
interesting letter on his long confinement to the house, and on balloons 
to one of which he had recently subscribed London Feb. 3. 1784 

“I subscribed a few days ago to a new ballon, which is to carry five hundred 
weight, and with which some daring adventurer is expected to mount, and bring 
down the state of regions yet unexplored. This fever of mounting and descending is 
a strange thing, but I am afraid we shall never be able to give so wide a surface any 
horizontal direction.” 

152 -A. L. s., 2 pp., 8vo., to William Bowles of Heale, with reference 
to the latter's joining the Club. Mention is made of his health 

London Feb. 23. 1781* 
“ My dejection has never been more than was suitable to my condition. A sinner 

approaching the grave is not likely to be very cheerful. My present thoughts do not 
allow roe to take pleasure in the expectation of seeing a mind bo pure as yours, 
exposed to the contagion of publick life, and contending with the corrupt, and contamin¬ 
ated atmosphere of the house of Commons." 

183 -A. L. s., 3 pp., 4to., to Wm. Bowles of Heale. The letter 
contains remarks as to his own health, the length of the winter, and 
Sir John Hawkins’ proposed additions to Walton’s Lives 

London Apr. 5. 1748 (1784) 
“ My friend Sir John Hawkins, n man of very diligent enquiry’and very wide 

intelligence, has been collecting materials for the completion of Walton’s lives, of 
which one is the life of Herbert .... It does not occur to me how I can write a 
preface to which it can be proper to put my name, and I am not to put my own value 
without raising at least proportionally that of the book." 

184 -A. L. s , 11 pp., 4to., to Wm. Bowles, referring to an invitation 
to go to Heale, also mentioning the Club and Boswell 

Bolt Court, July 10. 1784 
“ Your kind invitation came two or three days after an engagement to pay a visit 

to a friend in Derbyshire . . . When I come back, your kindness can do again what 
it has already done, and, I hope, may be enjoyed, more than I have been yet able to 
enjoy it .... The Club flourishes; we fill the tftble, Mr Strachan has resigned, 
and my fellow-traveller Mr Boswell iB put in his place.” 

185 -Three Letters, dated December 11, 13 and 14, 1784, respectively, 
from James Hoole to Wm. Heale. In the first (3J pp., 4to., Dec. 11) 
he gives a grave account of Dr. Johnson’s condition, and expresses 
the opinion that be cannot live many days, in the second (1 page, 4to., 
Dec. 13) he announces the Doctor’s death, the third letter (3j pp., 
4to., Dec. 14th) contains a detailed account of his last jiours 

Great Queen Street, Decern. 11'.*, 13, 14'A 1784 
Mr. Birkbeck Hill, in his “ Miscellanies ” quotes from Mr. Hoole’s Diary, which 

gives the substance of these letters, but the letters themselves have not been 
published. 

186 LAUD (Archbishop). L. s., 1 page, folio, to Dr. Pinke thanking him for 
acting as deputy during the absence through illness of the Vice 
Chancellor, fulharn house, Sept. 6, 1633 

11 You doe wonderful! well in it, because this will giue you a little preparacion 
towards ye bearing of yt office in yor owne person, when tyme shall serue,” etc. 

187 -L. s., to Dr. Pinke, on the subject of the Vice Chancellorship, 
1 page, folio. Lambeth, Feb. 7th 1633(4). Seal intact 

188 -L. s., 1 page, folio, to Dr. Pinke on the subject of Chaplains 
Lond.house, Febr. 15th, 1632 

“I hold it a very vn worthy thing to enterteyne many, and reward few, . . . Burelv 
1 will neuer load myself with Number, till I see at ye least a probable wave, how I 
may discharge myself of yt, which I must needs owe them for theyr seruice,’’ etc. 
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1S9 LAMB (Chas.). Autograph Note signed, to the publisher Ollier with 
reference to the New Monthly Magazine, published by Colburn, 
making mention also of “ my Chinese friend ” who contributed Jests 
to the same magazine n. d. April [1826] 8 8 0 

This note was sent by the hand of a “ fair Bearer’’ who was to bring back the 
desired numbers. This bearer would probably be his adopted daughter, Kmnia 
Isola, afterwards Mrs. Moxon. 

190 -A remarkably fine and characteristic A. I,, s., 4 pp., 
folio, addressed to Robert Southey. 10 Aug., (18)25 55 0 0 

44 You’ll know who this letter comes from by opening slap dash upon the text, as 
in the good old times. I never could come into the custom of envelopes. *Tis a 
modern foppery. The Plinian correspondence gives no hint of such. In singleness 
of sheet and meaning then I thank you for your little book. . . . We think the tale 
one of the quietest prettiest things we have seen. You have been temperate in the 
use of Localities, which generally spoil poems laid in exotic regions. . . . Why do 
you seem to sanction Landor’s unfeeling allegorizing away of honest Quixote? He 
may as well say Strap is meant to symbolize the Scottish Nation before the reunion, 
and Randotn since that act of dubious issue: . . . Quixote is the father of gentle Ridicule 
—and at the same time the very Depositary and Treasury of Chivalrie and highest 
notions. . . . Mary walks her 12 miles a day some days, and I my twenty on others. 
For literary news, in my poor way, I have a one act farce going to be acted at 
Haymarket, but when! is the question. Tis an extravaganza, and like enough to 
follow Mr. H. The Load. Magazine has shifted its publisher once more, and I shall 
shift myself out of it. It is fallen . . . Coleridge is better (was at least a few weeks 
since) than he has been for years.” 

101 -Holograph Poem of 12 lines, 1 pat/e, folio, written in 
memory of four sons and two daughters of John and Ann 
Rigg, of York, drowned in the Ouse, Aug. 19, 1830, with 
a note to Y. Novello. Portrait 45 0 0 

“ Tears are for lighter griefs. Man weeps the doom 
That seals n single victim to the tomb; 
Bot when Death riots, when with whelming sway 
Destruction sweeps a family away ; 
. . . what lamentation 
Can reach the depth of such a desolation ? ” etc. 

Dear’N. Will these lines do ? I despair of better. Poor Mary is in a deplorable 
state here at Enfield. Love to all. C. Lamb.” 

The postmark on the above is Nov. 8, 1830, apd the poem was 
published in Cowden Clarke’s “ Recollect ions of Writers1878. 

192 LEICESTER (Robert Dudley, Earl of). A. L. s., 2 pp., 
folio. An extremely interesting letter to John Ottomans in 
Paris, requesting him to look out for a gardener for him 
“able to dyvert his ground into best order” for which he 
was willing to pay 100 crowns a year wages, & “ meat and 
drynk for him & a mil besyde. Also he sends a com¬ 
mission to his friend to procure him about 3 or 4 tuns of 
French wine to be sent to Kew. In a postscript he also 
makes enquiry as to a cook-boy of about .1.6 or 17 years 
years of age At Hampton Court this 2 off noveber 1584 52 10 0 

Holograph letters of the Earl of Leicester are extremely Rare. 
“ I have receaued Sondry lerrs fro yo and of late my busines wold not yeld me 

leassr to answere yo, and ptly yt was told me that yo ment to be hear very shortly 
but yt tale being now longe since maketh me think that this lerr shall find yo ther 
yet, wh ylT yt doe than before yo*- coming away I must ley so charge vppo yo, and 
euen erneately to requyr' yo to take both care and paines to help me to my 
request.” 

193 LLOYD (Charles). Tasso, Gernsalemme liberata, translated into English 
Verse. Original Autograph MS., 415 pp., folio, complete. On the 
first page is an inscription “ Anne Lloyd, from her affectionate Uncle 

1 Original from 
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Charles Lloyd. 1826.” On the second page is written “ Began this 
translation 18 Sepr. 1824 Finished it 11 Oct. 1825”. The volume 
ends with the words “ Finished copying this 8th August 1826 
Unpublished 1824-1826 25 0 0 

His biographer gives the date of Lloyd’s last publication as 1823, adding the 
sentence “ From this time he was silent,” and it would appear as if this translation 
were undertaken to occupy himself. 1 

104 LONDON, FIRE OF. A most interesting document, being a “ Report 
of yc Commote of yc hovse of Commons : fr yc‘ inspection of yc firing 
of London.” The document is endorsed “ Papist tireing of Loudon.” 

n. d. (1666) 8 S 0 | 
The Document, 2J pp. folio, contains the depositions of various people accusing i 

several persons, many of them Catholics, of being in possession of combustible material, , 
or of having prophesied concerning the tire. y 

195 MARRY AT (Captain F.). Original holograph Manuscript 
of “ MASTERMAN READY,” folio, bound in half red 
morocco by Itiviere, 1840-41 100 0 0 

This novel was originally published in 1841. The Manuscript is 
in excellent preservation, though incomplete, wanting about sixty 
pages. Jt is also interesting as showing that Marryat made very few 
alterations in his manuscripts, and must have re-written very consider¬ 
ably in the proofs, as several passages bear evidence of having been 
entirely overhauled and re-arranged, appearing in the printed work in 
very different form from the MS. 

196 MARY I (l^ueen of England). Sign Manual to a Document, 
24 pp., folio, being “ A memoriall for or trustie & right 
welbeloued Counsellor" Anthony Husey esquier lately chosen 
gounor of or marchaunts adventurers in the lowe countries 
& by vs appoyntcd to be or Agent in those partes.” 
A very interesting document, consisting of nine paragraphs 
in which the newly appointed Agent is instructed as to his 
duties, which apparently were chiefly to discover and send 
to England any heretics, and to deliver certain letters to 
the King of Spain and the Duke of Savoy. 

Given the last day of June 1556 65 0 0 
(With portraits.) 

197 MEREDITH (George). A magnificent series of 24 Auto¬ 
graph Letters sigTied, in all 92 pp., 8vo., to Mrs. Steele ; 
one to Lady Wood, mother of Sir Evelyn Wood and Mrs. 
Steele 1867-1908 150 0 0 

Several of the letters are undated, but those bearing dates cover a 
period from 186?—February, 1908. Many of the letters are highly 
interesting from a literary point of view, as they contain references 
to his own novels and poems, and also criticisms and appreciations of 
the work of others. Among the items referred to are, “ Herve Riel ” 
by Robert Browning, “ Egypt & the Pharaohs ” by Zincke, “ Mankind : 
their Origin and Destiny ” ; and his own “ Harry Richmond ” and 
“ Theodolina.” The last letter, dated Feby. 26, 1908, mentions the 
“ Memorial,” and of it he writes : — 

How gladly would I have spared my well-wishers all this trouble of writing 
names and sending congratulations. . . . 1 prefer a quiet obscurity.” 

In an earlier letter, October 4, 18r*5, he writes with reference to 
his increasing infirmity :— 

‘‘We circumscribed peoples are fairly well ready for the ultimate stroke. . . . 
Whenever I publish, it is with the feeling that I am blocking the way of the younger 
ones. To me, therefore, philosophy is easy. I write still, but read more, & hope 
that my relations with the public are at an end. They were never plensant to me.” 
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198 NELSON LETTERS. A most interesting collection of 
Autograph Letters from Lord Nelson to his Wife and 
from different members of the Nelson Family, to which are 
added letters and documents relating to Lord Nelson. 
The chief interest of the collection lies in 230 letters from 
Lord Nelson to his wife, covering the period from August 
1785 to his return to England with the Hamiltons in 1800. 

5 vols. 4to., blue morocco, Lady Xelsons wedding ring 
inserted inside the front cover of YoL /. 1785-1800 0 0 0 

A detailed description will be sent to intending purchasers on 
application. 

199 PENN (Wm.) STATE ACCOUNTS. lG^-82. An 

Original Entry-Rook containing details of business in 
the office of the Secretary of State. The items are many 
of them of great interest, being warrants for Peerages, 
Commissions, Bills for Inventions, and Petitions, but 
probably the most interesting entries are those dealing with 
William Penn. The first one dated “ffeb 27th 16«V” 

is “ A Warrant ffor M- Will: Pen being Proprietor of a 
(new erased) Tract of Land in America joyning to Marv 
Land by the name of the Province of Pensilvania, £6. 00. 00 
(with marginal note “ by order of Council”). On March 
30th of the same vear are two further entries. 44 A letter 

ft/ 

to the Ld. Baltimore on the behalfe of M- Pen con¬ 
cerning his Plantation in Pensilvania, £6. 00. 00,” and 
“ A letter to the present inhabitants of Pensilvania on 
the behalfe of M- Penn, £6. 00. 00.” A week later. 
April 7tli, are the entries of duplicates of these letters, and 
44 Au. 18th 1682 ” is an entry 44 A letter to the Ld. Baltimore 
in the behalfe of Will:"1 Pen to agree the limitts & bounds 
between Maryland and Pensilvania and admeasure 220 
miles from the Watkins Point, £6. 00. 00.” 

Folio, 74 leaves, vellum • 17th Cent. 52 0 (» 
In addition to the entries mentioned above there are many items 

of general interest, viz. : Two entries for warrants for Maundy money, 
“ A Bill ffor his Maties Grant of odo thousand pounds per sd: to the 
Dutchesse of Portsmouth for the term of 31 year payable out of the 
first fliuits . . .” ** A Warrant to the Comr4 of the Ordinance to 
remove the Spanish Armes in the tower to Windsore” & for the 
palisadoes provided for Tangier to be used in fortification at Ports¬ 
mouth. “ A letter to the vice Chancellor of Oxfford in behalfe of the 
Kmg’s Comedians that they may have leave to Act 12 days ... in 
the university.” Also the warrant for the Earl of Northumberland to 
be Duke, and for the cattle market to be transferred out of the Hay 
Market into a Place called Conduit mead behind Albemarle House.” 

200 PHILLIPS (Stephen). The Right of Asylum. Original holograph 

m and SCRIPT, consisting of 14 lines on 1 page, folio, signed, in full 

201 »■ An Evening Hymn. Original holograph manuscript, consisting 
of four verses of four lines. 4to., signed in full 
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202 PAYNE (Roger), Bookbinder. Epigram in his autograph s., 1 page, folio. 
A characteristic specimen of a very rare autograph. With proof of a 
scarce portrait of Payne in his bindery 

The epigram is headed “ Subject The Honble Charles Fox being destresset by 
Sherif Otliiers and his Books to be sold by Auctioniers and on His giving an ancient 
Illuminated) Edition of Macrobius to A. Storer Esqr.”, and consists of 7 couplets, the 
last two being as follows :—“ A Book You will give to Anthony Storer, All shall be 
paid, and we’ll not have a scorer.” 

203 PEPYS (Samuel). Autograph Signature as treasurer of the Tangier 
Commission, to a receipt for £865, being one year’s Salary for Lord 
Inchiquin as Governor of Tangier, and Colonel and Captain of the 
Garrison. 1 page, folio primo die Junij 1677 

Document Signed, 2 pp., folio. Copy of a letter to the Commis- 

£ s. d. 

15 15 0 

204 

205 

sioners of Ordnance with reference to a sum of £2300 charged 
twice in the Accounts. Pepys repudiated the second amount and 
only considered himself responsible for the first amount charged. 

Decemb. 22**. 1680 
Signature to a receipt for £4375, being the pay of the Garrison in 

Tangier for work on the harbour and fortifications, from August 4th 
to November 4th, 1666 iijf*o die Decembris 1666 

Pepys had been appointed treasurer of the Tangier Commission in 10G5. 
See also under Charles 11. 

206 PIOZZ1 (Mrs.). Autograph Poem entitled, “ A new Loyal Ballad,” 2 pp., 
folio, written at the time of the French Revolution, with allusions to 
the War of Independence c. 1790 

Whilst in Murder imbrued 
Our maxi Neighbours with blood 

Delight their own Country to drench. 
Let us British Boys sing, 
Drink a Health to the King 

And ne’er be such Fools as the French.” 
A. L. s., 2 pp , 4to , to Daniel Lysons, dealing with a sensational 

4 4 

207 

208 

notice in the Daily Advertiser a9 to an Extraordinary Appearance in 
the Moon Hanover Square, Sunday 16: March 1794 

The “ extraordinary appearance ” consisted in a violent rocking of the moon, 
followed by the passage of great armies across its surface. Mrs. Piozzi made 
further enquiries as to this apparition, and not wishing to give her own address 
gave that of Mr. Lysons. knowing his interest in such news advertisements. 

Retrospection,” three tolio volumes containing studies in history 
from the reign of Tiberius to the taking of Constantinople in 1454, 
written entirely in the autograph of Jdrs. Piozzi. The 2nd vol. was 
commenced in 1789, the first in I860, and contain numerous notes and 
renai'k8 on the original text, extra leaves being occasionally inserted 
for this purpose 1798-1800 

The work was published in 1801 in 2 vols. 
209 POPE (Alexander). Autograph Signature to a Covenant with Bernard 

Lintott, probably for the “ Odyssey ” on the translation of which Pope 
at this time was engaged, aud for which Lintott paid £600. When Enblished some two years later there were many disputes, both with 
intott and Fenton and Broome who had done much of the translation. 

The document is witnessed by “ Edm<! Bickford ” and ”N. Fortescue.” 
Decinio octavo die Februarii, Anno 1723 

210 A. L. s., 3 pp , 4to., to Jacob Tonson, publisher. An extremely 
restincr letter, thanking him for the particulars sent of the “ Man interesting letter, thanking him for the particulars 

of Ross,” whose praises Pope set forth at the end of his third Moral 
Essay, “ On the Use of Rictes.” From a remark towards the end of 
this letter it would appear that this third Epistle was the first written 
of the four included in Moral Essays, as he suggests printing the poem 
“ with many others ... at a time when telling truths . . . can be no 
disservice to y° Author.” 

Mention is also made of his portrait by Dahl. Dr. Bentley and 
Milton are refer!ed to, the one as "above, & y• other below, all 
criticism.” Twitenham, June 1th, 1732 
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211 POPE (Alexander). A. L. 8., 1 page, 4to., to Dr. Oliver. A short note of 
apology, undated, probably written while he was staying with Ralph 
Allen in 1741-2. [Unpublished] Friday, if 1M (1741-2 ?) 

“ Since the Congelation of all my Faculties by this Frost, you will not wonder 
yl I am not un-thawed before Eleven in a morning, or I had been with you at Ten 
this day. I find myself less encumber’d by my Planetary Crust, than with this 
Atmospheric Shirt over it; however I will certainly, if I retain any Locomotive 
Powers, bring them both to you on Munday early, & try whether I can soften the 
one with Butter, & dissolve the other in Tea ? ” 

212 -A. L. b., 1 page, sin. 8vo., to the Master of the Rolls. The letter is 
nndated, but is endorsed “ Mr. Pope. Apr. 1743.” It was written 
therefore only little more than a year before his death 

Twitnam Wednesday [1743] 
“ I have not dined this long while, so as to be fit for any mans Table, or Food. 

I am not yet free from a Fever, <fc yet must be earned in a Coach to morrow to 
London, to be yc nearer the Doctor. If you could aH well take yc air this way, I wd 
get you a Chicken A enjoy here what I wish I cd there an hour or two of yr 
Company.” 

213 -A. L. s., 1 eagre, 4to., to Jabez Hughes, on the death of the latter’s 
elder brother John, who died within a few hours of the successful 
production of his tragedy, ‘‘The Siege of Damascus,” to which 
reference is made in this letter Fehr. 26. 17J£ 

“Indeed even his common Acquaintance must have known enough of him, to 
regret his Loss; . . . The real loss of a Good man may be called a Distress to 
y* World <& ought, to affeot us more than any Feign’d, or ancient Distress, how 
finely drawn soever.” 

214 PRIOR (Matthew). Original Letters of Administration granted to 
Edward and Ann Bower, together with copy of Matthew Prior’s Will, 
the original Executor, Adrian Drift, having died before complete 
execution of the said will L .ndon, May \4>lh, 1739 

In the will, Prior expresses his wish to “be buried privately in Westminster 
Abbey ” and “ a Monument be erected to my memory whereon may be expre-sed the 
publick Employments I have bore ” . . . “ for this last piece of humane vanity I will 
that the sum of flive hundred pounds be sett aside.” The bequests are many and 
interesting, books to the value of £200 being left to St. John’s College, Cambridge, 
certain pictures to Lord Harley, together with the option of purchase of others, and 
residue, after all debts and legaoiea were paid, to Adrian Drift, his secretary. 

215 READE (Charles). Original Holograph MS. of “The Woman Hater.” 

342 pp., 4to. and folio, hf. red morocco 1876-77 
The above novel was published in 1877. The description of the insanitary 

conditions of Hill Stoke was drawn from the state of affairs existing in the hamlet 
of Stoke ltow on his brother’s estate of Ipsden. Incomplete, some pages wanting 
in various parts of the MS. On the back of 2 pages is printed a list of properties 
required for the Play “ The Wandering Heir.” 

216 -The Original Holograph Manuscript of “ The Wandering Heik,” 
a tale founded on the Annesley Trial, originally written as the 
Christmas number of the “Graphic,” 1872, and afterwards dramatised. 
Oblong folio, half red levant morocco 1872 

217 -Original Holograph Manuscript of a short story entitled “The 
Picture,” together with 12 sheets of fair copy with corrections in the 

author’s writing. Incomplete, large folio, half red levant morocco n. d. 
The story was published posthumously with others, but there is no clue as to 

when the above MS. was written. 
218 -Original Holograph MS. of “ Singleheart and Double-face.” 

117 pp., folio, having Reade's Autograph signature on the last leaf; hf. 
red morocco 1883 

This novel, based on a play produced in Edinburgh in 1883. was published 
posthumously, and was probably among the last written by the novelist. The MSS., 
as is unfortunately the case with most of this author’s, is incomplete, the first 
chapter and one sheet being missing. 

219 -The Double Marriage as revised and partly re-written for the 
edition of 1868, with holograph corrections and additions. Incomplete, 
bound in a folio volume in half red morocco 1868 

This novel, under the title of White. Lies, was originally written for the Loudon 
Journal, 1886-7, and firat appeared in book form under the same title in the latter 
year. 
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220 READE (Charles). Original Manuscript of “The Perilous Secret”, 
a large portion having apparently been written from dictation with 
corrections and occasional additions in Reade’s autograph. The MS. 
is incomplete, but is interesting from the fact that it was probably 
written during Reade’s last illness, and was his last work. Large 
4to., half red morocco 1883-4 

The play on which the novel is bafied was produced in 1882, and the writing of 
the novel was unwillingly undertaken by lleade, and was not published till after his 
death in 1884. 

221 -Original Holograph Manuscript of “ GRIFFITH GAUNT,” in¬ 
complete, several pages wanting in various parts of the story. Large 
folio, hf. red morocco 1H65 

This novel was originally written as a serial for the first year of the Argosy in 
1865. Its publication in book form the following year marked the culminating 
point of Re&de's career. 

222 ROSSETTI (D. G.). Two Autograph Letters signed, 2 pp., 8vo., and 10 
pp., sm. 4to„ to Robert Browning with reference to Page’s portrait of 
the poet. Both letters are interesting, the first and longer one more 
particularly so, as in it he describes several pictures which have since 
become famous, Holman Hunt’s Scapegoat, Millais’ “ Peace con¬ 
cluded.” “ Children burning Autumn leaves,” and “ Eve of St. 
Agnes,” by Hughes. He also speaks of the appearance of the fourth 
volume of “ Modern Painters,” quoting the whole reference made to 
Browning towards the end of that volume, and to the approaching 
publication of “ Aurora Leigh.” 

Blackfriars Bridge. London. 16. May 22. 1856 
" Among new men, the very best to my taste is one Windus who has painted a 

truly glorious little picture . . . from the old ballad of Hurd, Helen ... I have 
been reading Owen Meredith, he is really quite first-rate in many respects . . . “The 
Earl's Return ” is a curious enigma—my first is Browning, my second Tennyson 
there may be a 3rd <fc 4th even, yet somehow my whole is Owen M.” 

223 - 3 pp., 8vo., to the executor of Mr. Plint, for whom Rossetti had 
painted pictures, in which he says that all pictures finished and 
unfinished had beeu paid for by Mr. Plint 

14, Chatham Place, 29 July,’1861 
“ Merely on the ground of Mr. Plint’s great personal worth, apart from other 

grounds, his death was a great shock to me as to all who knew him ; and if I 
refrained from writing in answer to the memorial curd I received, it was from 
the impression that ... a letter from a mere stranger might seem like a trivial 
intrusion.” 

224 -A. L. s., 1 page, 8vo., to his mother with reference to an invitation 
to dinner Wednesday morning, ». d. 

“ . . the hour is very early, as it would need my leaving work at 5. Moreover 
Marshall is likely to call to-day & I don’t exactly know what time” .... 

225 -3 A. L. s., 5 pp., 8vo., to his brother, W. M. Rossetti, the first 
dated in pencil 23 March 1871, introducing Pellegrini, the second, 
8 Aug. 1873, suggesting the possibility of bringing about a meeting 
between Edmund Hake and Charles Heineinann, and the third, 14th 
June [74], referring to the coming visit of his brother and sister-in- 
law to Kelmscott 

226 -Rough Draft, holograph, l p., 8vo., of the title-page for the 2Dd 
edition of Gilchrist’s Life of William Blake 

227 -A. L. s., 2 pp., 8vo., to Herbert Gilchrist, with reference to the 
second edition of the latter’s life of Wm Blake Thursday, n.d. 

“ I fancy the plates of Songs are best where they are, as otherwise they wd need 
rewriting .... they are moreover apt to seem disappointing to some readers. 
and the fulness of time is as yet full of fools.” . . . 

With cncelope, bearing date stamp, Aug. 20, ’SO. 

228 SCOTT (Sir Walter). Manuscript, 17^ pp., folio, in the autograph of 
the poet, partly Extracts and partly short Summaries in English from 
Ascensius’ Latin Edition of Geoffrey of Monmouth (1517). Bound in 
brown calf gilt n. d. (? 1820) 
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229 Scott (Sir Walter). 
(1) “Introductory Essay on Popular Poetry,” Original 

Holograph MS. 7 pp., 4to. Incomplete 1830 

(2) “ Essay on Imitations of the Ancient Ballad,” Original 
Holograph MS. 30 pp., 4to. April 1830 

(c) “ Note B ” and “ Note D ” of Appendix to the latter, 
being extracts from the correspondence of M. G. Lewis, 
author of “ The Monk,” with Autograph notes by 
Sir Walter Scott. 13 pp., 4to. 

- The three bound together in 1 vol. brown levant morocco 
by Riviere 1830 84 0 0 

The foregoing were first appended to the edition of '* Minstrelsy 
of the Scottish Border,” 1830. The MSS. differ somewhat from the 
text, having been apparently much corrected and added to in the 
proofs. The extracts from the correspondence of M. G. Lewis were 
added as Appendices to the Essay to refute a statement that “ The 
Fire King ” had been almost entirely written by Lewis. 

230 -— Original Manuscript of “The History of Scotland ” 
specially written for Dr. Dionysius Lardner for publication 
in his Cabinet Cyclopaedia. Sir Walter in his Preface 
says : “ The Author was invited to undertake this general 
Sketch of Scottish History in connection with a similar 
abridgment of English History by Sir James Mackintosh, 
and a History of Ireland by Thomas Moore, Esquire.” 
The first volume has on its flyleaf an inscription in the 
autograph of Dr. Lardner: “ As Editor of the Cabinet 
Cyclopaedia I have preserved this and the accompanying 
volumes, the latter dictated by Scott to Laidlaw. Phila. 
5 Nov. 1842. DION. LARDNER.” 3 vols., 4to. and 
folio 1828-29 550 0 0 

The manuscript is in one 4to. and two folio volumes enclosed in 
mauve morocco leather cases, the first volume only, as stated by Dr. 
Lardner, being in the autograph of Sir Walter, the other two having 
been dictated, but contain various additions and corrections in the 
author’s autograph. 

Several pages of part one are missing, having evidently been cut 
out after the volume was bound up. The chapter headings were 
probably mostly written in on the proof sheets, as only a small pro¬ 
portion of chapters have contents headings in the manuscript. 

231 - Original Holograph MS. of “ Preface to Lord 

of the Isles.” pp., 4to., bound in brown levant morocco 
by Riviere April 1830 52 10 0 

This preface was printed in the Edition of 1833. The poem itself 
appeared on the 2nd of January, 1815. In the preface Sir Walter 
refers to the death of Harriet Duchess of Buccleuch, and further adds 
that the poem “ was concluded unwillingly and in haste under the 
disgusting feeling of what must be done rather than with the ardour 
of one who endeavours to perform his task well. So that the poem 
cannot be said to have made a favourable impression.” 
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232 SCOTT (Sir Walter). Original Holograph MS. of the 
“ Preface to Rokeby.” y>/>., 4to., bound in levant 
morocco by Riviere April 1830 50 0 0 

With the exception of one small paragraph, probably inserted in 
the proofs, and a few corrections, the manuscript coincides with the 
printed text. 

The poem was originally published in 1813, and, according to 
this preface, had a sale which “excepting as compared with‘The 
Lady of the Lake ’ was in the highest degree respectable.” 

233 - ORIGINAL HOLOGRAPH MS. OF “THE 
DOOM OF DEVORGOIL.” 62 pp., 4to., bound in brown 
levant morocco by Riviere 1817-(?)1820 200 0 0 

The “ Doom of Devorgoil ” was originally undertaken as a present 
to Daniel Terry, then manager of the Adelphi Theatre, on behalf of 
the actor’s son. Darned after the poet, but was not completed for some 
years, and Terry, finding it unsuitable for stage purposes, returned it. 
In 1826 Scott offered the MS. to Ballantyne, but, owing to the compar¬ 
ative failure of “ Halidon Hill,” nothing came of the negotiation, until 
it was printed in a small octavo volume with “ Auchindrane ” in 1830. 

324 - Original holograph Memorandum of Agreement 
between Sir Walter Scott and Messrs. Constable with 
reference to the copyright of a number of Scott’s works, 
among them, Waverley, The Antiquary, Lay of the Last 
Minstrel, Lady of the Lake, Lord of the Isles, and the 
three Series ot Tales of my Landlord. February 2nd 1819 55 0 0 

A most interesting document, the total sum to be paid during a 
period of six years being £12,000. Each of the pages is duly signed 
by both parties, and on the last page is a “Note of the payments as 
within covenanted.” A clause is inserted to the effect that the name 
of the Author of the prose novels which had been anonymously 
published shall not be revealed. 

235 -Letter Missive signed, in the autograph of Sir Walter, to Messrs. 
Constable & Co, accepting the sum of £5250 “for the entire copy¬ 
right of The Pirate, The Fortunes of Nigel, Peveril of the Peak and 
Quentin Durward.” 1 page, 4to. Abbotsford, 19fA April, 1823 18 0 0 

Also copy of a letter from Messrs. Constable, containing the offer 
of the abovt-named sum Edinburgh, 16/A Ajrnl, 1823 

236 -A. L. s., 2 pp., 4to., to John Gull, regretting his inability to write 
a dedicatory poem for the Highland Society of London, owing to the 
illness of his wife and eldest son. The Highland Society in this year 
organised a meeting for the benefit of the supposed grandsons of the 
Young Pretender, Lord Breadalbane being at the head of the move¬ 
ment Edin. 15 January, 1815 8 8 0 

“ I feel great reluctance at any time to make this sort of exertion for which any 
poetical talent I may have iB peculiarly ill qualified. But I would much rather 
appear an indifferent poet than seem to be ungrateful to a body of my countrymen 
assembled for so honorable & useful a purpose.” 

237 -A. L. s., 11 pp., 4to., to Mr. Bailey, with reference to a work by 
the latter to be published in parts Abbotsford, 3rd May (1825) 6 6 0 

“ I scarce know what to recommend to you for it is quite clear that to undertake 
a large and expensive work without the mediation of a bookseller would be ruinous 
to the individual who should attempt it and to do it under the auspices of the hack 
is to go a hunting with the lion for they are sure to secure the larger share of the 
profits. Such an undertaking as you mention would require an immense outlay 
and the returns would be slow as is always the case with works published in numbers 
which people do not buy because they have no assurance that they will be 
completed.*’ 
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238 SCOTT (Sir Walter). A. L. a., 4 pp., 4to., to Lady Anne Hamilton, who 
was the faithful friend and attendant of Queen Caroline. A most 
interesting letter, mentioning “ some verses which Campbell had just 
completed & which he gave me in the blotted copy,” probably from 
what is further written the “ Stanzas to Painting.” Two pages of the 
letter are filled with Scott’s opinions as to the most suitable legislators, 
who, in his opinion, should not be trained lawyers, but “ intelligent 
well-educated men ” with 41 a good head & a good heart.” At the end of 
the letter reference is made to the “ Hero of Copenhagen ” who is to 
dine with Scott in order to meet Campbell and Leyden of whom Scott 
humorously writes :—44 If I can keep my two poets from disputing 
1 shall think myself cleverer than Gil Bias” Edinr 17 «7anV 1802 

"It is an excuse often made by men of Rank for withdrawing themselves from 
active political exertion, that they leave it in the hands of those who are what is 
called bred to buxine**. By this means the natural rules of political influence have 
been often inverted and the rudder of the State has been abandoned to a professional 
adventurer . . . The mind of the Student of Law is early bent to an existing 
system . . . and he himself (becomes) incapable of viewing with an enlightened and 
unprejudiced eye the beauties or defects of what he has been taught to regard as 
alike sacred.” 

239 -A. L. a., to Mr. Bailey, 1 page, 4to., Letter of thanks for a Latin 
poem. Edin., 22J. March, 1812 

Upon the point of latinity the approbation of a Scotsman is not worth having 
but I may be allowed to express my sense of the merit of the poem as to sentiment 
A expression. 

240 -Bond and Assignation in Security by which the Testamentary 
Trustees of Sir Walter Scott undertake to repay Robert Cadell, 
part proprietor of the new Edition of Waverley Novels and the pro¬ 
jected Edition of the Poetical Works, the sums amounting to 
£2491. 17. 11. advanced by him to enable the trustees to discharge 
the debts of the late Sir Walter Scott. 8 pp., folio. 

Also a deed assigning the copyrights placed in the hands of 
John Gibson jnr. and others, to Robert Cadell, 5 pp., folio. 

Each page is signed by Walter and Charles Scott, sons of the 
deceased baronet, and John Gibson Lockhart. 

London, February 6, 1834 
241 - Assignment of the Copyright of the Border Minstrelsy, the Lay 

of the Last Minstrel, and Ballads and Lyrical Poems to Longmans, 
2 pp., folio, signed by Sir Walter. 3rd June, 1805 

242 SIDDONS (Mrs.). A. L. s., 4 pp, 4to., to Mrs. Thrale. A most 
interesting letter, mentioning her success in Edinburgh; and on the 
last page is a long postscript with reference to a bust of John Kemble 
which Mrs. Siddons was to present to the Green Room of the Theatre 
at Edinburgh, asking Mrs. Piozzi to write “ two pretty lines for an 
inscription to it.” Edinburgh, May loth, 1795 

“ I played for the first time last night to a great House and thundering applause 
your favourite Euphrasia. . . . To-nrorrow I play Lady Randolph, and Harry is the 
young Norval. I suppose it will be a precious entertainment, for we both cried so 
much at the Rehearsal that we could not either of ub articulate, and the Prompter 
was obliged to read for us both ... I am bewildered with notes and Letters and torn 
to pieces about places for the boxes—I have offered the Lord Provost to play a night 
for the poor and of course have had fine things said to me.” 

243 SIDNEY (Mary, Countess of Pembroke). Letter subscribed 
and signed, with autograph postscript of five lines, 1 page, 
4to., dated April 24th, 1574. Excessive/// rare 

Accompanying the above are letters signed by her father, Sir 
Henry Sidney, and her brother, Robert Sidney, Lord Lisle. 

An order to John Cockeram that “ upon the sighte hereof you pay 
or cause to be payd . . . th' some of xi® ” due to Mistress Holand. 
The autograph postscript empmasises the order. 

441 pray helpe her presently if y° cann posyble if not yet wth so 
much as j° may, and assure for the rest at some conuenyent daye.” 
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244 SHELLEY (Percy Bysshe). A. L. s., 5 pp., 4to., to W. T. 

Baxter. An extremely interesting letter. Mr. Baxter, in 
whose family Mary Shelley had resided for some years, 
objected to a continuance of the friendship between his 
daughter Isabel Booth and Mary. Shelley in his reply, 
suggests that these objections were probably brought 
forward by Mr. Booth, Isabel’s husband. 

Marlow, Dec. 30, 1817 190 0 0 
Young and ardent spirits confound theory & practise.it is neither 

my habit to feel indignation or disappointment at the inconsistencies of mankind. 
.... May I ask precisely what the motives are? You do not distinctly say, but 
only allude to certain free opinions which I hold, inconsistent with yours. 
Am I not right in my conjecture in attributing to Mr Booth the change in your 
sentiments announced in your letter? .... in the complicated relations of private 
life, it is a practise difficult, dangerous & rare to appeal to an elementary principle. 
. .” etc. 

At the head of the first page is a note in Mary Shelley’s writing, 
in which she also suggests Mr Booth’s agency. 

“ You see I prophesied well three months ago when you were here. I then said 
that I was sure that Mr B. was averse to our intercourse and would find some means 
to break it off.” . . . 

245 -A. L. s., 3 pp., 4to., to Thomas Peacock. A most 
interesting letter, mentioning the completion of “ Rosalind 
and Helen,” also Peacock’s novel, “Nightmare Abbey.” 
Peacock had accompanied Shelley & Harriet to Edinburgh, 
and later, when Shelley settled at Great Marlow, the 
intimacy became very close. Bagni tli Lucca Aug. 16, 1818 150 0 0 

At the top of the first page is written Not printed,” 
“ I have finished—by taking advantage of a few days of inspiration—whioh the 

Cameme have lately been very backward in conceding—the little poem [Bosalind 
and Helen] I began sending to the press in London—Ollier will send you the proofs. 
Its structure is slight & airy—its subject ideal. The metre corresponds with the 
spirit of the poem, & varies with the How of the feeling. I have translated & Mary 
has transcribed the Symposium. . . . What a wonderful passage there is in I’hoedrua 
the beginning I think of one of Socrates’s speeches in praise of poetic madness 
in definition of what poetry is, it how a man becomes a poet. Every man who lives 
in this age <t desires to write poetry ought—as a preservative against the cold <fe false 
it narrow systems of criticism which every poetical empiric vents —to impress himself 
with this sentence. . . The weather has been brilliantly fine—& now among these 
mountains, the autumnal air is becoming less hot, especially in the morning dr 
evening. The chestnut woods are now inexpressibly beautiful—for the chestnuts 
have become large it add a new richness to the foliage. 

246 -A. L. 8., 1^ pp., 4to., to Mr. Vincent Novello. 
Unpublished Pisa Jan. 20, 1821 90 0 0 

It is possible that a few unpublished letters of the poet may still 
be extant, as Mrs. Shelley in her preface to “ Letters of P. B. Shelly” 
sayB that she has been, with few exceptions, unable to obtain letters 
written to friends other than those more intimately associated with 
his life in Italy, but the number of these letters must be very incon¬ 
siderable, as he had only a small outside circ le of friends and to those 
he wrote but seldom. Hence any unpublished letters of Shelley must 
always be looked upon as rarities. 

** On recovering from a severe optlialmia, I find your obliging letter with many 
others, unanswered on my table . . . My eyes even yet are very inadequate to the 
fatigue of writing. I beg you to assure yourself of that ense of the very friendly 
manner in which you have interposed your kind offices, which they refuse to express.” 

247 - Holograph MS. of a portion of the “ Revolt of 
Islam,” consisting of the first two stanzas and the first 
five lines of the third. 2 pp., 4to. 42 0 0 

At the top of page 1 is a rough pen and ink sketch of foliage. 
Original from 
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248 SHENSTONE (William). Ode in his antograph to William Somerville 

of Edston, a near neighbour and Author of The Chase and Field Sports. 
3 pp., 8 vo. Temple Bar, March, 1741 6 6 0 

See round ye World what fated Ills ensnare 
The wise, the brave, ye witty, and the Fair ! 

Few, few, alas! who Fame's gay Trophies wear 
Are doom’d Bweet Friendship's cordial glance to share 
As frail that Hope, as when Atlanta strove 
To win ye Prize, yet seize ye Gifts of Love. 

This poem is not included in the 1791 edition of Shonstone’s poems. 

249 - A. L. s., to Lady Luxborough, 12 pp., 4to. A very interesting 
letter The Leasows, June 27th, 1750 10 10 0 

“I mutt write on, ’till my sheet of Paper will contain no more—If your Lady¬ 
ship have not seen this coarse (but good) Edition of Swift, I fancy you will lind some 
things in it wch you never saw elsewhere—I must beg Mr. Popes Pardon so far as to 
esteem Dr. Swift (tho in a way rather contemptuous of regular Poetry and therefore 
manly) ye Poetical Genius of the Age he livd in. He had inconceivable Invention— 
wch was not remarkably ye Talent of ye other,” etc. 

250 - A. L. a., to Lady Luxborough, 4 pp., 4to. 
The Leasows, October ye 14f/t, 1752 

“ Sir George Lyttelton was here on Tuesday se’nnight. . . . The Dean of Exeter 
. . . left their Party at Hales in order to take a view of some {treat stone, there is at 
ltowley. ’Tie, (as far as I can find,) a rough un-heun stone of an uncommon size: 
However he had the happiness to be convinc’d, on his Return, (by what circumstances 
the Lord knows) that it was a Druid-Idol. ... I find too well, yt betwixt ye Fogs of 
Autum, ye solitude yt is now drawing on a pace, & ye number of painfull ideas that 
recurr to me when alone, I an sinking apace into my usual state of dejection,” etc. 

251 - Part of A. L. e., to Lady Luxborough, 4 pp., 8vo. 
“ ’Tis now Sunday March the thirtieth. After having wrote ye foregoing Part 

of my Letter yesterday, I was induc’d to take a Ride to Edgbaston, & pay a visit to 
my Friend Pixell. . . . I was shewn a Letter yesterday . . . which laments that the 
Town at Present, is much fonder of Arne than Handel. I would willingly have 
engag’d Arne to sett the three remaing: parts of ray Ballad, each to different Musick. 
I enclose his Answer, which is very rational. However, I am going to write to him 
once more and try if he will sett it for his own Collection. What he has done is 
reckon’d good, and I cannot be content with any other Composer,” etc. 

252 - A very long and highly interesting letter, 10 pp., 4to., to Lady 
Luxborough, describing, among other matters, a visit of Dean Lyttel¬ 
ton with a party of ladies and gentlemen. 

The Leasows, July ye Sixth, 1749 
“ . . . But if I were to repeat all ye Parts of their Panegyrick on ye Place. . . . 

I should appear as vain as Pamela in some parts of her Narrative. ... He (Dr. Lyttel¬ 
ton) admires my Lord Bolingbroke’s treatise, condemns Mr. Pope’s behaviour, & 6ays 
all yt knew Mr. Pope knew he had many little sordid schemes to get money. . . . 
The Rotund at Hagley is to be inscribed to Mr. Thomson ; a greater compliment by 
far yn is paid to Mr. Pope. Thomson I find had neither wife nor children, & left 
about as much behind him as would barely pay his Creditors,” etc. 

253 Solandeb. A. L. s. in 3rd person to Mrs. Lind, respecting some letters 
to be conveyed to India by her husband. 

Br. Museum, Saturday Morn., Dec. 19, 1778 

254 SOUTHEY (Robert). A. L. s. Unpublished. 3fc pp., 4to., to the Rev. 
Dr. Bell, Founder of the National School System of Education, to 
whom frequent reference is made in his letters. After his death 
Southey undertook the examination of his papers for the purpose of 
writing his life. This letter thanks Dr. Bell for a copy of his work 
on the “ Elements of Tuition,” and congratulates him on the ultimate, 
though tardy, succefs of his labours. Keswicli, 27 July. 1814 

“ You will smile to hear that the mischievous turn of affairs in the Princes family 
Bhould have produced any effects on me. Relying upon the marriage of the Princess 
Charlotte with the Prince of Orange, I determined like a good boy at school to be in 
time with my task, & having formed a plan of some originality much to ray own 
liking, whioh would have been divided into three parts, . . . had got nearly thro the 
seopnd when the match was broken off &. my poor poem adjourned sine die." 
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255 [SHERIDAN (R. B.)]. Manuscript of a play by J. Hongh, entitled 

“ Second Thought is Best,” with application for licence signed 
“ R. B. Sheridan for self and Partner.” “ The Dutiful Deception,” a 
play in one Act, MS. with application for licence. " Joseph Andrews,” 
a MS. play in two Acts;—the three plays in 1 volume, 4to., half 
morocco c. 1778 

256 

257 

258 

25D 

260 

STEVENSON (Robert Louis). Autograph Title and list of 
13 Chapter Headings for a projected novel, k< The Adven¬ 
tures of Henry Shovel Esq rc M 1 page, folio. This novel 
was sketched out and partly written in the seventies, but 
on taking it up again at Yailima it was remodelled into a 
family history entitled “ The Shovels of Newton French.” 
On the last page are pencil memoranda of various medicines 

n. d. 
- Autograph Manuscript of an incomplete poem, entitled “ The 
Perfect Cure : or the man of habit.” 2 pp.t 4to. [Unpublished.] 

c. 1882 
This poem was to have been the third of a series entitled “ Moral Tales,” of 

which only the first two, “ Rob and Ben,” and “The Builder's Doom,'’ were ever 
published. 

Of this, the third, only 34 lines were written, and of the fourth only the title, 
** The Expressman’s Tragedy,” exists. 

On the first page of the outer sheet is the heading “ Moral Tales ” and a list of 
the four titles in Stevenson’s Autograph, and on the last page of the same are pencil 
notes, two of which are apparently solutions of aorostics. 

- Autograph MS., 1 page, folio, being a portion of an obituary 
article on Samuel Bough, the Scottish Artist. This is probably a 
rough draft of the first portion of the article, as there are many cor¬ 
rections. The opening sentence has been written five times before 
attaining its permanent form. In the Bibliography it is stated that 
this article appeared in “ The Academy,” Nov. 30. 1878, but it has not 
been included in the Edinburgh edition of Stevenson’s works. 

n. d. [Nov. 1878] 
-A. L. s., on the subject of Contagious diseases in Samoa. £ page, 
folio «. d. 

This is apparently the original draft of a letter addressed either to a Missionary 
or to a journal, ami was kept on a file for reference. The first sentence, deleted, 
reads:—“ 1 am very sorry to appear, even for a moment, in what seems opposition 
to the missionaries; and yet I cannot but think they are engaged on a false issue.” 

Autograph Note signed “ The Lone Hermit of Samoa.” 4 page, 
8vo. The note is addressed to Lloyd Osbourne and was written 
during one of his attacks of htemorrhage whon forbidden to speak by 
the doctor. n. d. 

“ All corrections noted and almost all given effect to. Further orders solicited.” 

261 SWINBURNE (Algernon Charles). A. L. s., 4pp., 8vo., to his friend, 
Sir Richard Burton Holrnicood, Henley on Thames, Jan. 11,A /67 

An extremely interesting letter, written shortly after the publication of “ Poems 
and Ballads,” and the consequent rupture with his publisher Moxon. After referring 
to letters of abuse received from both sides of the Atlantic he proceeds to express his 
intention of producing a “ scheme of mixed verse A’ prose—a sort of dtude a la 
Balzac pint the poetry—which I do flatter myself will be more offensive A objection¬ 
able to Britannia than anything I have yet done.” 

262 SYMONDS (John Addington). Autograph MS. 2 pp. folio, 1 page 
8vo., signed in full, of an [unpublished] Poem, 48 lines, entitled, 
“ Past, Present, Future.” The last 2 verses were apparently written 
as an addition to the original poem n. d. 

263 - Autograph MS. 1 page, large 4to., signed in full, of a Sonnet 
[unpublished] entitled “The Alpine Wreath,” probably written 
during his stay at Davos r». d. 
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264 TENNYSON (Alfred Lord). Original Holograph 

Manuscript of poems and portions of poems published in 
the 1842 edition of his Poems. 42 pp., mounted on guards 
and bound in green cloth, small folio 0 0 0 

A collection of exceptional value, as by far the greater part of the 
poet’s early manuscripts were destroyed. 

A detailed description of the above will bo sent to intending 
purchasers on application. 

'265 -A. L. 8., 1 page, 8vo., to E. Butler of Leeds, author of a series of 
Essays entitled “ For Further Consideration ” in reply to a letter 
enclosing outlines of a lecture on the “ Idylls ”. 

Freshwater, Feb. 8th, 1873 7 0 0 
“ You are, I may say, generally right—as far as you go—but there are other 

meanings in the Poemwhich I must leave to my readers to find out for themselves.” 

2b6 -A. L. s. to the same, 1 page, 8vo., On receipt of a copy of 
Mr. Butler’s volume of essays “ For Further Consideration.” 

Freshwater, May 7th, 1887 7 0 0 
** I thank you for your very able commentary on the Idylls—nevertheless the 

Poem is many-sided and capable of other interpretations.” 

267 THACKERAY (W. M.). A portion of the original MS. of 
The Newcomes, written by an amanuensis from the 
author’s dictation, with a few autograph corrections by the 
novelist. 53i pp., 8vo., inlaid to 4to. size, red levant 
morocco extra by Riviere 1855 175 0 0 

The MS. consists of the following portions of the novel (the 
pagination references relate to the first edition) :— 
Chap. 32, p. 290, line 29: “ The Colonel broke out in great wrath.” to chap. 33, 

p. 298, 1. 33, "We must have a ball too, Mrs.” 
Chap. 33, p. 299, 1. 9: “Of course we are going," to p. 299, 1. 33, "Colonel 

Newcome finished.” 
Chap. 33, p. 300, 1. 19: " And have it she would,” to chap. 35, p. 319, 1. 37, " I 

repaired thither and found the.” 

In front of the MSS. is an autograph letter in pencil from Lady 
Ritchie, certifying that the pages formed part of the original MS., 
and that certain corrections are in the handwriting of her father. 

The greater portion of the original Manuscript of “ The New- 
comes ” is preserved in the Museum at Charterhouse. 

'268 -Original Autograph Manusoript signed of an unpublished poem 
entitled “ What Might Have Been.'* The poem consists of 7 stanzas 
of four lines each, and is written on one pnge of a 4to. sheet of thin 
note paper n. d. 25 0 0 

" As we two slowly walked that night, 
Silence fell on us, as of fear; 

I was afraid to face the light 
Lest you should see that I loved you, dear. 

*269 

" Ah ! I have suffered, and so have you ; 
And to-night, if you were but standing here, 

I’d make you an answer straight and true. 
If you’d ask again if I loved you, dear.” 

-A. L. s. \\ pp., 8vo., to J. J. Morier, author of 
“ Adventures of Hajji Baba of Ispahan,” with a sketch of 
himself in Turkish costume laying a parcel at the feet of 
Morier also in Turkish dress. Mention is made of a visit 
to Horace Smith, the author of “ Rejected Addresses ” 

13 Young St. Kensington, 25 October, 1847 
" I wish to account for not having sooner availed myself of the permission you 

were good enough to give me that I might corned see. To-day is my first free day, 
A I have (by the V,I>.) this minute done No. xi. of Vanity Fair.” 

\n> Original from 
Digitized by VjOOQLc I imix/prqity of Mirt-nna oogie 
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270 THOMSON (James) and MALLET (Thomas). Alfred, a Masque. 
MS. copy, 44 pp., 4to., with Epilogue, 6 pp., 4to., red levant morocco 
extra. This copy was the one submitted to the Lord Chamberlain for 
licencing purposes, the application being signed by David Garrick and 
J. Lacy Feb. 14<A, 1751 

The great interest attaching to this play is the faot that it contains the Bong now 
looked upon almost in the light of a national hymn, i.e. Rule Britannia. The 
version in this 1751 edition of the Mask varies considerably from the original, only 
the first two verses being the same, and of the last two verses there is yet a third 
version inserted in a different hand. The first version of the play was given in the 
grounds of Cliveden, Bucks, then the country home of the Prince of Wales, the 
music having been composed by Dr. Ame. The music of Rule Britannia has 
wrongly been attributed to Handel, based on the evidence of the Occasional Oratorio, 
but since this latter was not composed till 1746 and “ Alfred ” was performed in 1740 
with music by Dr. Arne, this claim falls to the ground. 

271 VANE (Sir Henry, the Younger). An order for the payment of £50 
voted by the House of Commons for the relief of the poor of the 
“ Parrish of Martins in je ffields,” signed by the younger Vane, who 
at that time was taking a leading part in the organisation of the 
Parliamentary forces. The document is also signed by the Earls of 
Northumberland and Pembroke, and Cornelius Holland, a devoted 
adherent of Sir Harry Vane, who was a member of the Council of 
State in 1649, and, though his name does not appear upon the warrant 
for execution, he is believed to have had the chief hand in drawing up 
the charges against the King. He had signed the Covenant in 1643 
and here signs himself “ Cov. Holland.” 2 pp., folio. 

Dated at ye Committee of Lords, and Commons for his Mal}tt lievenew, 
sitting at Westvir ye xxvij,h day of August 1647 

On the back are the receipts signed by “ George Blenerhassett ” and “ Thomas 
Darling” for 2 sums of £20 and £30 respectively. 

272 WALLER (Edmund). Signature to a Deed on vellum, certifying the 
purchase by George Gosnold of certain lands belonging to tbe poet, 
endoiscd “The purchase of Widgendon and diffields from Waller to 
Gosnold and Waddendon pond and part of gobs hill.” The document 
is also signed by Mary Waller the poet’s second wife. 8th June, 1655 

Signatures of Edmund Waller are rare. 

273 WALPOLE (Horace) and Thomas Gray. Four excep¬ 
tionally interesting letters, typically representing the Quad¬ 
ruple Alliance of friendship commenced as boys at Eton 
between Thomas Gray, Horace Walpole, Richard West, 
and Thomas Ashton. 4to. 

(a) A long three-page holograph letter from Horace Walpole 
to Thomas Ashton (afterwards Rector of S. Botolph, 
Bishopsgate) with a postscript on the last page in the 
autograph of Gray, written during their Continental 
Travels in 1739-41, while staying in Rome, referring to 
the Conclave of Cardinals at Rome. 

“ Boileau’s Discord dwelt in a college of Monks ; at present the Lady is in the 
Conclave . . . With all these Animosities., one is near having a Pope ; Card. Goth, an 
old, inoffensive Dominican, without Relations, wanted yesterday but two voices . . . 
There, there, a sufficient Competency of Conclave news I think . . How goes your 
War ? . . . Lord ! it will be drcadfull to return thro Germany, etc." 

V>) A very characteristic holograph letter from Gray to 
Ashton written on the occasion of their visit to Paris in 
1739, as he refers to Henry Conway, who travelled with 
them subsequently to Rheims and Geneva. 

“ Our tAtc a ti’te conversations, ilmt you enquire after, did consist less in words, 
than in looks & signs ... at present Mr. Conway . . . joins to make them a little 

T/o Original from 
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WALPOLE (Horace, continued: — 

more verbose ... on Monday next we set out for Rheims, (where we expect to be 
very doll;) ... I don’t know what condition your Stage is in, but the French is in 
a very good one at present; etc. ” 

(c) A holograph letter from Richard West to Mr. Ashton, 
unsigned, dated Paris, May 8, N.s (1741 ?) 

“West at Paris? would you believe it? and yet t’is so. How it came about, is 
another story... have pity too on me in a Strange Country, & write to me sometimes." 

A holograph letter from Ashton to West, Downing 
•treet, June 3d, 1742. 

“ The Melancholy Act. of Yr. Health is an inexpressible Concern to me . . . keep 
up your Spirits whatever you do—You have Youth & the Season of the Year on yr Side 
. . . Mr. Walpole sympathizes with you, etc ” 

-74 WARD (William). Autograph Letter, signed, 1 page, folio, to Lord 

Zonche, Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports. Dover, this 4th of 
ffebroary 1618. (1610) 

A very interesting epistle from the then Mayor of Dover to Lord Zouche, 
concerning hiB pinnace the Silver Falcon which later in the same year was sent out 
to Virginia. Lord Zouche had been a member of the Council of the Virginia 
Company since 1(509, and the year previous to the date of this letter had invested £100. 
in Lord De la Warr’s Expedition Ward was urgent that the pinnace should go as 
as soon as possible “ knowinge the shipp to be in lteadynes <Sr fully tTurnished . . . The 
Chardge of those that attend the Service about yor honours pynnnce ys very great & 
therfore I humbly pray yor LoPP. to give me directions therein.” 

275 WATT (James, Engineer). A. L. s., pp , large 4to., to Mr. James 

McGrigor, respecting the offer to superintend the Engineering works 

of the Caledonian Canal for which he made a survey. 

Birmm. Octr. 30th, 1784 
“As to Mr. Arkwright, he is to say no worse one of the most self sulhcient Ignorant 

men I ever met with ... he is certainly a man of merit in his way . . . whoever 
invented the spinning, Arkwright certainly had the merit of it . . . making it usefull 
... As Mr. Boulton is absent I cannot give you any answer to your kind proposition 
. . . My mind being almost wholly turned towards the steam Engines, almost all 
the minutiae and necessary matters of fact relative to the canal business are gone 
from me,” etc. 

A very long important and interesting letter. 
276 WESLEY (John). Portion of Autograph Letter signed, to his Bister, 

quotmg as his “ constant Rule ” to believe every one honest till proved 

otherwise. London Nov. 17. 1780 

277 WILDE (Oscar). The original holograph draft of the poem Le Jardin 

(three verses of fonr lines each) which was first published in Our 

Continent, Vol. I, No. I (Fob. 15th, 1882) 1882 
It is not known whether any fair copy of this manuscript exists but the document 

here offered is the identical manuscript of which one verse is reproduced in facsimile 
on page 124 of Mr. Stuart Mason’s Bibliography of Oscar Wilde. The poem was 
afterwards reprinted in Impressions of America, 1906, and in Poems, 1908. 

A oopy of Our Continent, part 1, accompanies the manuscript. 

278 WOLFE (General J.). A. L. s., 3 pp., 4to., to Miss Lacey, 
written during the campaign in the Netherlands, enclosing 
a letter to be forwarded to Embroiderers, and mentioning 
mutual friends. Camp of Ibuvel June l* 1747 

“ Your time must pass agreably, nothing from us has yet given occasion to 
prevent it, nor do I see any immediate probability of a change in our Situation ; We 
are here the Guardians of the Republick A since their reformation I begin to think 
them worth our care/1 

279 --A. L. s., 3J pp., 4to., to Miss Lacey, regretting the 
continued inactivity of the Army. 

Camp of Wes ter/oo June 22'1 1747 
“ I have been a fortnight detached from the Army, our Situation has been 

agreable, A might have been honourable, wou’d the Enemy have waited our Attempts 
but their Caution has deny’d us the pleasure of Conquest.I write this in a 
moment of reflection, you’ll pardon the Stile . . . . tis nevertheless of the sort, you 
must sometimes expect in yr. conversation wh men . . . whose situation shou’d 
make them often subject to serious hours.” 
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280 WREN (Sir Christopher). A. L. s., 1 page, 4to., to Henry Carrington, 
Whitehall, Sep. 6, 1705 12 12 0 

I intended sincerely, & I am apt to thinke too well of the sincerity of others, 
else I should have susspended . . . My Son preparing for a sudden Journey makes 
me answer your letter to him. 

A FEW BOOKS OF REFERENCE 

281 AUTOGRAPHS. Facsimiles of Royal, Historical, Literary, and other 
Aotograph8 in the Department of MSS. British Mdseum. Edited by 
George F. Warner. Series I—V. Folio, with 150 plates; half 
morocco 1899 2 12 6 

The first, third, fourth, and fifth Series can also be purchased separately, 
7s 6d each. 

The Autographs here reproduced by photo-lithography are all included among 
the various collections in the British Museum, where most of them may be seen 
displayed in the glazed cases at the entrance to the Department of Manuscripts. 

282 BO VET (Alfred). Lettres Aotoo raphes composant la Collection dk 
M. Alfred Boyer, decrites par Etienne Charavay. 2 thick vols., 4to., 
numerous facmiles and plates; hf. morocco, gilt tops 7 10 0 

600 copies only printed. 
This important catalogue contains 2138 items, with a facsimile of every signature, 

and in many cases a full-page reproduction of the respective documents. 

283 BRIQUET (C. M). Les Filioranes: Dictionnaire Historique des 
Marques du Papier, d&s leur apparition, vers 1282, jusqn’en 1600. 
4 vols., roy. 4to., with 39 illustrations and 16,112 facsimiles ; sewed 

Paris, 1907 8 0 0 
284 FILLON (Benjamin). Inventoires des Autographes kt Documents 

Historiqueb r6unis par M. Benjamin Fillon, decrits par Etienne 
Charavay. 3 vols., 4to., numerous facsimiles; hf. morocco, gilt tops 3 10 0 

285 Jenkinson (Hilary). Paleography and the Practical Study of Court- 
hand. 4to.,pp. x and 38, with 13 plates; cloth 1915 0 8 0 

This pamphlet is, with very little revision, a Paper read to Section IX of the 
International Congress of Historical Studies in April, 1913. ... It represents the 
ideas which have made me depart considerably from the usually adopted form of 
teaching preliminary to research upon medieval manuscript sources, during the three 
series of lectures and classes which I have given for the F. W. Maitland Memorial 
Trustees at Cambridge. But apart from this the importance of the series of docu¬ 
ments which illustrate it made me anxious to print it.—Extract from the Preface. 

280 PALAEOGRAPHY. English Court Hand. A.D. 1<06 to 1500. IllnB- 
trated chiefly from the Public Records. By Charles Johnson and 
Hilary Jenkinson. Text 1 vol. 8vo., pp. xlvii and 250, with numerous 
comparative tables in the text, and a roy. folio vol. containing 44 repro¬ 
ductions ; cloth Oxford, 1915 1 5 0 

The most important work yet published on the subject; each document repro¬ 
duced is fully explained and transcribed in the text. There are chapters dealing 
fully with abbreviations and the history of individual letters ; also a bibliography. 

287 PALaEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY'S Facsimiles of Manuscripts and 
Inscriptions. Edited by E. A. Bond, and E. M. Thompson. 31 pts., 
impl. folio, consisting of 565 facsimiles with descriptive text, tables of 
contents, etc.; and General Index to Series I and II, Jvo., bound in 
half morocco, gilt edges; rare 1873-1901 42 0 0 

(First Series], 13 parts, forming 3 vols., 1873-83; Second Series, 10 parts, 
forming 2 vols., 1H84-94. General Index (8vo.), 1901; Oriental Series, 8 parts, 
1875-83. 

288 NEW PALaEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY’S FACSIMILES. Series I, 
10 parts, Series II, patts I and II, and a General Index to the First 
Series (8vo.). Roy. folio, with 300 plates; in 2 cloth portfolios 1903-14 13 0 0 

289 - the same. Parts I—X. Roy. folio, with 250 plates ; in 2 cloth 
portfolios 1903-12 11 0 0 
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THE GORLESTON PSALTER 
A Manuscript of the beginning of the fourteenth century in the library of 

C. W. DYSON PERRINS. Described in relation to other 
East Anglian books of the period by 

SYDNEY C. COCKERELL 
• « 

Hoy. folio, printed on hand-made paper, with a frontispiece in gold and colours by 

Origgs and 20 plates in photogravure by Emery Walker; bds. (pub. £3. 13s 6d)> 

£2. 2s. 1907 
This handsome volume, though primarily, as the title announces, a detailed description 

and history of the magnificent fourteenth century Manuscript belonging to Mr. Dyson Perrins, 
known as the Oorleston Psalter, is at the same time a carefully written monograph of the East 
Anglian school of miniature painting and ornamentation of manuscripts of the period. 

James (M. R.). Descriptive Catalogue of the HcClean Collec¬ 
tion of Manuscripts in the Fitzwilliam Museum. Roy. 8vo., 
with 108plates; buckram, £1. 5s. 1912 

The fine collection of 200 manuscripts described in this volume forms part of the great 
benefaction of the late Frank McClean to the Fitzwilliam Museum. Dr. James in his intro¬ 
duction says : “ The McClean Collection is especially valuable to us in regard of its variety. It 
contains examples of many styles of writing and decoration of which we previously had no 
specimen. Very few of our manuscripts were earlier than the thirteenth century: we now have 
examples of all centuries from the ninth onwards. , . .” 

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Western Mediseval Manuscripts 
in Edinburgh University Library. By Cathkrine r. Borland. 
Roy. 8vo., pp. xxxi and 359, with frontispiece in colour and 25 collotype plates ; 

cloth, 15s. Edinburgh, 1619 
“ The present catalogue deals with a relatively small but exceedingly important section of 

the manuscript material in the University Library, namely, the western medieval manuscripts. 
“ It is a section which, in the absence of any complete catalogue, even in the library itself, 

has remained comparatively unknown to students ; and its value as a whole can scarcely have 
been realised even by those to whom many of the individual books have long been familiar.’* 
Extract from the Introduction. 

Herbert. Illuminated Manuscripts. By s. A. Herbert (Department of 
MSS. British Museum). Roy. 8vo., pp. 350, with 51 plates, several of which are 

in colour; buckram, £1. 5s. 1911 
List or Chapters :—1. The Illumination of Classical MSS. 2. Early Christian Illumination 

to the end of the 6th Cent. 3. Byzantine Illumination. 4. Celtic Dlumination. 5. The 
Carolingian Renaissance. 6. Outline Drawings of the 9th to the 11th Cent., especially in 
England. 7. English Illumination to 1200. H. German, French, and Flemish Illumination 
a.d. 900-1200. 9. Italian Illumination before 1300. 10. English Illumination in the 18th 
Cent. 11. French, Flemish, and German Illumination in the 13th Cent. 12. Illumination of 
tbe Apocalypse. 13. English Illumination in the 14th and 15th Cent. 14 and 15. French and 
Italian Illumination in the 14th Cent. 16. French Illumination after 1400. 17. The Italian 
Renaissance. 18. Flemish Illumination after 1300.—Notes on various kinds of Illuminated 
Liturgical MSS. Bibliography. Three Indexes of MSS., Illuminators and Scribes and 
General. 

The work, whioh is dedioated to Sir George F. Warner, fulfils a long-felt want for a 
trustworthy authoritative work on Illuminated MSS. 

WORCESTER MSS. (EARLY) 
*rapnent8 of Four Books and a Charter of the Eighth Century, 

belonging tO Worcester Cathedral. Photographically reproduced 
by permission of the Dean and Chapter. Edited for the Librarian, Canon 
J. M. Wilson, d.d. With Introductions and Appendices by Cothbbrt Hamilton 
Turner. Roy. 4to.,pp. Ixxii and 31, toith 32plates; cloth, £1. 8s. 1916 
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SCHOOLS OF ILLUMINATION 
Reproductions from Manuscripts in the British Museum. 

PART I. Hiberno-Saxon and Early English Schools, A.D. 700-1100. Folio, 

pp. 11, with, 16 plater, two of which are in colours; in a portfolio, 17s. 6d. 1914 

-the same. PART II. English, 12th and 13th Centuries. Folio, pp 10, 
with 15 platen (one coloured) ; in a portfolio, 17s. 6d. 1915 

“ The present series of reproductions is primarily intended to introduce to art-students through¬ 
out the country some of the treasures of medieval book-ornament in the British Museum. For this 
purpose the manuscripts are grouped in schools, one or more of which will be represented in each 
yearly issue.”—Preface. 

IN PREPARATION: 

CATALOGUE OF THE 

ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS 
IN THE COLLECTION OF 

C. W. DYSON PERRINS 

By SIR GEORGE F. WARNER 
Late Keeper of the MSS. British Museum 

Mr. Dyson Perrins' collection of Manuscripts is one of the four great private collections now in 
existence, the other three belonging to Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, Mr. Yates Thompson, and the 
Earl of Leicester. The work will be illustrated by about 110 photogravure plates by Mr. Emery 
Walker, and will be issued after the War. It will be imperial 4to. in size. That the text is written 
by Sir G. F. Warner, and the book produced under his direction, guarantee its great palaeographical 
and artistic value. Only a very limited edition will be printed. The price cannot yet be fixed, but 
it will probably be about five guineas. 

QUEEN MARY’S PSALTER 
# 

MINIATURES AND DRAWINGS BY AN ENGLISH 
ARTIST OF THE 14th CENTURY 

REPRODUCED FROM ROYAL MS. 2 B. VII 

IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM 

WITH INTRODUCTION BY 

SIR GEORGE WARNER, D.Litt., F.B.A., F.S.A. 
LATE KEEPER OF MANUSCRIPTS AND KGERTON LIBRARIAN BRITISH MUSEUM 

Roy. 4to., pp. 92, with 316 full-page collotype reproductions; half 

morocco Printed, for the Trustees of the British Museum, 1912 

Price £2. 5s. 
“ That Queen Mary’s Psalter, as a singularly fine example of English art at the 

beginning of the fourteenth century, deserves this exceptional treatment will hardly 
be disputed; and, so far at any rate as its tinted drawings are concerned, collotype 
photography may perhaps be trusted to do it adequate justice."—Q. F. IF. 

STRANGBXVAV* AND SON*, PRINTERS, TOWKR STREET, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C. 
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